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Abstract. Nowadays, the Gogny force is a referent in the theoretical description of
nuclear structure phenomena. Its phenomenological character manifests in a simple
analytical form that allows for implementations of techniques both at the mean field
and beyond all over the nuclide chart. Over the years, multiple applications of the
standard many-body techniques in an assorted set of nuclear structure applications
have produced results which are in a rather good agreement with experimental data.
The agreement allows for a simple interpretation of those intriguing phenomena in
simple terms and gives confidence on the predictability of the interaction. The present
status on the implementation of different many body techniques with the Gogny force
is reviewed with a special emphasis on symmetry restoration and large amplitude
collective motion.
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1. Introduction
The Gogny force, named after the renowned French physicist Daniel Gogny [1], has been
used to describe many different facets of nuclear structure since its inception back in the
early seventies of the past century. It has been mainly used in a mean field framework
including pairing correlations where the Hartree Fock Bogoliubov (HFB) mean field is
the basic entity used to obtain the quantities appearing in the theory. In this category
we include not only the calculation of potential energy surfaces (PES) using constraints
on the relevant collective degrees of freedom so useful to describe the shape of the ground
state or the path to fission, but also extensions like the collective Schro¨dinger equation
(CSE), the Bohr Hamiltonian approach focused on quadrupole degrees for freedom and
their coupling to rotations, the QRPA or the Interacting Boson Model (IBM) with
parameters determined by HFB PES. As it stands, the mean field only provides wave
functions in the intrinsic frame of reference where the mean field wave function is allowed
to break symmetries of the Hamiltonian. In order to compute physical observables like
mean values or transition probabilities it is very important to use wave functions in
the laboratory frame which have the quantum numbers of the symmetries preserved
by the nuclear interaction. Therefore, in addition to the mean field, mechanisms to
restore the spontaneously broken symmetries have to be applied to perform the passage
from the intrinsic to the laboratory frame. These mechanisms require the evaluation of
overlaps between different HFB wave function that are subsequently used in integrals
over the symmetry groups. This is referred to as ”symmetry restoration” and its
implementation with the Gogny force has been an active field of research since its
first implementation in the early nineties. These ideas can also be used to deal with
large amplitude collective motion in the spirit of the Generator Coordinate Method
(GCM) often in combination with symmetry restoration. The purpose of this review
is to describe the status of the implementation of all these techniques with the Gogny
force putting special emphasis in those aspects related to symmetry restoration and large
amplitude collective motion. There are already two long papers in the literature that
overview some aspects of the applications of the Gogny force in nuclear structure but
in our opinion they only offer partial views of the whole picture. In Ref [2] the authors
review applications of the mean field, the 5D Collective Hamiltonian and the QRPA with
the Gogny force. However, the coverage of the mean field is rather limited and fails to
account for important applications like the study of high spin physics, finite temperature
HFB or the applications to odd mass nuclei and multi-quasiparticle excitations as in the
physics of high-K isomers. On the other hand, the review of [3] focuses only on aspects
of symmetry restoration and large amplitude motion, not paying much attention to
other applications beyond the mean field. Also the formal difficulties encountered in
the implementation of symmetry restoration techniques with density dependent forces
are scarcely discussed and also relevant technical details are overlooked. In our review we
have tried to give a complete, albeit not very deep, description of all different techniques
used in nuclear structure paying some attention to some relevant technical details like
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evaluation of matrix elements, Pfaffian techniques to evaluate overlaps or computer code
implementations. Although not belonging to the family of Gogny forces we have decided
to include the description of translational invariance restoration with the Brink-Boecker
interaction as an illustration of this important, and often overlooked, aspect of symmetry
restoration. The present review and the one of [2] can be considered as complementary
as we do not cover in too much details the subjects treated by Peru and Martini.
The theoretical description of nuclear reactions with the Gogny force is not
described in this review. In the last years and with the help of increasing computing
power, more and more of the nuclear structure microscopic input required for reactions
can be obtained from sound theoretical models with the Gogny force [4, 5, 6]. All these
models are described in this review but their connection with reaction theory is scarcely
discussed in the text.
The review focuses almost exclusively on applications with the Gogny force. The
many body techniques used to describe nuclear structure have also been used with
other interactions/functionals like the non-relativistic family of Skyrme energy density
functionals or the relativistic models with great success. Although those calculations
are similar and in many cases complementary to the ones presented here we are not
going to discuss them and we refer the interested reader to the vast literature already
available in the form of reviews.
The review is divided in six sections including the Introduction, the second section
is devoted to the description of the different parametrizations of the Gogny force and
several recent improvements/departures from it. In Section 3 the mean field method,
adapted to deal with density dependent interactions is discussed and several examples
of application with the Gogny force are presented. In Section 4 two methods beyond the
mean field but not requiring Hamiltonian overlaps are described: namely the QRPA and
the IBM mapping procedure. In Section 5, the issue of symmetry restoration is discussed
in general and later applications to the most common types of symmetry restoration
(parity, particle number projection, angular momentum projection, linear momentum
projection) are presented along with several applications with the Gogny force. The
difficulties encountered in the application of the symmetry restoration techniques to
the case of phenomenological density dependent interactions is also addressed. Finally,
in Section 6 the standard method to deal with large amplitude collective motion is
discussed. Among the applications, we discuss the application of the method with
symmetry restored wave functions as well as the mixing of multi particle-hole excitations
intimately connected with the Configuration Interaction method. Also approximate
methods based on the Gaussian overlap approximation are discussed. We conclude
with a summary and perspectives section. Several appendixes with a more technical
information are also included.
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2. The Gogny force: its origins, motivation and present implementations
In this section a historical overview of the origins and motivation of the Gogny force
is presented with special emphasis in the fitting protocols used in each of the different
main parametrizations considered (D1, D1’, D1S, D1N, D1M). A few paragraphs will
also be devoted to the newly proposed D2 Gogny force with a finite range density
dependent interaction. Finally, we also discuss less known parametrizations including
some specific terms and some forces inspired by the Gogny interaction.
2.1. The Gogny force: guiding principles
The Gogny force was conceived in a period of time when the Skyrme interaction had
started to become fashionable mostly because of its ability to describe nuclear properties
at the simple Hartree Fock (HF) mean field level [7, 8]. At that time, the fact that in
Skyrme forces different interactions had to be used in the pairing and particle-hole (ph)
channel was considered as a drawback. Also the necessity to consider a window around
the Fermi level where the pairing interaction was active, was often considered as an
annoying characteristic. In order to have a pairing force derived from the same central
potential than the particle-hole (ph) channel, a finite range interaction, with its natural
ultraviolet cutoff, had to be implemented. This is the main reason why the Gogny force
was created: it had a finite range central potential that could also be used to obtain the
pairing interaction. The central potential was inspired by early attempts by Brink and
Boecker [9] to derive a finite range central potential with a Gaussian form for nuclear
structure calculations. Going finite range was a technical challenge for the computers
available at that time. However, combining together the simplicity of Gaussian shape
for the central potential and a nice property of the harmonic oscillator wave functions
[10], to be discussed below, gave the opportunity to get a reasonable implementation
of the HF or the Hartree Fock Bogoliubov (HFB) mean fields on those days computers
[11].
The Gogny force consists of four terms
v(1, 2) = vc(1, 2) + vLS(1, 2) + vDD(1, 2) + vCoul(1, 2) (1)
A central term vc of finite range which is a linear combination of two Gaussians and
contains the typical spin and isospin channels with the Wigner (W), Barlett (B),
Heisenberg (H) and Majorana (M) terms
vc(1, 2) =
∑
i=1,2
e
− |~r1−~r2|2
µ2
i (Wi +BiPσ −HiPτ −MiPσPτ ) . (2)
A two body spin orbit for zero range is taken directly from the Skyrme functional
vLS(1, 2) = iWLS(~∇12δ(~r1 − ~r2) ∧ ~∇12)(~σ1 + ~σ2), (3)
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a pure phenomenological density dependent term, strongly repulsive, introduced to make
the force fulfill the saturation property of the nuclear interaction
vDD(1, 2) = t3(1 + Pσx0)δ(~r1 − ~r2)ρα((~r1 + ~r2)/2). (4)
This “state dependent” part of the interaction has to be handled properly in the
application of the variational principle which is behind the HF or HFB procedures
and gives rise to a so-called rearrangement potential to be discussed below. Finally,
the standard Coulomb potential vCoul(1, 2) between protons is added to the interaction.
Usually, the Coulomb potential is taken only into account in the direct channel of the
HF or HFB procedures. The exchange term, which is rather involved due to the infinite
range of the interaction, is considered in the local Slater approximation [12, 13] that
comes in the form of an additional term to be added to the energy
ESlater = −3
4
e2
(
3
pi
)1/3 ∫
d3 ~r
[
ρP (~r)
]4/3
(5)
and depending on the proton’s density alone. This term also gives a ”rearrangement”
contribution to the HF or HFB potentials when treated appropriately in the application
of the variational principle.
The traditional center of mass correction to the mean field energy, including
both the one body and two body components, is fully considered in all Gogny
parametrizations and included in the variational procedure. Both the contributions
to the HF and pairing (anti-pairing) fields is taken into account.
The Gogny interaction depends on 15 adjustable parameters that are obtained
after performing a fit to experimental data and nuclear matter properties. Different
parametrizations have been obtained throughout the years depending on the set of data
and the quality of the approaches used to solve the nuclear many body problem. For a
recent discussion of the fitting protocol see Ref. [14].
In the recent literature it is common to catalog the Gogny force as an Energy
density functional (EDF) due to its density dependent term. In this review we will use
indistinctly the term force, interaction and EDF to refer to the Gogny force.
As mentioned before, one of the main assets of the Gogny force is the use of the same
central interaction both for the Hartree Fock (particle-hole) and the pairing (particle-
particle)part of the HFB procedure. This property, however, is questioned by several
authors using several arguments (see, for instance Ref [15]). The first argument has to
do with the fact that the bare nucleon-nucleon interaction can be used in the pairing
channel whereas for the p-h part a regularization of the repulsive core in the spirit of
the Brueckner method is required. As a consequence, both the effective p-p and p-h
channels of the interaction to be used at the mean field can be considered as unrelated
and the consistency between the two channels is not required. The second argument
is related to the modern view of the nuclear interactions as tools to generate energy
density functionals (EDF) in the spirit of the EDF in condensed matter physics. In
the nuclear physics case, those functionals must also include a pairing part that can
be taken, in the spirit of the EDF, as completely uncorrelated from the rest of the
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EDF as long as it is able to grasp all the relevant correlations. These two arguments
are mostly invoked by practitioners of the relativistic mean field and also in the non-
relativistic case when zero range forces (Skyrme like) are used. It this way the use of
a different interaction in the pairing channel is justified and therefore the use of the
same interaction in the Gogny force can be considered more as a limitation than as an
advantage. Usually a phenomenological density dependent zero range force is used in the
pairing channels, although in some cases, see below, the central part of the Gogny force
is used for the p-p channel. On the other hand, the Gogny force is often considered
as a benchmark concerning pairing properties in finite nuclei (see below). Also the
S=0, T=1 gap in nuclear matter behaves very much the same as the gap of realistic
interactions as a function of k [16, 17]. Therefore, we can conclude that the pairing
channel of Gogny is competitive with other pairing interactions. Unfortunately, the
same analysis can not be carried out for the p-h channel of the central force, but at least
in nuclear matter (see below) it provides (depending on the parametrization) more than
reasonable equations of state in nuclear matter. In addition, the freedom to consider
a different interaction in the pairing channel comes at a price: as it will be discussed
latter, beyond mean field approaches require the evaluation of Hamiltonian overlaps that
contain three contributions, direct, exchange and pairing when a Hamiltonian operator
is considered. Under some circumstances those contributions turn out to be divergent.
Due to the magic of the symmetrization principle and the associated Pauli exclusion
principle the divergences cancel out to render the overlap a finite quantity. When one
or two of the contributions are omitted spurious non physical results are obtained for
the overlap. Regularization procedures have been proposed (see below) to handle those
common situations but they are of limited applicability. This is the main argument to
use an interaction, like the Gogny force, that provides at the same time the p-h and p-p
channels.
The finite range of the central part of the Gogny force is another of its differentiating
aspects. This is in opposition to the Skyrme like EDFs which contain zero range contact
interactions only. However, gradients of the density are often introduced in those EDFs
to simulate the effect of a finite range. So far, it is not clear whether those gradient
terms or the finite range of the Gogny force are absolutely necessary to reproduce the
rich and vast nuclear phenomenology. On the other hand, the simplifications implied by
contact interactions in the numerical implementation of the HF or HFB methods with
those forces is nowadays irrelevant due to the advances in computational resources.
2.2. D1 and D1′
The first parametrization of the Gogny force was denoted D1 [18, 19] and the fitting
protocol used included nuclear matter properties like the binding energy per nucleon,
the Fermi momentum kF at saturation or the symmetry energy, the binding energies of a
couple of spherical nuclei (16O and 90Zr), the energy splitting p3/2−p1/2 of single particle
levels in 16O and a couple of relevant pairing matrix element. The first calculations
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showed a good reproduction of basic nuclear properties both in the ph as well as the
pairing channels. Pairing properties were analyzed in Ref [20] in the tin isotopic chain
along with several bulk properties of spherical nuclei like binding energies and radii. In
this reference, the good performance of D1 regarding pairing correlations was clearly
stablished. A minor readjustment of the spin-orbit strength WLS introduced to improve
the description of binding energies of spherical nuclei led to the D1′ parametrization
[20]. Some calculations of quadrupole deformed nuclei also seemed to indicate a good
reproduction of experimental data [19]. The D1 parametrization was also used in the
RPA calculations of Ref [21]. However, when D1 was applied to fission barrier height
calculations it became clear that its surface properties were not appropriate, leading to a
too high fission barrier in the prototypical calculation of 240Pu potential energy surface.
A refitting of D1 was in order as to reduce the surface coefficient in nuclear mater. The
new fit, including a fission barrier height target, led to the D1S parametrization discussed
below. Since the advent of D1S, the D1 and D1′ parametrizations were abandoned and
just used to study the sensitivity of the results to a change in the interaction.
2.3. D1S
When the parametrization D1 (and D1’) were applied to the calculation of excited
states in the framework of the RPA they produced too high excitation energies in the
few examples studied. This drawback was originally associated to too strong pairing
correlations, leading to too low collective inertias ‡. In addition, preliminary fission
studies in 240Pu using a two centered harmonic oscillator basis, led to a too high second
fission barrier height that was attributed to a too large value of the nuclear matter
surface energy coefficient as. Both difficulties motivated a new parametrization of the
force in order to reduce the amount of pairing correlations and the value of as. In this
way D1S (S stands for surface) was proposed [22]. Since then, this parametrization
has been used in a very large set of calculations aimed to study many different nuclear
structure phenomena. Just to mention a bunch of relevant calculations we can mention
the fission studies of Refs [22, 23, 24] , cluster emission in Ref [25], (β, γ) potential
energy surfaces [26] and the subsequent Bohr Hamiltonian calculations [27, 28], survey
of octupole properties in the GCM framework [29], studies of high spin physics [30] or
finite temperature [31]. We can also mention sophisticated QRPA calculations [2] or
state of the art symmetry restoration plus the GCM to describe 44S [32]. The general
consensus nowadays is that D1S performs rather well in the description of experimental
data in most of the analyzed phenomena. As a consequence, this parametrization is
considered to have a strong “predictive power” around the stability valley and it has
become a “de facto” standard in Gogny like calculations. In the uncharted region of
‡ The excitation energy of a collective excitation can be estimated using the results of the simple
harmonic oscillator potential. Assuming the nuclear potential energy surface around the ground state
as being characterized by a curvature K and a collective inertia M , the excitation energy is given by
Eex ∼
√
K/M
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very neutron rich nuclei, however, there is no guarantee about its performance mostly
due to its poor behavior in describing the neutron matter equation of state.
2.4. D1N
One of the deficiencies of the D1S parametrization was the drifting in binding energies
along isotopic chains that was thought to be a consequence of the not so satisfactory
neutron matter equation of state of D1S, as compared to more realistic calculations like
the one of Ref [33]. With this in mind, a new parametrization of the Gogny interaction
was proposed in Ref [34]. It was denoted D1N (N for neutron) and it reproduces quite
well the realistic neutron matter equation of state of Friedman and Pandaripande (FP)
[33]. As a consequence of this new constraint in the fitting protocol, the drifting in
binding energies is severely reduced while other properties of D1S like pairing gaps in
the tin isotopes, fission barriers in 240Pu, moments of inertia in rare earth nuclei or
2+ excitation energies all over the periodic table, are preserved. This parametrization,
however, has not been used much in the literature, with some exceptions [35, 29, 36, 37].
2.5. D1M
Astrophysical applications require the knowledge of the properties of nuclear systems
which are so neutron-rich that no experimental access to them can be expected
in the foreseeable future. Therefore, an accurate modeling of the properties of
those exotic nuclear systems, like their masses, is mandatory in order to improve
astrophysical predictions [38]. On the microscopic side, the Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov
(HFB) approximation based on Skyrme interactions (see, for example, Ref. [39] and
references therein) has already been able to reproduce 2149 experimental masses [40]
with a root mean square (rms) deviation at the level of the best droplet like models [41].
Though the parametrization D1S [22] of the Gogny interaction reproduces a wealth
of low-energy nuclear data, it is not suited for an accurate estimate of the nuclear
masses. The same holds for the parameter set D1N [34]. In particular, the parameter
set D1S is well known to exhibit a pronounced under-binding in heavier isotopes [34].
Those Gogny-like interactions cannot account for nuclear masses with an rms better
than 2 MeV. Therefore, a new parametrization of the Gogny interaction, i.e., D1M was
introduced in Ref. [42]. In addition to nuclear masses, other constraints were used in
its fitting protocol to provide reliable nuclear matter and neutron matter properties but
also radii, giant resonances as well as fission properties. A unique aspect of the fitting
protocol of the Gogny D1M interaction is that for the first time, correlations beyond
the mean field level, i.e., zero point rotational and vibrational corrections, have been
taken into account in the binding energy via a five dimensional collective Hamiltonian
(5DCH) [27].
The fitting strategy and the parameters corresponding to the Gogny force D1M
can be found in Ref. [42]. Here, we will just comment on some key aspects of the
fitting protocol. Both axial and triaxial codes were employed in the calculations to
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Figure 1. On the left hand side, the binding energy differences δB in MeV is
represented as a function of neutron number for the theoretical predictions of D1S,
D1N and D1M. On the right hand side, the binding energy per particle E/A in nuclear
matter for the four different (S, T ) channels is shown for D1S, D1N and D1M as well
as microscopic results (Catania 1 and 2). Figures taken from Ref. [44].
obtain the parametrization D1M [42]. In particular, a triaxial code was employed to
estimate the zero-point vibrational and rotational energy corrections to the mean field
binding energies and the charge radii, obtained in the framework of axially symmetric
calculations, via a 5DCH model. However, the 5DCH model leads to a wrong (negative)
zero-point energy correction in the case of closed shell nuclei. Therefore, for those
systems it is simply set to zero [43]. In addition, an infinite-basis correction is introduced
to account for the finite size of the single-particle basis [43]. No phenomenological
Wigner terms were considered to obtain the D1M parameter set.
As a result of the adopted fitting protocol the parametrization D1M exhibits
an impressive rms deviation, with respect to the measured 2149 nuclear masses [40],
of 0.798 MeV. This accuracy can be compared with the best nuclear mass models.
The largest deviations occur around magic numbers and, in particular, for nuclei
with neutron number N ≈ 126. Furthermore, the neutron matter equation of state
(EOS) corresponding to D1M agrees well with the one of D1N but also with the one
obtained in realistic calculations [33]. Regarding the potential energy per particle for
symmetric nuclear matter, the comparison with realistic Brueckner-Hartree-Fock (BHF)
calculations [42, 45] reveals a fair agreement in each of the four two-body spin-isospin
(S,T) channels. In particular, the set D1M accounts for the repulsive nature of the
(S=0,T=0) channel as well as for the isovector splitting of the effective mass in the
case of neutron-rich matter. A complete mass table has been built with the Gogny
interaction D1M, for nuclei located in between the proton and the neutron drip-lines
[44].
In the left panels of Fig 1 the binding energy difference between the theoretical
predictions and the experimental data δB is shown as a function of neutron number
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for the three most popular parametrizations of the Gogny force, namely D1S, D1N and
D1M [44]. As discussed before, we clearly observe for D1S the drift in δB for heavy
systems that makes this interaction unsuitable for binding energy predictions. The
parametrization D1N mostly corrects the drift of D1S for large values of N but some
deviations still remain. Finally, D1M gets a very good agreement with experimental data
with values of δB much smaller than the ones of the other two interactions. On the
right hand side panels, the binding energy per nucleon E/A in nuclear matter is plotted
as a function of the density for the four different spin, isospin (ST) channels [44]. The
results are compared with the ones obtained with sophisticated many body techniques
and realistic interactions. The agreement is rather good up to twice saturation density
but from there one there are large deviations with some unphysical behaviors at large
densities like in the (0,1) channel. The relevance of such disagreement for finite nuclei
densities remains to be assessed.
The Gogny D1M force has been tested with respect to kinetic moments of inertia
for Eu and Pu nuclei, giant monopole, dipole and quadrupole resonances as well as
with respect to the 519 experimentally known 2+1 excitation energies of even-even
nuclei [42]. For global calculations of 2+1 excitation energies in the framework of the
symmetry-projected Generator Coordinate Method (GCM) with the Gogny D1S and
D1M interactions, the reader is also referred to Ref. [46]. Previous studies for even-
even [47, 48, 35, 49] but also for odd-mass [50, 51, 52, 53, 54] nuclei have shown that
the parametrization D1M essentially keeps the same predictive power of the well tested
D1S set to describe a wealth of low-energy nuclear structure data while improving the
description of the nuclear masses. In particular, several calculations [36, 55, 56, 50]
suggest that the D1M parametrization represents a reasonable starting point to describe
fission properties in heavy and super-heavy nuclear systems. However, much work is
still needed to further support this conclusion. Other applications of the Gogny D1M
force can be found, for example, in Refs. [57, 58].
In Fig 2 a comparison of the excitation energies of the collective 2+ states versus the
experimental data is made both for D1S and D1M [44]. The model used to obtain the
2+ excitation energies is the five dimensional Collective Hamiltonian (5DCH) presented
in Sec 6.2 that makes use of quantities obtained solely at the HFB level like potential
energy surfaces, collective inertias, etc to be discussed below. In line with the discussion
above, the D1S and D1M results for this finite nucleus observable are rather similar.
The comparison with experimental data is rather good, specially for those states with
low excitation energy that correspond to the first member of a rotational band. See
[44, 59] for further details.
2.6. D2
The most recent addition to the family of Gogny forces is the one of Ref [60] where the D2
force was proposed. The main difference with respect to D1 and other parametrizations
of the D1 family is the inclusion of a finite range density dependent term. The new radial
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Figure 2. Comparison between the theoretical predictions for the excitation energy (in
MeV) of the lowest 2+ collective state obtained with the 5DCH and the corresponding
experimental data. Results for both D1S and D1M are shown. Figure taken from from
Ref. [44].
form implies that now the strongly repulsive density dependent term also contributes to
the pairing field, a contribution that has to be canceled out in a delicate balance by the
central potential contribution. Also, the previous dependence with the density at the
center of mass coordinate has to be given up to facilitate the numerical implementation
of the new force. The results of the few applications carried out so far with this new
Gogny force seem to indicate a good reproduction of experimental data, at the level of
other popular parametrizations like D1S or D1M. Also, other non-observable quantities
like potential energy surfaces look very similar to the ones of D1S or D1M. So far, the
main drawback of D2 is its heavy computer resources requirement [60] that make this
force unsuited for large scale applications. In addition, the new density dependent term
has still to be implemented in many of the computer codes for mean field and beyond
calculations. These two facts together imply that D2 is not expected to be competitive
with the D1 family of forces in the near future.
2.7. Other parametrizations
In Ref [61] several parametrizations of the Gogny force were proposed to study the
relationship between the nuclear matter incompressibility parameter and the energy
of breathing modes in spherical doubly magic nuclei like 40Ca and 208Pb. Those
parametrizations, dubbed D250, D260, D280 and D300 according to their value of the
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incompressibility coefficient Knm, have not been used apart from the mentioned study
and therefore their reliability remains to be assessed.
In another study [62], Farine et al introduced a new type of Gogny force, denoted
D1P where a new zero range density dependent term is added to the traditional Gogny
force. The main merits of D1P with respect of D1 and D1S are: (i) the agreement
with experimental data on the depth of optical potentials is improved (ii) sum rules of
Landau parameters are better fulfilled and (iii) a more realistic behavior for the equation
of state of neutron matter is obtained. The new interaction has never been used in finite
nuclei calculations and therefore their merits remain to be assessed.
The original Gogny force did not include tensor terms, which are known to modify
the distribution of single particle levels around the Fermi surface. Attempts to include
a tensor term have been made but the main difficulty is to find a fitting protocol to
determine the parameters of the tensor part. Only the GT2 interaction by Otsuka et al
including a tensor isovector contribution of Gaussian form [63] has been fully fitted but
at the HF level. All the other attempts so far to incorporate a tensor term to the Gogny
force were carried out without modifying the other parameters of the interaction and
therefore the results obtained can be considered as exploratory. Several sets of tensor
parameters have been introduced in the literature: D1ST and D1MT including a radial
part based on the one of Argonne V18 [64], D1ST2a and D1ST2b including also a tensor
isoscalar term but this time with a Gaussian shape [65] and also D1ST2c and D1MT2c
in Ref [66] where the spin orbit strength was modified alongside with the strengths of
the different channels of the tensor term. With this latter improvement it is possible
to successfully reproduce the 1f7/2 − 2p3/2 gap in the 40−48Ca isotopic chain. All the
previous results are obtained for spherical nuclei, but recently calculations in deformed
nuclei with D1ST2a have been reported [67].
Another possibility to generalize the Gogny force is to increase the number of
Gaussians in the central potential part to have more flexibility to adjust nuclear matter
properties. This is the path taken in Ref [68] where the extra freedom was used to adjust
the four spin-isospin channels of the nuclear matter potential energy to the results of
realistic calculations. As in the other cases, no finite nuclei calculations have been
carried so far and therefore the merits of the new proposal for finite nuclei remain to be
demonstrated.
Very recently, a new variant of D1M has been proposed [69] to cure one of its most
notorious drawbacks: its inability to reproduce the accepted value of two solar masses for
the mass of the heaviest neutron stars. In the new parametrization, dubbed D1M∗, the
slope of the symmetry energy coefficient in nuclear matter L has been fitted to a higher
value (43 MeV) than the original rather low value of D1M (24.8 MeV). At the same
time, all other relevant combination of parameters have been kept as to preserve the
already outstanding properties of D1M, specially the properties of the pairing channel.
It has to be mentioned that the D2 parametrization also gives two solar masses for the
mass of neutron stars and could be considered as an alternative to D1M∗. However, D2
is much more computationally demanding than D1M∗.
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Although not a pure Gogny force, the recent proposal of Behera et al [70] of a
simple effective interaction (SEI) resembles very much the Gogny force. There are two
distinctive places where the two differ: one of the ranges of the Gogny force is set to
zero in SEI and the density dependence includes an additional denominator to prevent
supra-luminous effects in nuclear matter. The parameters of SEI are fitted mostly to
nuclear matter properties and only one (or two) are left to fit the binding energies of
finite nuclei. The results obtained in finite nuclei, including binding energies, radii,
deformation properties, etc are encouraging and exploratory work in other aspects of
the interaction is underway.
2.8. The pairing channel of the Gogny force
The pairing interaction coming from the central part of the Gogny force has been
used in many places as an alternative to zero range pairing interactions [71, 72] due
to its natural ultraviolet cutoff. A systematic comparison with other alternatives in
the relativistic framework can be found in Ref [73]. Due to the non-local character of
this pairing interaction its numerical cost represents a large fraction of the total cost
of the calculation and therefore other cheaper alternatives have been sought. In this
respect we can mention the separable expansion of the two-body Gaussian interaction
proposed in [74] that is widely used along with relativistic mean fields not only at the
mean field level [75, 76] but even as a cheap alternative to the full Quasiparticle Random
Phase Approximation (QRPA) [77]. It is also interesting to mention another separable
expansion [78] valid also for the Hartree Fock part and that could be used a simpler
replacement of the Gaussian.
2.9. Future improvements
It is not easy to forecast the future of the Gogny force, but there are a few things that
are obvious and should be implemented in the short term. First of all, the release of
the zero range radial dependence of the spin-orbit potential. This is a mostly aesthetic
improvement and no big impact on any relevant observable is foreseen. A tensor term
has already been introduced in the Gogny force and its impact analyzed in a variety of
situations, but the tensor contribution has been introduced in a perturbative fashion,
that is, no refitting of the core parameters of the force has been carried out. A version
of the Gogny force with a finite range tensor term and a full refitting of the parameters
at the HFB level would be highly welcome. Finally, the time-odd sector of the density
dependent part of the interaction has never been explored. It is true that the time-odd
fields obtained from the central, spin–orbit and Coulomb part lead to a nice reproduction
of observables like moments of inertia [79, 24, 80], spin and parities of the ground state
of odd mass nuclei [81, 80] or even the excitation energy of high-K isomeric states [82].
However, there are indications in the physics of odd-odd nuclei that additional time-odd
fields could be required [83] in order to reproduce the rich phenomenology associated to
these kind of nuclei. Finally, let us mention that in all the applications with the Gogny
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force proton-neutron pairing has never been considered. It is important for nuclei near
N = Z and considering it will require some additional constraints in the fitting protocol.
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3. Mean field with the Gogny force
The mean field approximation can be considered as the simplest of all possible
approximations to the fermion many body problem, as in the atomic nucleus [84].
In nuclear physics, and as a consequence of the nuclear interaction properties, the
mean field is required also to incorporate those short range correlations responsible
for the existence of Cooper pairs in the atomic nucleus and also responsible for the
related phenomenon of nuclear super-fluidity. These two aspects are implemented in
the Hartree- Fock- Bogoliubov (HFB) mean field approximation that is a generalization
encompassing both the Hartree Fock (HF) and the Bardeen Cooper Schriffer (BCS)
approximations into a single framework. A genuine aspect of the nuclear mean field
is the ubiquitous spontaneous breaking of symmetries. This is a direct manifestation
of the properties of the nuclear force that lead to mean field wave functions that can
eventually break all kind of spatial or internal symmetries. Spontaneous symmetry
breaking leads to mean field solutions not preserving the symmetries of the Hamiltonian
like translational invariance, rotational invariance, reflection symmetry, etc. It is
a consequence of the non-linear nature of the HFB equations and therefore is a
consequence of the approximate mean field treatment of the problem. This aspect of the
mean field could be considered as unphysical and undesirable but it turns out to be the
other way around: it is a way to incorporate different kinds of correlations into a simple
picture (the typical example being the BCS theory of superconductivity) and is behind
the very successful concept of ”intrinsic state” in nuclear physics and the associated
grouping of levels in bands connected by strong electromagnetic transitions and often
found in the nuclear spectrum. Obviously, the whole idea of symmetry breaking requires
some further refinement in order to obtain the physical wave functions that are labeled
with quantum numbers of the symmetries of the system (angular momentum, parity,
etc). How to buid laboratory-frame wave functions with the proper quantum numbers
of the Hamiltonian’s symmetries out of the intrinsic states will the subject of the next
section.
This characteristics leads, in a natural way, to a taxonomy of the different kind of
mean field approximations based on the symmetries allowed to break in the calculations:
it is common to talk about axially symmetric calculations, reflection asymmetric, triaxial
etc depending on the symmetries preserved (or allowed to break) by the mean field (or
the computer codes used to carry out the calculations). In the following we will make
use of this terminology.
3.1. Mean field calculations with the Gogny force
General properties of the nuclear interaction require the treatment of both long range
and short range correlations in the same footing. At the mean field level, this means that
the traditional Hartree-Fock approximation has to be supplemented by the incorporation
of short range correlations in the spirit of the BCS theory of superconductivity and
super-fluidity. The incorporation of these two effects requires the introduction of the
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so-called HFB quasiparticle annihilation and creation operators βµ and β
†
µ which are
expressed as linear combinations (with amplitudes U and V ) of generic creation c†k and
annihilation ck operators that correspond to a conveniently chosen basis(
β
β†
)
=
(
U+ V +
V T UT
)(
c
c†
)
= W+
(
c
c†
)
. (6)
In order to alleviate the notation we have introduced the block matrix W encompassing
both U and V in a convenient way. The associated single particle wave functions of
the basis ϕk(~r) = 〈~r|c†k|0〉 can in principle be anything we want provided they span
the whole Hilbert space. However, practical limitations force the use a finite subset of
single particle states that only generates a limited corner of the whole Hilbert space.
As a consequence, the choice of the single particle states has to be adapted to the
geometry of the problem at hand and the symmetries expected to be broken by the
mean field. For instance, the physics of triaxial shapes is better described in terms of
wave functions breaking spherical symmetry. A typical example are those Harmonic
Oscillator (HO) wave functions which are tensor product of 1D HO wave functions
with different oscillator lengths along each of the spatial directions. The oscillator
lengths are adapted to the size of the major axis of the matter distribution of the
triaxial configuration. There is an additional constraint in the choice of the ϕk(~r)
which is related to the need to evaluate billions of matrix elements of a two body
interaction with those wave functions. In the case of the Gogny force, where the central
part of the interaction is modeled in terms of a linear combination of Gaussians, the
obvious choice for the basis is the set of eigen-states of the harmonic oscillator potential.
Viewed from a mathematical perspective, the choice is very convenient as the Hermite
polynomials entering the HO wave functions are orthogonal with respect to a Gaussian
weight and therefore the evaluation of the two body matrix elements can be carried
out analytically. The other terms of the interaction are either zero range (spin-orbit
and density dependent part of the interaction) or can be easily expressed in terms of
Gaussians as it is the case with the Coulomb potential. In appendix Appendix A we
discuss the general principles guiding the efficient evaluation of matrix elements of a
Gaussian two body interaction, which is central to any mean field calculation with the
Gogny force. The discussion is focused on 1D harmonic oscillator wave functions which
are at the heart of the triaxial representation of the HO wave functions [26]. Other
possibilities involving the 2D harmonic oscillator [85, 86] or even the 3D one [11] rely
on the same principles and will not be discussed in detail.
The Bogoliubov transformation of Eq (6) has to preserve the commutation relations
of creation and annihilation quasiparticle operators. This requirement restricts the form
of the W matrices to those satisfying some sort of unitarity constraint
W †σW ∗ = σ (7)
where
σ =
(
0 I
I 0
)
(8)
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is a block matrix with the same block structure as W . Given a set of quasiparticle
operators satisfying the canonical commutation relations, the associated mean field HFB
wave function |ϕ〉 is defined by the condition βµ|ϕ〉 = 0 that is fulfilled by the product
state
|ϕ〉 =
∏
µ
βµ|−〉 (9)
where the product extends to those labels µ for which the product is non-zero. Finally,
the U and V amplitudes of the Bogoliubov transformation (or the W amplitudes) are
determined by the Ritz variational principle on the HFB energy EHFB = 〈ϕ|Hˆ|ϕ〉/〈ϕ|ϕ〉.
The Hamiltonian is the sum of a one body kinetic energy term plus a two body potential
term that is written in second quantization form as
Hˆ =
∑
ij
tijc
†
icj +
1
4
∑
ijkl
ν¯ijklc
†
ic
†
jclck (10)
with ν¯ijkl the antisymmetrized two body matrix element ν¯ijkl = 〈ij|v(1, 2)|kl〉 −
〈ij|v(1, 2)|lk〉. Very often the minimization of the energy is restricted to fulfill some
constraints on the mean value of some operators Oˆi like the quadrupole or octupole
moments of the mass distribution. These constraints have to be considered along with
the traditional constraint on particle number 〈N〉 = N and 〈Z〉 = Z characteristic of the
HFB theory. In order to handle this situation the introduction of Lagrange multipliers
λi is required. The quantity to be minimized becomes
E ′HFB = 〈ϕ|Hˆ ′|ϕ〉/〈ϕ|ϕ〉 (11)
where
Hˆ ′ = Hˆ −
∑
i
λiOˆi (12)
It is now possible to carry out an unconstrained minimization of E ′HFB(λ1, λ2, . . .) but
fixing the values of the chemical potentials λi by requiring that the mean value of the
constraining operators is equal to the desired value of the constraints 〈ϕ|Oˆi|ϕ〉 = oi.
Before proceeding with the application of the variational principle to E ′HFB we
have to overcome an additional problem: the U and V amplitudes are not linearly
independent due to the constraint of Eq (7) and they therefore cannot be used as
independent variational parameters. A set of variables which are linearly independent
is provided by the Thouless theorem [87, 84] that gives the most general form of an
HFB state |ϕ(Z)〉 in terms of some linearly independent complex parameters Zµµ′ (with
µ′ > µ ) and a reference HFB state |ϕ0〉
|ϕ(Z)〉 = η(Z,Z∗) exp
(∑
µ<µ′
Zµµ′β
+
µ β
+
µ′
)
|ϕ0〉 (13)
where η(Z,Z∗) is a normalization constant such that 〈ϕ(Z)|ϕ(Z)〉 = 1. The only
restriction on |ϕ(Z)〉 is that it must have a non-zero overlap with |ϕ0〉. As it is customary,
we will use as free parameters Z and Z∗ instead of <(Z) and =(Z). The relation between
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the Bogoliubov wave functions U(Z) and V (Z) corresponding to |ϕ(Z)〉 and the U0 and
V0 corresponding to |ϕ0〉 is given by [88]
U(Z) = (U0 + V
∗
0 Z
∗)
[
L−1
]†
(14)
V (Z) = (V0 + U
∗
0Z
∗)
[
L−1
]†
(15)
where the matrix L[Z,Z∗] is the Choleski decomposition of the positive definite matrix
I + ZTZ∗, i.e.,
LL† = I + ZTZ∗ (16)
where I is the unity matrix. The Choleski decomposition is nothing but the “square
root” of the matrix I + ZTZ∗. Using the Thouless parametrization, the HFB energy is
given by a function of the linearly independent complex Z and Z∗ parameters
E ′(Z,Z∗) =
〈ϕ(Z)|H ′(Z,Z∗)|ϕ(Z)〉
〈ϕ(Z)|ϕ(Z)〉 (17)
The Gogny force is state dependent through the density dependent term that depends
on the mass density of the corresponding state |ϕ(Z)〉. This is the reason why in the
above expression we have considered that the Hamiltonian explicitly depends on the Z
and Z∗ amplitudes and this dependence has to be taken into account in the variational
principle. As the Z and Z∗ amplitudes are independent variational parameter, the Ritz
variational principle becomes
∂E(Z,Z∗)
∂Zµµ′
=
∂E(Z,Z∗)
∂Z∗µµ′
= 0 (18)
For practical reasons it is better to define the HFB amplitudes which are a solution
of the Ritz variational principle equation, as those corresponding to the reference HFB
amplitude of the Thouless theorem |ϕ0〉 and therefore the derivatives in Eq (18) are to
be evaluated at Z = Z∗ = 0. Using the expression for the partial derivative of |ϕ(Z)〉
∂
∂Zµµ′
|ϕ(Z)〉 = β+µ β+µ′ |ϕ0〉+O(Z,Z∗) (19)
we obtain
∂E ′(Z,Z∗)
∂Zµµ′ |Z=0
= 〈ϕ0|H ′(0, 0)β+µ β+µ′ |ϕ0〉+
〈
δH ′
δZµµ′
〉
|Z=0
= 0 (20)
which is the HFB equation for density dependent forces. Traditionally, the dependence
on Z and Z∗ of the Hamiltonian comes through a density dependent term depending
on the spatial density
ρ(~R) = 〈ϕ(Z)|ρˆ(~R)|ϕ(Z)〉 (21)
where ρˆ(~R) =
∑A
i=1 δ(~ri− ~R) is the standard matter density operator and ~R = 12(~r1 +~r2)
is the center of mass coordinate. Then
∂ρ
∂Zµµ′ |Zµν=0
= 〈ϕ0|ρˆ(~R)β+µ β+µ′ |ϕ0〉 (22)
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and therefore
∂H ′
∂Zµµ′
=
∂ρ
∂Zµµ′
∂H ′
∂ρ
= 〈ϕ0|ρˆ(~R)β+µ β+µ′ |ϕ0〉
∂H ′
∂ρ
(23)
In the above expression both 〈ϕ0|ρ̂(~R)β+µ β+µ′ |ϕ0〉 and δH
′
δρ
have to be understood as
operators in the variable ~R and, therefore, δH
′
δZµµ′
has to be treated as a two body operator
in the evaluation of the mean values of Eq (20). Inserting the result of Eq (23) in Eq
(20) we finally arrive to the HFB equation for density dependent forces in standard form
H ′20µµ′ ≡ 〈ϕ0|H ′β+µ β+µ′|ϕ0〉+
〈
〈ϕ0|ρˆ(~R)β+µ β+µ′|ϕ0〉
∂H ′
∂ρ
〉
= 0 (24)
In the present context, the Lagrange multipliers λi are defined by the condition that the
gradient of the density dependent Routhian has to be perpendicular to the gradient of
the constraints
O20j µµ′ = 〈ϕ0|Oˆjβ+µ β+µ′|ϕ0〉 (25)
That is ∑
µµ′
H ′20µµ′O
20
j µµ′ =
∑
µµ′
H20µµ′O
20
j µµ′ −
∑
i
λi
∑
µµ′
O20i µµ′O
20
j µµ′ = 0 (26)
what represents a linear system of equations for the unknown λi. The first term of the
gradient in Eq (24) can be easily computed by using the quasi-particle representation of
the Hamiltonian operator while the second needs further treatment. Using the second
quantization form of the density operator
ρ̂(~R) =
∑
ij
fij(~R)c
+
i cj (27)
where fij(~R) = 〈i|δ(~r − ~R)|j〉 = ϕ∗i (~R)ϕj(~R), the last term of Eq. (24) can be written
as ∑
ij
〈ϕ0|c†icjβ†µβ†µ′ |ϕ0〉
〈
fij(~R)
δH ′
δρ
〉
(28)
which suggests the definition of the one body operator
∂̂Γ =
∑
ij
∂Γijc
+
i cj (29)
with matrix elements
∂Γij =
〈
δH ′
δρ
fij(~R)
〉
(30)
=
1
4
∑
klmn
〈kl|δH
′
δρ
fij(~R)|m˜n〉 (ρnlρmk − ρmlρnk − κmnκ∗kl)
requiring antisymmetrized two body matrix elements of the rearrangement term. With
this definition, the last term of Eq. (24) becomes
〈ϕ0|∂̂Γβ+µ β+µ′|ϕ0〉 (31)
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which shows that the calculation of the gradient of the Routhian for density dependent
forces proceeds in the same way as for standard forces except for the fact that an
additional density dependent one body operator ∂ˆΓ has to be added to the Hamiltonian.
The calculation of the gradient G now follows the standard procedure and we finally
obtain
Gµµ′ = H
′20
µµ′ = H
20
µµ′ −
∑
i
λiO
20
i µµ′ (32)
with
H20µµ′ =
(
U+hV ∗ − V +hTU∗ + U+∆U∗ − V +∆∗V ∗)
µµ′ (33)
given in terms of
hij = tij + ∂Γij + Γij (34)
Γij =
∑
qq′
υ˜iqjq′ρq′q (35)
∂Γij =
1
4
∑
klmn
〈kl|δH
′
δρ
fij(~R)|m˜n〉 (ρnlρmk − ρmlρnk − κmnκ∗kl) (36)
∆ij =
1
2
∑
qq′
υ˜ijq′qκq′q (37)
As the mean value of the HFB Routhian only depends upon the standard density
matrix ρij and pairing tensor κij, it only depends upon the two first transformations
of the Bloch-Messiah decomposition of the U and V amplitudes [89, 90] (see [84] for a
detailed discussion). As a consequence, the HFB equation Eq. 24 only determines the
Bogoliubov transformation up to an unitary transformation among the quasiparticles
(the third transformation of the Bloch-Messiah theorem). To fix this arbitrary unitary
transformation it is customary to introduce an additional imposition to the Bogoliubov
transformation: namely that the H ′11µν matrix, defined as
H ′11µµ′ = H
11
µµ′ −
∑
i
λiO
11
i µµ′ (38)
with
H11µν =
(
U+hU − V +hTV + U+∆V − V +∆∗U)
µµ′ , (39)
has to be diagonal. The eigenvalues of this matrix are called quasiparticle energies and
denoted by Eµ. For non-density dependent forces they represent an approximation to
the energy gain of the odd system represented by the non-self-consistent wave function
β+µ |ϕ〉 with respect to the corresponding even one |ϕ〉
Eµ ≈ 〈ϕ|βµH ′β†µ|ϕ〉 − 〈ϕ|H ′|ϕ〉 (40)
in which the two quasiparticle interaction terms of the Hamiltonian have been dropped.
The first impression looking at the previous equation is that one should use H instead
of H ′ in it. However, the use of H ′ in the definition of Eµ implies that, at first
order in perturbation theory, we are correcting for the fact that the mean values of
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the constraining operators for the state β†µ|ϕ〉 are not the same as those of |ϕ〉 (the
correct ones).
For density dependent forces it has to be taken into account that the Hamiltonian
used in the evaluation of the energy of the odd system differs from the one used in the
calculation of the even one as the former depends on the density of the odd system
ρodd(~R)µ = 〈ϕ|βµρˆβ†µ|ϕ〉 = ρeven + δρµ (41)
where
δρ(~R)µ =
∑
ij
fij(~R)(U
∗
iµUjµ − V ∗jµViµ) (42)
As δρµ is the change on the density coming from the addition of a particle it is small
compared with the total density of the system and therefore it is reasonable to expand
the density dependent Hamiltonian of the odd system around the one of the even system
as
Hˆ(ρoddµ ) = Hˆ(ρ0) +
δH
δρ
δρµ + . . . (43)
With this expansion the energy of the odd system can be evaluated as
〈ϕ0|βµHˆ(ρoddµ )β†µ|ϕ0〉 = 〈ϕ0|βµHˆ(ρ0)β†µ|ϕ0〉+ 〈ϕ0|βµ
δHˆ
δρ
δρµβ
†
µ|ϕ0〉 (44)
= 〈ϕ0|Hˆ(ρ0)|ϕ0〉+H110µµ + 〈ϕ0|βµ∆
[
δHˆ
δρ
δρµ
]
β†µ|ϕ0〉
where H110µµ is computed with the wave functions of |ϕ0〉
H110µµ =
(
U+hU − V +hTV + U+∆V − V +∆∗U)
µµ
(45)
and contains in its definition the rearrangement potential. The remaining term ( in
which the definition ∆Oˆ = Oˆ − 〈ϕ0|Oˆ|ϕ0〉 has been used) represents the interaction
of the quasiparticle with the change induced by itself in the density. It is comparable
with the magnitude of the quadratic terms in δρµ neglected in the expansion of the
Hamiltonian and therefore should not be considered.
The conditions H ′ 20µµ′ = 0 and H
′ 11
µµ′ = Eµδµµ′ can be written in compact form as(
H ′ 11 H ′ 20
−H ′ 20∗ −H ′ 11
)
= W
(
h ∆
−∆∗ −h∗
)
W † =
(
E 0
0 −E
)
(46)
Introducing the block Hamiltonian matrix
H =
(
h ∆
−∆∗ −h∗
)
(47)
and the block density
R =
(
ρ κ
−κ∗ −ρ∗
)
(48)
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the condition of Eq 46 is expressed as
HW = W
(
E 0
0 −E
)
(49)
that is the traditional form of the HFB equation. Please note, that theW transformation
also brings R to diagonal form
W †RW ∗ =
(
0 0
0 I
)
(50)
and therefore Eq (49) implies that H must commute with R at the self-consistent
solution of the HFB equation.
The HFB equation is a non-linear equation where the matrix to be diagonalized
H depends upon the eigenvectors W through the density matrix and pairing tensor.
Therefore, the HFB equation is not an standard eigenvalue problem. The best way
to tackle the solution of the HFB equation is to solve it iteratively: starting with a
reasonable guess for U and V , the density ρ and pairing tensor κ and the corresponding
HF h and pairing ∆ fields are computed and then used to build the generalized
Hamiltonian H. The Hamiltonian is diagonalized to obtain a new set of U and V
amplitudes. The process is repeated iteratively until convergence is achieved (i.e. the
input U and V are the same as the output ones). This is the preferred approach by the
Bruye´res-Le-Chaˆtel group. To make it converge, some kind of “slowing down” strategy
has to be implemented in the iterative procedure. Traditionally, this “slowing down”
is implemented by mixing the U i+1 and V i+1 amplitudes with the previous iteration’s
ones U i and V i by means of some add-hoc mixing parameter η. The proper choice of η
requires some experience and the consideration of the type of calculation at hand. There
is an alternative to this procedure based on the equivalence between the HFB equation
and the variational principle over the HFB mean value of the Routhian: the HFB
amplitudes solving the HFB equation are those that minimize the HFB mean value
of the Routhian. Therefore, the HFB problem can be considered as a minimization
problem with a very large set of variational parameters Z and Z∗. This is one of the
classical problems in numerical analysis and the usual numerical techniques used in this
case can be invoked: the gradient method [91], the conjugate gradient method [88] and
the (approximate) second order Newton-Rampson method [29]. The most notorious
advantages of any variant of the gradient method versus the iterative one are the easy
handling of multiple constraints that is often required in practical applications like fission
or the determination of potential energy surfaces, the much lower iteration count and,
finally, the guarantee that the method always converges to a solution (that might not
be the optimal one).
In the case of the Gogny force and, at variance with similar type of calculations
using the Skyrme EDF, the pairing field ∆ is computed from the same interaction used in
the central particle-hole (p-h) channel. The finite range of the central potential makes
unnecessary any kind of cut-off or restriction on the active configuration space. The
pairing field gets contributions from the central potential and the spin-orbit term. The
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density dependent term does not contribute to the pairing channel in the traditional
family of D1 like parametrizations (D1, D1S, D1N, etc) due to its zero range, the
specific spin structure (the x1 parameter is one) and the fact that the wave function is
a product of independent proton and neutron wave functions. This is not the case for
more recent parametrizations of the Gogny force with a finite range density dependent
potential [60] that belong to the D2 family of next generation Gogny forces. The spin-
orbit contribution to the pairing field is often neglected but the anti-pairing field coming
from the two body kinetic energy correction included in the definition of the Gogny force
is fully taken into account. Let us finally mention that the explicit central potential
contribution to ∆ is similar in structure to the HF exchange contribution to h and
shares its computational complexity.
In addition to the Gogny force, the interaction used to solve the HFB equation
includes the Coulomb potential among protons and a two body kinetic energy correction.
The Coulomb potential contributes in principle to the direct, exchange and pairing
fields, but it is customary to treat exactly only the direct contribution whereas the
exchange contribution is replaced by the Slater approximation and the Coulomb anti-
pairing field is simply neglected. The relative importance of the exact Coulomb exchange
and Coulomb anti-pairing effect has been discussed in detail in the context of particle
number symmetry restoration and high spin physics at the HFB level in Ref [92].
Although Coulomb exchange is usually well described by the Slater approximation,
the impact of neglecting Coulomb anti-pairing can be rather dramatic in quantities like
collective inertias or the moment of inertia of high spin states. On the other hand,
the contribution of the two body kinetic energy correction to both the HF and pairing
fields is fully taken into account. The two body kinetic energy correction contribution
to pairing is repulsive and yields to a rather large anti-pairing effect that is compensated
by the central potential contribution.
For the implementation of all these techniques in the form of computer codes see
appendix Appendix B.
Mean field calculations with the Gogny force go back to the mid seventies. The first
paper appearing in a regular journal was a HF calculation of deformation properties in
the Sm isotopes [19] where it was shown that the recently proposed Gogny D1 interaction
was able to reproduce quadrupole deformation properties of heavy nuclei. This early
paper was followed by a beyond-mean field calculation of the charge density of 58Ni [93].
In both cases quadrupole deformation was allowed and an axially symmetric HO basis
was used to expand the HF amplitudes. The full consideration of the HFB theory was
performed in the seminal calculation by J. Decharge and D. Gogny of spherical nuclei
[20] where the D1 parametrization of the force was used to study semi-magic nuclei
and their pairing properties along isotopic chains. For mean field calculations using the
Skyrme EDF or relativistic lagrangians the reader is refered to the review paper of Ref
[94].
At the mean field level it is customary to carry out constrained calculations where
the target wave function is required to produce specific values of the mean values of
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Figure 3. Potential energy surfaces given as a function of the axial quadrupole
moment q in barns for several neutron deficient lead isotopes showing the phenomenon
of triple shape coexistence. The real shape of the nucleus for each of the three minima
is also shown. Figure adapted from Ref. [95].
some observables like the quadrupole, octupole, etc mass moments. In this way, the so-
called “potential energy surfaces” (PES) are obtained. They are linked to the dynamics
of the associated collective degree of freedom (represented by the constrained operator:
quadrupole, octupole, etc). Typical calculations of this kind are those studying the
PES as a function of the axial quadrupole moment in order to identify the ground
state’s quadrupole deformation or the existence of shape coexistence between prolate or
oblate minima (some times saddle points). A typical example is that of the triple shape
coexistence in neutron deficient lead isotopes revealing three minima, one prolate, one
oblate and other spherical [95]. The PES corresponding to the relevant nuclei is shown
in Fig 3 as a function of the quadrupole moment. Triple shape coexistence is observed
in most of the nuclei displayed in the Figure and can be connected with three low lying
0+ states, like the ones experimentally identified in 186Pb [96].
These kind of PES calculations are also useful to identify the existence of super-
deformed [97] or even hyper-deformed intrinsic states [86]. Quadrupole deformed axially
symmetric PESs are also very common in the description of fission as they allow for the
description of the “potential energy” felt by the nucleus in its way down to fission. In
this case, reflection symmetry is allowed to break in order to describe asymmetric fission,
where the mass of the two resulting fragments is not equal.
The calculation of PES using as collective variable the axial octupole moment Q30
has permitted to characterize octupole correlations in nuclei. After some years of debate
(see, for instance, [98]), the octupole deformed character of some nuclei like 224Ra [99] or
144−146Ba [100, 101] has been unambiguously established experimentally. The coupling
between the axially symmetric quadrupole and octupole degrees of freedom has been
analyzed at the mean field level in Refs [102, 47]. A weak but not neglegible coupling
is found in most of the cases studied.
Systematic mean field calculations exploring the existence of octupole deformation
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Figure 4. HFB potential energy surfaces computed with three variants of the Gogny
force (D1S, D1N, D1M) and the BCP1 [103] energy density functional are plotted as a
function of the axial octupole moment for several isotopes of Pu. Figure adapted from
Ref. [48].
in the ground state of even-even nuclei have been carried out with D1S, D1N and D1M
in Ref [29] in the context of a beyond mean field calculation. Here, it was found that
octupole deformation is only present in a few actinides around Ra, a few rare earth
around Ba and a few A ≈ 90 nuclei around Zr. In Ref [48] another calculation in the
actinide region and taking into account other functionals came to the same conclusion.
In Fig 4 a sample of those calculations is given. Potential energy curves are plotted
as a function of the axial octupole moment Q30 for a few relevant Pu isotopes. It is
found that irrespective of the interaction used, the isotopes from 224Pu to 232Pu have an
octupole deformed ground state. The deepest minimum occurs for 226Pu with a depth
that slightly depends on the force used but is of the order of 1 MeV.
In order to look for triaxial deformed minima, another component of the quadrupole
tensor has to be taken into account in addition to Q20. The resulting ”triaxial shapes”
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are characterized by the β and γ shape parameters.
β =
√
20pi
9
√
Q220 + 2Q
2
22
r20A
5/3
(51)
tan γ =
√
2Q22
Q20
(52)
The first calculation with the Gogny force including triaxiality was presented in Ref
[26] where also details on how to compute the matrix elements of the Gogny force in a
triaxial HO basis are given. In the triaxial case, PESs become the popular β− γ planes
that are very helpful in the interpretation of experimental results. This β − γ planes
are also essential ingredients in the 5DCH (see Sec 6.2 for details) to be discussed below
as well as in the determination of the parameters of the interacting boson model (see
Sec 4.2). Triaxial deformation also plays a relevant role in the reduction, by a couple
of MeV, of the first fission barrier height in the Actinides [26, 24]. This reduction
improves substantially the agreement with experimental data and helps to reduce the
rather long predictions for the spontaneous fission half lives. An example of (β, γ)
potential energy surfaces is given in Fig 5 for the nuclei 150Sm and 152Sm in the form
of a polar contour plot. The two nuclei show a prolate ground state with deformations
β = 0.2 and β = 0.23, respectively as well as oblate minima that are connected to the
prolate minima through a path that goes along triaxial shapes. The barrier for this path
is, in the two cases, much lower that the one corresponding to the path going through
spherical shapes.
High spin physics can also be described in the mean field framework by using the
Cranked HFB method where an additional constraint is introduced on the mean value
of the Jˆx operator [104]
〈Jˆx〉 =
√
J(J + 1)− 〈Jˆ2z 〉 (53)
The last term 〈Jˆ2z 〉 is often neglected in practical applications for even-even nuclei where
it tends to be rather small compared to J(J + 1). By solving the HFB equation
with this constraint a Lagrange multiplier ω has to be introduced. As the Lagrange
multiplier corresponds to the derivative of the energy with respect to the constraint, it
can be interpreted as the angular velocity of the rotating nucleus. The Cranked HFB
can be derived (see below) by starting with an angular momentum projected theory
where the intrinsic wave function is searched for as to minimize the projected energy
(Variation After Projection, VAP) while assuming the strong deformation limit for the
intrinsic state [105]. Another characteristic feature of the Cranked HFB is the time-
odd character of the constraining operator that leads to the breaking of time reversal
invariance even in even-even nuclei. The first applications of the Cranking method
with realistic effective interactions go back to the early seventies when the method was
implemented with the Pairing+Quadrupole hamiltonian [104] and also with Skyrme
interactions [106]. The solution of the Cranked HFB equation was first implemented in
a computer code with the Gogny force a few years later in Ref [30] in order to study
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Figure 5. HFB β − γ potential energy surfaces for the A=150 and 152 isotopes of
Sm computed with the Gogny D1S force. Contour lines are drawn every 0.2 MeV for
energies between 0 and 3 MeV and every 1 MeV for higher energies. Figure taken from
Ref.[26].
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the evolution of rotational bands with spin and the backbending phenomenon. It turns
out that the moment of inertia of a rotational band as obtained with the Cranked HFB
(the Thouless-Valatin moment of inertia [107]) is a good observable to test the pairing
channel of the interaction and there have been several thorough studies in this respect
[79, 24, 80]. An example of rotational band in a normal deformed nucleus 164Er showing
the phenomenon of backbending is shown in the left-hand side panels of Fig 6 where
the γ ray energy ∆Eγ(I) = E(I) − E(I − 2) is plotted vs the spin I. Also the static
moment of inertia J is plotted as a function of the square of the angular velocity ω. In
both plots the phenomenon of backbending (the crossing of two rotational bands with
different structures) is clearly seen as a sudden dip in the case of ∆E(I) and as a back-
bending curve in the case of J . Super-deformed intrinsic states also produce beautiful
rotational bands that have been the subject of systematic studies with the Gogny force
[97, 108]. The interplay between angular momentum and octupole correlations leading
to the concept of alternating parity rotational bands has been analyzed in [109, 110].
An example of alternating parity bands (requiring projection to good parity, see Sec
5.2 below) is given in the right panel of Fig 6 where the energy of the members of the
positive and negative parity rotational bands are plotted as a function of the angular
momentum for several rare earth isotopes. At low spins the four nuclei are not octupole
deformed and the positive and negative parity bands are well separated. However, as
the spin increases, permanent octupole deformation develops in the intrinsic state. As
a consequence, the excitation energy of the negative parity state with respect to the
positive parity one becomes very small (see Sec 5.2 below) and the two rotational bands
interleave.
Another situation where the time-reversal symmetry of the wave function is
explicitly broken is in the description of odd mass, or odd-odd mass nuclei due to
the presence of unpaired nucleons. In the HFB framework, odd-A nuclei require the
introduction of the so-called “blocked” HFB states
|Ψµ〉 = β†µ|Ψ0〉 (54)
where |Ψ0〉 is the wave function of an even system and β†µ is the quasiparticle creation
operator on the quantum state characterized by the label µ. In order to define in a more
precise way the concepts just to be discussed, it is convenient to introduce the concept
of “number parity”. It can easily be proven by going to the BCS representation with the
Bloch-Messiah theorem [89] that any HFB wave function can be decomposed as a linear
combination of wave functions with definite number of particles. The decomposition
is such that wave functions with an even number of particles cannot be mixed with
those with an odd number of particles. As a consequence, we can catalog any HFB
intrinsic state in terms of the “number parity”, even or odd, according to the parity
of the number of particles entering into its decomposition. For instance, a HFB wave
function has “even number parity” if it is decomposed as a linear combination of good
particle number states containing only even number of particles. In the same way
“odd number parity” states are defined. A fully paired HFB state with a BCS like
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Figure 6. On the left hand side, upper panel the γ ray energy ∆Eγ(I) =
E(I)− E(I − 2) is plotted vs the spin I for the rotational band of the nucleus 164Er.
In the lower panel, the static moment of inertia J for the same nucleus is plotted vs
the square of the angular velocity ω to show the phenomenon of backbending. On the
right hand side panel the γ ray energy of the positive and negative parity rotational
bands of various rare earth isotopes is plotted as a function of angular momentum I.
Figure adapted from Ref.[30] [110].
structure in the canonical basis has even number parity. In principle, HFB states with
even number parity (both for protons and neutrons) could only be used to describe
even-even nuclei. Using this language, |Ψ0〉 in Eq (54) is an even number parity state,
whereas, by construction |Ψµ〉 has odd number parity and is only suited to describe odd
mass systems.
The “blocked” HFB state of Eq 54 is also a HFB state, as it is the vacuum of the
set of quasiparticle operators β1, . . . , β
†
µ, . . . [111]. As β
†
µ now plays the role of βµ and
both states can be obtained from the other by a convenient exchange of the µ − th
column of the U and V amplitudes it is not surprising that the “blocked” HFB method
is essentially the same as the traditional, fully paired one, but performing the U and V
column exchange in the appropriate place [111]. For instance, the traditional form of
the density matrix and pairing tensor for “even number parity states” ρkk′ = (V V
T )kk′
and κij = (V
∗UT )kk′ now becomes
ρ
(µ)
kk′ =
(
V ∗V T
)
kk′ +
(
U∗k′µUkµ − Vk′µV ∗kµ
)
(55)
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and
κ
(µ)
kk′ =
(
V ∗UT
)
kk′ +
(
UkµV
∗
k′µ − Uk′µV ∗kµ
)
(56)
where U and V are the reference Bogoliubov amplitudes of the “even number parity”
state. The “blocked” density matrix, instead of being pairwise degenerate, has an
eigenvalue 1 and another 0 in the canonical basis. The formal justification of this
“exchanging of columns” procedure [111] can be found, for instance in [112]. The main
consequence of using “blocked” HFB states is that both the density matrix ρ and the
pairing tensor κ are not invariant under time reversal, that is they are given by the sum
of time-even and time-odd terms. This forces to consider also time-even and time-odd
contributions to the HF and pairing fields in the HFB procedure. In order to overcome
the necessity to compute the time-odd fields, the so called “equal (or uniform) filling
approximation” (EFA) is used (see [20] for an early use of the EFA with the Gogny
force). In this approximation the blocked density matrix and pairing field of Eqs (55)
and (56) are replaced by a “weighted average”
ρ
(µ)
kk′ =
(
V ∗V T
)
kk′ +
1
2
((
U∗k′µUkµ − Vk′µV ∗kµ
)
+
(
U∗k′µ¯Ukµ¯ − Vk′µ¯V ∗kµ¯
))
(57)
and
κ
(µ)
kk′ =
(
V ∗UT
)
kk′ +
1
2
((
UkµV
∗
k′µ − Uk′µV ∗kµ
) (
Ukµ¯V
∗
k′µ¯ − Uk′µ¯V ∗kµ¯
) )
(58)
where both the contribution of the blocked state µ and its time reversed counterpart
µ¯ are considered with the same weight. The intuitive justification behind this
approximation is that both µ and µ¯ have an occupancy of 1/2 each. The drawback
of this approximation is that there is no single HFB wave function that leads to the
density matrix and pairing tensor of Eqs (57) and (58). It took many years since its
first use to find a solid foundation of the EFA [113] in terms of statistical ensembles
where both the blocked state |Ψµ〉 and its time reversed partner |Ψµ¯〉 are members of
a statistical ensemble with equal probability p = 1/2. In this way, the EFA formalism
becomes the same as the one of finite temperature HFB (discussed below) but with fixed
probabilities. Also, it is clear that the EFA is a variational approximation with all the
associated advantages, like the use of the gradient method for the numerical solution of
the EFA-HFB equation.
From a practical perspective, both the full blocking and the EFA require the use
of starting one-quasiparticle configurations built on the underlying even state. Due
to self-consistency, the choice of the quasiparticle with the lowest excitation energy
within a given set of quantum numbers does not represent a guarantee for reaching
the lowest self-consistent solution with the same quantum numbers after solving the
self-consistent equation. Therefore, it is important to start the calculation from several
initial quasiparticle excitations to make sure one is landing in the lowest energy solution
for the given set of quantum numbers. Typically, one needs to consider of the order of
ten starting quasiparticles to be sure to reach the ground state and this is the reason
why dealing with odd mass nuclei is computationally more expensive than dealing with
even-even ones.
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Odd mass systems have been mostly described in the framework of the EFA as,
for instance in the seminal work of Ref [20], the fitting protocol of D1M [42], or other
applications like the study of shape evolution in some isotopic chains [53, 51]. Special
attention deserves also the seminal evaluation of fission properties in odd systems that
has shown that the most relevant factor in the description of those systems is the
quenching of pairing correlations induced by the presence of the unpaired nucleon
[50, 114]. As a consequence of the severe quenching of pairing, the collective inertia
governing spontaneous fission half-lives (tSF) increases enormously leading to a huge
odd-even staggering of tSF. The staggering is reduced to a level comparable with the
experimental data if the pairing strength is artificially increased by 10 % [50]. In Fig
7 a few examples of results obtained with the EFA are presented. They range from
the evolution of properties (like radii or S2n separation energies) of some odd mass Rb
isotopes to the aforementioned description of the staggering of tSF in the Pu isotopic
chain.
Calculations with full blocking using the Gogny force are scarce: there is the
calculation of the properties of super-deformed rotational bands in 191Hg [115] or the
recent proposal to do full blocking calculations but preserving axial symmetry [81].
The advantage of this proposal is that the K quantum number is preserved and the
assignment of the spin and parity of the ground state and excited band-heads is greatly
facilitated. This approach has been used in a recent study of the properties of super-
heavy nuclei [80]. In Fig 8 a comparison of the pairing gap ∆(3) obtained with the
EFA, full blocking and the simple Perturbative Quasiparticle approximation (see [81]
for details) is presented for the Sn isotopic chain. From the plot we conclude that the
time odd fields of the full blocking method have little impact on the gap ∆(3) as the
results obtained with this method are very similar to the ones of the EFA. Obviously,
the perturbative approximation fails to quench pairing correlations as much as the other
two approaches and therefore the pairing gap is significantly larger.
Within the mean field HFB formalism it is also possible to study excited states
that are given by multi-quasiparticle excitations. Multi-quasiparticle excited states can
be considered perturbatively as the standard quasiparticle excitations built on top of a
given HFB reference state [24]. The advantages of this approach are evident: the results
are already available after a HFB calculation and the excited states are orthogonal
by construction. On the other hand, self-consistency can play a very relevant role as
multi-quasiparticle excitations tend to severely quench the pairing correlations present
in the ground state. The drawbacks are multiple, first, as time reversal symmetry
can be broken, the induced time odd fields (also present in the description of odd-A
nuclei) have to be considered. Second, the iterative solution of the non linear problem
is not easy to achieve even using standard gradient method techniques. Finally, the
issue of orthogonality between the self-consistent multi-quasiparticle excitations and
the ground state and among themselves becomes relevant. Some of these issues have
been addressed in Ref. [82] where high K isomers in 254No have been studied with both
the D1S and D1M parametrizations of the Gogny force. The effects of self-consistency
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Figure 7. On the left hand side, the evolution of the nuclear radius and the two
neutron separation energies is shown as a function of neutron number for several Rb
(Z = 37) odd mass isotopes. The evolution of the ground state deformation as N
increases is observed to go from spherical to oblate to prolate. The changes induced
in the radius as a consequence of the shape changes are clearly observed. On the
right hand side panel, the spontaneous fission half-live tSF is plotted as a function of
mass number A for several isotopes of Pu including even and odd number of neutrons.
Experimental data is shown by green bullets, whereas experimental predictions are
shown by bullets connected by lines. The different theoretical predictions correspond
to different levels of enhancement of the pairing strength (blue, no enhancement; red,
a 5% enhancement and purple, a 10 % enhancement. Figure adapted from Ref.[50]
[53, 51].
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Figure 8. The pairing gap ∆(3) is plotted as a function of neutron number for the
tin isotopic chain for different approximations in the description of the unpaired odd
neutron (EFA, full blocking and perturbative blocking). The theoretical results are
compared to the experimental data. Figure adapted from Ref.[81].
Figure 9. Excitation spectrum of high-K isomers computed self-consistently using
the fully blocked HFB procedure with the D1S and D1M parametrizations of the
Gogny force. On the left hand side of the plot the experimental spectrum is shown for
comparison. Figure adapted from Ref.[82].
and the quenching of pairing correlations substantially reduce the excitation energy
of the two-quasiparticle and four-quasiparticle isomers with respect to the naive sum
of quasiparticle excitation energies built on top of the reference HFB ground state.
In Fig 9 we have plotted the excitation energy of those high-K isomers with known
experimental excitation energies and compared them with our results. It is remarkable
the good reproduction of the excitation energies given the rather universal scope of the
Gogny force and its fitting protocol.
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Another interesting field of application of the Gogny force is the study of nuclear
matter properties at the mean field level. This studies allows to obtain, among other
things, the Equation of State (EOS) of nuclear matter, of great relevance in astrophysical
environments like the interior of neutron stars. In addition, the nuclear matter results
can be compared to the ones of more sophisticated realistic interactions obtained with
more elaborated many body techniques. In this respect, the evaluation of the Landau
parameters of the different Gogny interactions has become a useful tool [116, 117]. The
analysis of isovector properties like the symmetry energy or its slope give hints on the
expected performance of the force in astrophysical environments or in very neutron rich
scenarios [118]. Another interesting application of nuclear matter calculations is the
study of the pairing gap and its comparison with realistic forces as analyzed in Refs
[17, 16].
To end this section of applications of the HFB method, we will discuss the use of the
finite temperature HFB (FT-HFB) formalism to describe the physics of highly excited
nuclei using a grand-canonical ensemble formalism at fixed temperature T. Although the
nucleus is a finite, isolated system, the ideas of quantum statistical mechanics have been
used to describe situations where the intrinsic excitation energy of the nucleus is very
high and therefore its wave function can be any among those in a bunch of excited states
with a very large level density. Given the description of pairing correlations in terms
of a mean field theory with no definite number of particles, the statistical ensemble to
be used in nuclear physics is the grand canonical one, which allows both the exchange
of energy and particles with a fictitious external reservoir. The quantity determining
the density operator through a minimization principle is the free energy F = H − TS
that depends not only on the energy but also on the entropy S and temperature T of
the system. The minimization of the free energy under the assumption that the density
matrix is the exponential of a one-body operator and that the statistical trace has to
be taken for all possible multi-quasiparticle excitations of a HFB ground state, leads to
the FT-HFB equation. Its form is the same as in the zero temperature case and only
the definition of the density and pairing tensor has to be replaced by the appropriate
one
R = W
(
f 0
0 1− f
)
W † (59)
where the fµ = 1/(1 + exp(Eµ/(KBT )) are the Fermi statistical occupation factors
depending on the quasiparticle energies Eµ and the temperature. The FT-HFB equation
has been solved with the Gogny force in order to study the phase transitions from super-
fluid to normal-fluid systems with temperature as well as the transition from deformed
to spherical driven also by temperature [31]. In the same reference, level densities are
also evaluated using the FT-HFB formalism. Thermal fluctuations and their effect of
washing out the abrupt phase transitions observed at the mean field level are analyzed
in [119] in a variety of systems. Finally, the evolution of the fission barrier heights
with temperature is studied in the case of 240Pu in Ref [120] where the decrease with
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Figure 10. On the left hand side panels, the evolution with temperature (T in MeV)
of different quantities for the nucleus 164Er. In panel a) the excitation energy E∗ in
MeV, in panel b) the particle-particle energy, in panel c) the β2, β4 and β6 deformation
parameters and in panel d) the specific heat at constant volume CV . In the right hand
side panels, the same quantities are plotted for the octupole deformed nucleus 224Ra.
The results were obtained with the Gogny D1S interaction. Figures taken from Ref.[31].
temperature of the fission barrier heights is observed. As mentioned before, increasing
the temperature means a quenching of pairing correlations that yield to an increase in
the collective inertia [120].
In Fig 10 the behavior with temperature of different quantities are shown for two
different types of nuclei, the quadrupole deformed 164Er and the quadrupole, octupole
deformed 224Ra. The calculations are carried out with the Gogny D1S force in the
context of FTHFB. In panels b) and c) in the two cases we observe (panel c)) the
behavior of the deformation parameters βλ with temperature. A phase transition to an
spherical regime is observed at T = 2.6 MeV in the 164Er case and at T = 1.3 MeV in
the octupole deformed 224Ra nucleus. Also, in panels b) a phase transition from a paired
regime to an unpaired one at T = 0.6 MeV. Both phase transitions produce a kink in
the behavior of the specific heat at constant volume CV shown in panels d) and some
discontinuity in the excitation energy E∗ of the system. The observed phase transitions
are washed out when thermal fluctuations are considered [119].
In passing, let us mention that level densities can also be computed using
combinatorial techniques and the uncorrelated quasiparticle spectrum obtained from
a mean field calculation with the Gogny force [57]. The advantages and drawbacks of
this method over the finite temperature formalism have to be still assessed but it is clear
that any method based on the HFB ground state should have more difficulties to take
into account the effects of finite temperature driven phase transitions like the transition
to a normal fluid regime or from a deformed intrinsic state to a spherical one [31].
In Fig 11 the behavior of level densities as a function of the excitation energy are
shown for the four nuclei considered in Ref [31], In the 162Dy case it is compared with
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Figure 11. Logarithm of the level density ρ(E∗) plotted as a function of the excitation
energy of the nucleus E∗ for four different nuclei 152Dy, 162Dy, 164Er and 224Ra.
The (full) dashed lines correspond to the calculation (without) with the rotational
correction. Experimental data is also presented in the 162Dy case. The calculations
are carried out with the D1S force. Figures taken from Ref.[31].
the experimental data. A rather good agreement with the experiment is observed when
a phenomenological correction to take into account rotational bands is introduced.
3.2. Time dependent Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov
The time dependent Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (TDHFB) method is the natural
extension to treat dynamical aspects within the HFB theory. The generalized density
matrix of HFB R is no longer static and its time evolution is governed by the TDHFB
equation
i~
∂R
∂t
= [H,R] (60)
The TDHFB equation preserves the energy of the initial state (defined by R(t = 0)) and
therefore cannot be used to describe tunneling through barriers, i.e. it is not possible
to describe spontaneous fission. On the other hand, it can be used to study the time
evolution of a wave packet confined in a potential well and in this way extract several
properties of this kind of motion (elementary excitation energies, strengths, etc). The
TDHFB method with the Gogny force has been recently implemented by Hashimoto
[121] in a harmonic oscillator basis and preserving axial symmetry. The idea is to replace
Eq (60) by the equivalent in terms of the Bogoliubov amplitudes U and V
i~
∂
∂t
(
U¯
V¯
)
= H
(
U¯
V¯
)
(61)
This is a non-linear system of equations because the HFB Hamiltonian H itself depends
on U and V through its dependency in the density matrix ρ = V ∗V T and the pairing
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tensor κ = UV T . The solution to these coupled multidimensional non-linear differential
equations is carried out using predictor-corrector techniques. The calculations focus
on the isoscalar quadrupole and/or isovector dipole vibrations, in the linear (small
amplitude) region, in some oxygen, neon, magnesium and titanium isotopes. The
isoscalar quadrupole and isovector dipole strength functions are calculated from the
expectation values of the isoscalar quadrupole and isovector dipole moments. This kind
of calculations represent an alternative to the QRPA type of calculations mentioned
in the next section. A more recent implementation, also preserving axial symmetry,
replaces the harmonic oscillator basis along the z direction by a Lagrange mesh. The
reason for such replacement is to have far more flexibility in describing the time
dependent density along the symmetry axis. This new implementation has been
successfully applied to the description of head-on collisions in light systems [122].
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4. Beyond mean field with the Gogny force: first applications
The mean-field approximation [84] allows the description of several basic nuclear
properties all over the nuclear chart. However, in order to access the spectroscopy
of atomic nuclei, one needs to go beyond the mean-field level. Several routes have
emerged in recent years in order to afford such a task. On the one hand, the symmetry-
projected Generator Coordinate Method (GCM) has already provided a wealth of
results in different regions of the nuclear chart (see, for example, Refs. [94, 123, 124]
and references therein). On the other hand, calculations are very demanding from a
computational point of view, specially in the case of medium and heavy nuclei and/or
when several collective coordinates should be included in the symmetry-projected GCM
ansatz. This certainly limits, at least for the moment, the applicability of the approach
from a computational point of view though progress is growing due to the new generation
of computational facilities. All these methods along with some approximations to them
will be discussed below in Sec 6. Another route is represented by the Quasiparticle
Random Phase Approximation (QRPA) which can be viewed as a small-amplitude
approximation to the GCM or the TDHFB methods [84]. A different alternative route
is represented by fermion-to-boson mapping procedures described in Sec 4.2 below.
4.1. The QRPA
The quasiparticle random phase approximation (QRPA) is nothing but the small
amplitude limit of arbitrary vibrations around the HFB equilibrium configuration [125,
84]. In the QRPA it is possible to study within the same framework not only collective
excitations of isoscalar and isovector character, but also single particle excitations. The
solution of the QRPA equation involves the construction and subsequent diagonalization
of a huge matrix in the space of two quasiparticle excitations and therefore, applications
with the Gogny force require a huge computational effort. Nevertheless, the advent of
powerful computers allows for large scale calculations based on this method. QRPA
calculations with Gogny interactions have been recently reviewed by Pe´ru and Martini in
Ref. [2]. Other QRPA implementations and applications of the most widely used energy
density functionals like Skyrme [126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131] and/or RMF [132, 133, 134]
are out of the scope of the present review. Therefore, here we will only summarize the
most important aspects and applications of the method, and update the list of most
recent works done within the QRPA framework with Gogny interactions.
Derivation of QRPA equations and its formalism can be looked up in several
textbooks (e.g. Ref. [84]). It is based on building two-quasiparticle excitations on
top of a QRPA vacuum, |QRPA〉, defined as:
θˆν |QRPA〉 = 0; θˆ†ν =
1
2
∑
k<k′
Xνkk′β
†
kβ
†
k′ − Y νkk′βk′βk (62)
where (β†k, βk) are HFB quasiparticle creation and annihilation operators (see Eq. 6)
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and the amplitudes (Xν , Y ν) are obtained from the QRPA equation given by [84]:(
A B
B∗ A∗
)(
Xν
Y ν
)
= Eν
(
Xν
−Y ν
)
(63)
Here, Eν are the excitation energies and the matrices (A,B) are determined by the HFB
state and the interaction through:
Akk′ll′ = 〈HFB|
[
βk′βk, [Hˆ, β
†
l β
†
l′ ]
]
|HFB〉
Bkk′ll′ = − 〈HFB|
[
βk′βk, [Hˆ, βlβl′ ]
]
|HFB〉 (64)
In the implementations performed with Gogny forces, the same interaction is considered
in the HFB and QRPA parts (normally neglecting two-body center-of-mass corrections
and, in some cases, Coulomb exchange and pairing terms [2]).
Apart from the spectrum, Eµ, the QRPA approach is widely used to study the
response of the system to external fields. In the first implementations with the Gogny
interaction, only spherical RPA (without pairing) were considered [135, 21, 136, 137,
61, 138, 139, 140]. In these works, nuclear compressibility, giant and pygmy resonances
and excitations in closed-shell nuclei were studied. The inclusion of pairing (QRPA)
and axial quadrupole deformation in this kind of calculations was performed for the
first time by Pe´ru et al. in Refs. [141, 142]. The assumption of axial and parity
symmetry conservation allows for the classification of the QRPA states in terms of
K (the projection of the angular momentum J along the symmetry axis) and pi (parity)
quantum numbers, i.e., the QRPA states are given by [2]:
|θν , K〉 = θˆν,K |0def , (K = 0)〉 (65)
where |0def〉 is the HFB ground state obtained with axially deformed calculations.
The final evaluation of transition matrix elements of external fields given by the
corresponding multipole operator, Qˆλµ, is obtained after projecting onto good angular
momentum (see Sec 5, Eq 70) both the ground and the QRPA excited states:
|0+g.s.〉 =
1
8pi2
∫
D0∗00(Ω)Rˆ(Ω)|0def〉dΩ
|JM(K)ν〉 = 2J + 1
8pi2
∫
DJ∗MK(Ω)Rˆ(Ω)|θν , K〉dΩ
(66)
Hence, the transition matrix elements are given by 〈0+g.s.|Qˆλµ|JM(K)ν〉 and the sum
rules and moments by:
Mk
(
Qˆλµ
)
=
∑
ν
Ekν |〈0+g.s.|Qˆλµ|JM(K)ν〉|2 (67)
For example, the energy weighted sum rule (EWSM(Qˆλµ)) is given by Mk=1 in the
expression above.
Many calculations with the deformed QRPA method with Gogny interactions
have been performed in the recent years, some of them with direct applications to
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nuclear astrophysics. For example, low-lying excitation energies, pygmy and giant
resonances, electromagnetic multipole excitations and response functions, gamma-ray
strength functions, reaction cross-sections, etc., in nuclei all along the nuclear chart have
been studied and compared with experimental data where available [141, 142, 143, 144,
145, 146, 147, 2, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154]. In addition, Gamow-Teller response
has been also computed with a proton-neutron QRPA method in Refs. [58, 155]. Finally,
the role of continuum [139, 156], tensor interactions [157] and correlations beyond two-
quasiparticle excitations [152] has been also analyzed recently. A thorough discussion
of the performance of the method with several examples of its applications is found in
the review of Pe´ru and Martini and we refer the reader to Ref. [2] for further details.
4.2. IBM mapping
In order to extend the realm of the mean field to deal with spectroscopy in a simple
way a novel method has been introduced in recent years [158]. It essentially maps the
fermionic energy surfaces, obtained within the constrained mean-field approximation,
onto the bosonic ones computed as the expectation value of a chosen Interacting Boson
Model (IBM) [159] Hamiltonian in the boson coherent state. The fermion-to-boson
mapping procedure determines the parameters of the chosen IBM Hamiltonian for each
nuclear system and, therefore, no phenomenological adjustment of those parameters
to the experimental data is required. It only relies on microscopic mean-field energy
surfaces as the key input and, therefore, has the potential to provide predictions in
those regions of the nuclear chart where experimental data are rather scarce or not
even available as it is the case, for example, of exotic neutron-rich nuclei. The IBM
Hamiltonian, obtained via the mapping procedure, is then diagonalized and the resulting
wave functions are used to compute spectroscopic properties and transition rates. The
fermion-to-boson mapping procedure has already allowed an accurate computationally
economic and systematic description of basic properties in several regions of the nuclear
chart.
As an example of application we will consider a sample of results obtained for Ge and
Se nuclei as they belong to one of the most challenging regions of the nuclear chart. Their
structure and decay patterns have received considerable experimental [162, 163, 164, 165]
and theoretical [166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 174, 175, 176, 177, 178] attention
in recent years. In particular, the shape transitions around the neutron sub-shell closure
N = 40 have already been studied in detail. Moreover, Ge and Se nuclei exhibit a
pronounced competition between different configurations associated with a variety of
intrinsic shapes, i.e., shape coexistence. The corresponding energy spectra display low-
lying excited 0+ energy levels which could be linked to proton intruder excitations across
the Z = 28 shell gap.
The nuclei 66−94Ge and 68−96Se have been studied in Ref. [161]. The employed IBM
model space consisted of collective nucleon pairs in the valence space with spins and
parity Jpi = 0+ (monopole S pair) and 2+ (quadrupole D pair). They are associated
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Figure 12. (Color online) The 2+1 , 4
+
1 , 0
+
2 and 2
+
2 excitation energies obtained in
the diagonalization of the mapped IBM Hamiltonian are plotted as functions of the
neutron number, for the Ge and Se nuclei, along with the available experimental data
[160]. Taken from Ref. [161].
with the Jpi = 0+ (s) and 2+ (d) bosons, respectively [179]. The microscopic input for
the mapping, i.e., the mean-field energy surfaces as functions of the β and γ deformation
parameters, have been obtained via Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (HFB) calculations with
the parametrization D1M [42] of the Gogny interaction. Configuration mixing has been
included in the corresponding (mapped) IBM calculations. To this end, the boson
model space has been extended following a method, proposed by Duval and Barret
[180], that incorporates the intruder configurations by introducing several independent
IBM Hamiltonians. The intruder configurations correspond to proton 2p−2h excitations
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Figure 13. (Color online) The B(E2; 2+1 → 0+1 ), B(E2; 4+1 → 2+1 ), B(E2; 0+2 → 2+1 )
and B(E2; 2+2 → 2+1 ) transition probabilities obtained for Ge isotopes are plotted as
functions of the neutron number. Experimental data have been taken from Ref. [160].
Taken from Ref. [161].
across the Z=28 shell gap and the different boson spaces are allowed to mix via certain
mixing interaction. The criterion to include the configuration mixing for a given
nucleus is that the second lowest-energy minimum in the mean-field energy surface
is clear enough so as to constrain the corresponding (unperturbed) Hamiltonian for the
intruder configuration. Therefore, configuration mixing has been taken into account
for 66,70−74,90−94Ge and 68−76,90−96Se. All the required equations as well as the fitting
procedure to obtain the parameters of the (mapped) IBM model can be found in
Ref. [181]. Once the IBM parameters are determined for a given system, the Hamiltonian
is diagonalized and the resulting wave functions are used to compute electromagnetic
properties that could be considered as signatures of shape coexistence and/or shape
transitions.
The excitation energies of the 2+1 , 4
+
1 , 0
+
2 and 2
+
2 states, obtained via the
diagonalization of the mapped IBM Hamiltonian, are displayed in Fig. 12 as functions
of the neutron number. They are compared with the available experimental data [160].
The calculations provide a reasonable agreement with the experimental systematics,
especially for the yrast states. For both Ge and Se nuclei, the computed E(2+1 ) energies
decrease as one approaches N = 40. For the former, this is at variance with the
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experiment, a discrepancy that could be attributed to the N = 40 neutron sub-shell
closure not explicitly taken into account in the calculations [161]. The E(2+1 ) values
display a pronounced peak at N = 50. The experimental E(4+1 ) excitation energies
[panels (b) and (f)] are overestimated around N = 50. This could be linked to the
limited IBM configuration space comprising only s and d bosons. Within this context,
the inclusion of the J = 4+ (G) pair in the IBM model could improve the agreement
with the experiment.
The predicted E(0+2 ) energies are plotted in panels (c) and (g). They display a
pronounced decrease towards N ≈ 40. This correlates well with the shape coexistence
observed in the underlying Gogny-D1M energy surfaces around this neutron number
[161]. The overestimation of the E(0+2 ) energy in the case of
68Ge is due to the fact
that a configuration mixing calculation has not been carried out in this case. For the
considered neutron-rich nuclei, several examples of low-lying 0+2 states are found beyond
the N = 50 shell closure [panels (c) and (g)]. As can be seen from panels (d) and (h),
the calculations provide a reasonable description of the energies of the 2+2 states which
are, either interpreted as band-heads of the quasi-γ bands or as members of the 0+2
bands [161].
For both Ge and Se nuclei, the predicted excitation energies of the non-yrast
states E(0+2 ) and E(2
+
2 ) are generally higher than the experimental ones especially
for 46 ≤ N ≤ 50. This discrepancy is commonly observed in previous calculations for
other mass regions (see, e.g., Ref. [182]) and could be, in most cases, attributed to the
restricted model space of the IBM when the shell closure is approached.
The transition probabilities B(E2; 2+1 → 0+1 ), B(E2; 4+1 → 2+1 ), B(E2; 0+2 → 2+1 )
and B(E2; 2+2 → 2+1 ) are depicted in Fig. 13 for Ge isotopes. Similar results have been
obtained for Se nuclei. The maximum B(E2; 2+1 → 0+1 ) value is reached around N = 40
where the deformation is the largest [161]. The agreement with the experimental data is
fairly good. A similar trend is also found for the B(E2; 4+1 → 2+1 ) transition rates shown
in panel (b). The quantity B(E2; 0+2 → 2+1 ), shown in panel (c), can be regarded as a
measure of the mixing between different intrinsic configurations. The experimental
B(E2; 0+2 → 2+1 ) value is very large around N = 38 or 40 where, a pronounced
configuration mixing could be expected. Such a large value is not reproduced by the
calculations. The origin of such a discrepancy between the theoretical predictions and
the experiment could be associated to a weak mixing between the 2+1 and 0
+
2 states in the
model. Some discrepancies between the predicted and experimental B(E2; 2+2 → 2+1 )
values can be seen from panel (d). Nevertheless, the experimental trend, i.e., the
B(E2; 2+2 → 2+1 ) transition probability reaches its largest value at around N = 40,
being almost of the same order of magnitude as B(E2; 2+1 → 0+1 ), is reproduced rather
well by the calculations.
Several applications of the fermion-to-boson mapping procedure, with different
levels of sophistication and intrinsic degrees of freedom, i.e., deformations, have already
been discussed in the literature including the recent extensions of the model to describe
the properties of odd-mass nuclear systems [181, 183, 184, 185, 186, 187, 188, 189, 182,
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161, 190, 191, 192, 193, 187].
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5. Beyond the mean field: symmetry restoration
The spontaneous breaking of symmetries by the nuclear mean field is one of its most
salient features and it is a direct consequence of the properties of the nuclear interaction.
An important aspect of the mean field, namely its non-linearity, is also responsible
for the spontaneous breaking of symmetries. By breaking symmetries at the mean
field level, a lot of correlations can be encoded into the wave function in a simple
way. However, those broken symmetries have to be restored by considering appropriate
linear combinations of mean field wave functions. In this way, the resulting wave
functions recover the quantum number characteristic of the eigenstates of a symmetry
invariant interaction/Hamiltonian [84, 194]. The mechanism of symmetry breaking
along with the one of symmetry restoration leads to the fruitful concepts of ”intrinsic”
and ”laboratory” frames of reference. The intrinsic frame corresponds to the symmetry
breaking ”intrinsic” mean field state with its characteristic ”deformations” (like the
prolate quadrupole deformation typical of many mid-shell nuclear ground states, or the
diffuseness of the Fermi level typical of BCS wave functions present when the symmetry
of the number of particles is broken). On the other hand the ”laboratory” system
corresponds to the symmetry restored wave functions obtained as linear combinations of
the intrinsic frame ones. The laboratory frame can be visualized as the frame of reference
obtained after adding to the intrinsic frame the quantum fluctuations of ”orientation” in
the appropriate variables §. The impact of symmetry restoration in the absolute value
of the binding energy of a typical nucleus is not too high, of a few per thousand. This is
also the case if the observable is associated to a scalar quantity (i.e. invariant under the
symmetry operation). However, the values of the electromagnetic transition strengths
involving overlaps of tensor operators are very sensitive to the effects of symmetry
restoration. For instance, to reproduce the selection rules typical of those strengths,
the wave functions involved must have the proper quantum numbers, a property that is
only obtained after symmetry restoration.
In this section, we will develop the main ideas of symmetry restoration and
apply them to the study of the most relevant cases in nuclear physics: (a) reflection
symmetry (b) particle number, (c) rotational symmetry and (d) translational invariance.
Prominent examples of the application of such symmetry restorations will be briefly
discussed. We will also discuss the approximate evaluation of projected quantities
under the assumptions of strong deformation of the intrinsic state not only because
this is a cheap, and in many cases, sufficient way to incorporate the effects of symmetry
restoration but also because it is the basis of the rotational model of Bohr and Mottelson
[195] that has proven to be so successful in explaining lots of phenomenology in nuclear
structure.
§ Think of a rugby ball, when it is at rest it looks like a prolate deformed nuclei, however, if its
orientation is changed randomly and ”very quickly” it ”looks on the average” as an spherical object
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5.1. General principles
The starting point of symmetry restoration is, obviously, the existence of a spontaneous
symmetry breaking intrinsic mean field wave function. This wave function is obtained
from some interaction or EDF by solving the non-linear HF or HFB equations.
The symmetry restored (or projected) wave functions are obtained by considering
appropriate linear combinations of the ”rotated” intrinsic states (that is, the intrinsic
state after applying to it a member of the symmetry group). With these wave functions
(there are as many as the number of irreducible representations of the underlying
symmetry group) we can compute physical observables like the projected energy,
radius, electromagnetic moments, etc. This procedure is known under the name of
projection after variation (PAV) because the ”intrinsic wave function” is obtained by
minimizing the intrinsic energy, and therefore knows nothing about its subsequent
projection [196, 197, 84]. At this point one might wonder about the usefulness of
considering the projected energies (one for each irrep of the symmetry group) as the
quantities to apply the variational principle in order to obtain the ”intrinsic” states.
The most immediate consequence of this procedure is that different intrinsic states
are obtained for each projected energy considered. Another consequence is that the
projected wave function is richer than the set of intrinsic ones and therefore the
procedure is variationally effective, that is, a lower energy than the intrinsic one is
always going to be obtained at least for one of the projected energies. This procedure is
known as variation after projection (VAP) [198, 199, 200, 84] and is formally superior
to PAV as shown in many examples and test studies in simple models. The main
disadvantage of VAP over PAV is that the projected energies are far more involved to
compute than the intrinsic (mean field) one. Not to mention also the fact that for each
quantum number a minimization has to be carried out.
5.1.1. Symmetry restoration, general group theory arguments The procedure to restore
symmetries is deeply rooted in the underlying group structure of the symmetry
operations [84, 194]. The set of symmetry operations is endowed with the mathematical
structure of a group. For instance, spatial rotations are associated to the continuous Lie
group SU(2), reflection symmetry is associated to a discrete, idempotent group made of
two elements, the identity and the parity operator Π satisfying Π2 = I. The quantum
numbers of the restored symmetries are the labels of the irreducible representations
(irreps) of the group, or, in the case of Lie groups of the irreps of the associated algebra.
For instance, in the case of SU(2) the corresponding algebra su(2) is composed of the
angular momentum operators Jx, Jy and Jz. The irreps of the angular momentum
operators correspond to the eigenstates of J2 = J2x + J
2
y + J
2
z and Jz and are labeled by
the typical J and M quantum numbers. The basis states of the irreps are the eigenstates
|JM〉. The subspace spanned by each irrep is invariant under the operator realizing the
symmetry. For instance, consider the rotation operator which can be expressed in terms
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of the Euler angles Ω = (α, β, γ)
Rˆ(Ω) = e−i/~αJze−i/~βJye−i/~γJz (68)
The matrix element of the rotation operator between basis states of two different irreps
gives
〈J ′M ′|Rˆ(Ω)|JM〉 = δJJ ′DJM ′M(Ω) (69)
where the Wigner rotation matrix DJM ′M(Ω) has been introduced. The δJJ ′ in the above
expression shows that the subspace spanned by |JM〉 is indeed invariant under the
symmetry operator Rˆ(Ω). By taking linear combinations of the rotation operator with
the Wigner functions and using the appropriate integration measure (de Haar measure)
we end up with the projection operator
Pˆ JMK =
2J + 1
8pi2
∫
dΩDJ ∗MK(Ω)Rˆ(Ω) (70)
which is labeled with the indices of the irreps of the corresponding group. In the SU(2)
case it has the properties
P JMKP
J
M ′K′ = δJJ ′δM ′KPˆ
J
MK′ (71)
and (
Pˆ JMK
)†
= Pˆ JKM (72)
Due to the special structure of the projector, the action of the symmetry operator on
the left (or the right) of the projector leads to a linear combination of the same projector
with weights which are nothing but the representation of the symmetry operator in the
linear space of the irreps
Rˆ(Ω)Pˆ JMK =
∑
K′
DJMK′(Ω)Pˆ JK′M (73)
which suggests the following form of the projector
Pˆ JMK =
∑
α
|JMα〉〈JMα| (74)
where α represents an additional set of quantum numbers required to fully characterize
the quantum states.
5.1.2. Symmetry breaking as generator of symmetry bands (rotational, parity, etc) For
each intrinsic (deformed) state |Φ〉 we can generate a whole set of states with the
appropriate symmetry quantum numbers. Using again the angular momentum as an
example, for each deformed states |Φ〉 we can generate infinite (in principle) states
|ΨJM〉 =
∑
K
gJKPˆ
J
MK |Φ〉 (75)
eigenstates of Jˆ2 and Jˆz labeled by the J and M quantum numbers. We have generated,
in this way, a ”rotational band” which is nothing but the set of |ΨJM〉 states. The
physical properties of those states will strongly depend on the degree of deformation of
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the intrinsic state |Φ〉 as discussed below. We can compute the energy for each member
of the band
EJ =
〈ΨJM |Hˆ|ΨJM〉
〈ΨJM |ΨJM〉 (76)
which is independent of M as a consequence of the scalar nature of Hˆ. The dependence
of EJ with J depends on the structure of the intrinsic state |Φ〉 although it is possible to
extract general properties in the case in which the intrinsic state is strongly deformed.
As it will be shown below, in the strong deformation limit the energy is given by
EJ = 〈Φ|Hˆ|Φ〉 − 〈∆
~J2〉
2JY +
~2J(J + 1)
2JY (77)
that is the characteristic expression for the energy of a rotational band with the
characteristic J(J+1) growing of the energy with angular momentum. In this expression
JY is the Yoccoz moment of inertia defined, for instance in [196, 197, 201, 84]. Along
the same line of reasoning, the breaking of reflection symmetry followed by parity
restoration requires a projector which is proportional to I+piΠˆ with the parity quantum
number pi = ±1. In the strong deformation limit 〈Πˆ〉 → 0 the projected energy
Epi = (〈Hˆ〉 + pi〈HˆΠˆ〉)/(1 + pi〈Πˆ〉 is degenerate leading to a ”band” composed of two
elements which are degenerated in energy.
Breaking of several symmetries at the same time is also possible and its restoration
leads to an ”admixture” of bands, like the alternating parity rotational bands
characteristic of octupole deformation at high spins. In this case, rotational and
reflection symmetries are broken at the same time.
5.1.3. Evaluation of overlaps: generalized Wick theorem and Pfaffian The evaluation of
the ”projected” quantities, like energies or transition strengths, requires the evaluation
of an integral over the parameters of the symmetry group of the corresponding operator’s
overlaps. To be more specific, and using again the example of SU(2) we need to evaluate
integrals involving quantities like
H(Ω) = 〈Φ|HˆRˆ(Ω)|Φ〉 (78)
N(Ω) = 〈Φ|Rˆ(Ω)|Φ〉
which are overlaps of the corresponding operators between the intrinsic HFB wave
function |Φ〉 and the ”rotated” one Rˆ(Ω)|Φ〉. Fortunately, all the symmetry groups
considered in nuclear physics are either discrete or compact Lie groups. In the later
case, the symmetry operators are written in terms of exponentials of the corresponding
Lie algebra that is represented in Fock space as linear combinations of one body
operators (Ji, Pi, etc). As a consequence, we can use Thouless theorem to show that
Rˆ(Ω)|Φ〉 is again a HFB wave function and therefore, we are dealing with overlaps of
operators between different HFB wave functions (the arguments below can be extended
straightforwardly to the case where |Φ〉 is replaced by a more general HFB wave function
|Φ′〉 ). The evaluation of the overlaps is carried out using the generalized Wick theorem
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and the overlap formula as discussed in Appendix Appendix C. The expressions derived
in the Appendix are obtained under the assumption that the original single particle basis
and the rotated one span the same subspace of the total Hilbert space. This is not the
case if the basis breaks the symmetry under consideration. Typical examples are the use
of deformed harmonic oscillator basis in the case of rotations or basis not translational
invariant in the case of Galilei invariance restoration. This difficulty leads to either the
use of symmetry restricted basis (for instance, HO basis with equal oscillator lengths
along all possible spatial directions - see below) or a careful evaluation of the impact of
truncation errors as is the case in the restoration of Galilei invariance (see below).
The overlaps can be evaluated in terms of linear combinations of products of
contractions with the use of the generalized Wick’s theorem. For instance, the ratio
h(Ω) = H(Ω)/N(Ω) is given by
h(Ω) =
∑
ab
tabρba(Ω)+
1
4
∑
abcd
ν¯abcd[ρdb(Ω)ρca(Ω)−ρda(Ω)ρcb(Ω)+κdc(Ω)κ¯ba(Ω)](79)
where the ”elemental” contractions are given by quantities that resemble very much the
standard HFB density matrix and pairing tensor
ρdb(Ω) =
〈Φ|c†bcdRˆ(Ω)|Φ〉
〈Φ|Rˆ(Ω)|Φ〉 (80)
κdc(Ω) =
〈Φ|cccdRˆ(Ω)|Φ〉
〈Φ|Rˆ(Ω)|Φ〉 (81)
κ¯ba(Ω) =
〈Φ|c†ac†bRˆ(Ω)|Φ〉
〈Φ|Rˆ(Ω)|Φ〉 (82)
Once the quantity h(Ω) is obtained, the evaluation of H(Ω) is straightforward (however,
see below for the case where N(Ω) = 0 for some Ω). The remaining term, N(Ω) is
given in terms of determinants or Pfaffians of the appropriate matrices (see Appendix
Appendix C).
5.1.4. Difficulties associated with the Pauli exclusion principle and self-energies In
the implementation of symmetry restoration and configuration mixing, to be discussed
below, one has to face technical difficulties associated with the evaluation of the overlaps
in Eq 79 and having to do with the vanishing of the overlap between the two HFB states.
Let us define the overlap
h(q, q′) =
〈ϕq|Hˆ|ϕq′〉
〈ϕq|ϕq′〉 (83)
where |ϕq〉 is a HFB wave function parametrized in terms of the labels denoted
collectively as q. The generalized Wick’s theorem allows to express the above overlap
in terms of the contractions
ρdb(q, q
′) =
〈ϕq|c†bcd|ϕq′〉
〈ϕq|ϕq′〉 (84)
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κdc(q, q
′) =
〈ϕq|cccd|ϕq′〉
〈ϕq|ϕq′〉 (85)
κ¯ba(q, q
′) =
〈ϕq|c†ac†b|ϕq′〉
〈ϕq|ϕq′〉 (86)
In general, the quantities 〈ϕq|c†bcd|ϕq′〉, 〈ϕq|cccd|ϕq′〉 or 〈ϕq|c†ac†b|ϕq′〉 are, by construction,
finite. In the case when 〈ϕq|ϕq′〉 is zero, this implies that ρdb(q, q′), κdc(q, q′) and
κ¯ba(q, q
′) must be divergent. If the overlap goes to zero like a small parameter , then
the contractions must diverge like 1/. As a consequence, the overlap of one body
operators 〈ϕq|Tˆ |ϕq′〉 is manifestly finite as it only involves the contraction ρdb(q, q′)
times the overlap 〈ϕq|ϕq′〉. The difficulties arise in the evaluation of two (or higher
order) operators as in this case we have products of two contractions that behave like
1/2. A simplistic analysis would lead to the conclusion that 〈ϕq|Hˆ|ϕq′〉 must diverge
when 〈ϕq|ϕq′〉 goes to zero. However, a more careful analysis reveals that, due to the
properties of the fermion creation and annihilation operator algebra (that lead to the
Pauli exclusion principle), the sum of the products of two contractions
ρdb(q, q
′)ρac(q, q′)− ρda(q, q′)ρbc(q, q′) + κdc(q, q′)κ¯ba(q, q′) (87)
cancel one of the inverse powers of  as to render 〈ϕq|Hˆ|ϕq′〉 finite. This discussion
might look a bit of an academic one as it is very unlikely that given a discrete set
of q values one is going to find a zero overlap. However, the important point is that
if the overlap is small because it is close to a zero, then the contractions are going
to take very large values that still need large cancellations in order to get the proper
value of the overlap 〈ϕq|Hˆ|ϕq′〉. Very often, both in the evaluation of the energy or
the Hamiltonian overlap several contributions ,like Coulomb exchange or Coulomb anti-
pairing are neglected. This means that not all the terms in Eq. 87 are considered and
therefore in the event of being close to a zero of the overlap the cancellation mentioned
above does not take place and the overlap might become unnaturally and unphysically
large. This also happens if two different interactions are used in the ph and pp channels
as only the first two terms in the sum of Eq. 87 are considered in the ph channel and
the last one in the pp channel. This problem is dubbed in the literature as the ”self-
energy” and/or ”self-pairing” problem [202]. The reason for that name is that it shares
the same origin with another typical problem encountered in the evaluation of two body
operators and consequence of neglecting the exchange or pairing terms: the mean value
of the Hamiltonian computed with a mean field wave function corresponding to just one
particle is different from zero in spite of not having other particle to interact with. In
the case of the Gogny force calculations, where the pairing field is obtained from the
same interaction used in the ph channel, the best solution is to fully consider all the
neglected terms, namely the Coulomb exchange, Coulomb anti-pairing and spin-orbit
pairing fields. Unfortunately, considering the Coulomb contributions increase by almost
and order of magnitude the computational requirements to compute mean values of
overlaps. Another, more important, consequence is that all the Gogny forces incepted
so far do not consider exact Coulomb exchange and Coulomb anti-pairing and therefore
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their parameters are not fully adapted to their consideration. The ”self-energy” problem
is ubiquitous in Particle number projection calculations and seems to be less dangerous
in applications of the generator coordinate method without projection. This issue has
been discussed at length in the literature [203, 92, 204, 202, 3] and the reader is referred
to the mentioned literature for further details.
5.1.5. Difficulties associated with non-integer powers of the density Density dependent
forces, like Gogny, are state dependent, i.e. the interaction depends upon the matter
density of the corresponding state. Nevertheless, they are unambiguously defined in the
calculation of the mean value of the energy as the matter density to be used in the density
dependent part of the interaction is just the mean value of the density operator. This is
not the case, however, in the calculation of overlaps of the Hamiltonian between different
HFB states that is required, for instance, in the implementation of symmetry restoration
or large amplitude motion discussed below. In those situations, a prescription for the
density dependent part of the interaction is required. The most obvious one is to replace
the density in the density dependent part of the interaction by the mixed density [205]
ρq,q′ =
〈ϕ(q)|ρˆ(~R)|ϕ(q′)〉
〈ϕ(q)|ϕ(q′)〉 (88)
which is the overlap of the matter density operator ρˆ(~R) =
∑A
i=1 δ(~ri − ~R) between
the corresponding HFB sates |ϕ(q)〉 and |ϕ(q′)〉. This prescription fulfills a series of
requirements like leading to overlaps of scalar operators invariant under symmetry
operations or other properties essential to ensure that observables are real quantities
[124, 206]. The main objection to this prescription is that, in the general case, the overlap
density is a complex quantity that has to be raised to a non integer power α, as it is the
case in all of the popular phenomenological effective interactions of the Gogny or Skyrme
type. Raising complex numbers z = |z|eiϕ to non-integer powers is a delicate operation
that leads to multi-valued solutions (in general infinite ones) of the form |z|αeiαϕ+2piαin
where n represent all positive integers n = 0, 1, 2, . . .. Those multi-valued powers (or
roots) have to be located in Riemann sheets and special attention has to be paid to
continuity issues in going from one Riemann sheet to another. If those discontinuities
are not treated adequately they might lead to jumps in the integrals leading to the
projected energy. This issue has been discussed in detail in Refs [204, 207] but so
far no evident general solution to this problem seems to exist. However, wise choices
of phases lead to very reasonable results which seem to be free from the artifacts of
discontinuous integrands. A possible solution to this problem would be to use symmetry
invariant densities which are given by mean values with projected wave functions or
linear combinations of mean values evaluated with rotated intrinsic quantities. In any
of the two possibilities, they are real quantities and therefore free from the uncertainties
in the determination of the non-integer power. However, it has been shown that this
prescription is inconsistent with the general philosophy of the density dependent term
in the case of spatial symmetries like parity or angular momentum [208] leading to
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Figure 14. HFB (open circles), positive parity (full squares) and negative parity
(bullets) energies as a function of the β3 deformation parameter for the
158Gd (left)
and 226Ra (right) nuclei. The Gogny D1S parameterization is used. Figure adapted
from Ref. [29].
catastrophic results. Nevertheless, this prescription, when used only in the particle
number restoration leads to reasonable results as it will be shown below.
5.2. Parity Projection
Parity projection is the simplest possible example of symmetry restoration because the
symmetry operators belong to a discrete set with only two elements, the identity I and
the parity operator Πˆ. As the parity operator satisfies Πˆ2 = I the parity quantum
number can only take two values pi = ±1. The expression of the projection operator Pˆpi
and the projected energy are specially simple in this case
Pˆpi =
1
2
(I+ piΠˆ) (89)
and
Epi =
〈Hˆ〉+ pi〈HˆΠˆ〉
1 + pi〈Πˆ〉 (90)
When the degree of symmetry breaking of the intrinsic wave function is large 〈Πˆ〉 ≈ 0,
the Hamiltonian overlap 〈HˆΠˆ〉 can be neglected with respect to 〈Hˆ〉 and therefore we
obtain a degenerate energy for both parities (a parity doublet) that corresponds to
the intrinsic energy. The parity doublet is nothing but the ”band” generated by the
restoration of the parity symmetry of an intrinsic state which is strongly deformed.
Parity (or reflection symmetry) breaking is associated with the lowest relevant
negative parity multipole moment of the mass distribution, namely the octupole moment
Q3µ. Octupole deformation of the ground state of atomic nuclei is not as common as
quadrupole deformation and its presence requires that proton and neutron numbers are
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close or equal to specific values such that the Fermi level is close to opposite parity
orbitals with ∆l = 3. Those specific numbers are N = 40, 56, 88, 136, etc. Nuclei with
proton and neutron number close to them correspond to paradigmatic octupole deformed
systems like 144Ba [101, 100] or 224Ra [99]. When the nucleus is octupole deformed,
the parity splitting ∆E± = Epi=+1 − Epi=−1 is very small and parity doublets appear
characterized by strong B(E3) transition probabilities. This description is not very
accurate as fluctuations in the octupole degree of freedom (taken into consideration, for
instance, with the GCM, see Sec 6) modify quantitatively the picture. Octupole effects
are, however, pervasive and appear all over the periodic table when parity projection is
considered in the VAP or restricted variation after projection (RVAP) framework. In
the latter case, we consider a set of HFB configurations constrained on the value of the
octupole moment Q30 and compute the projected energies Epi(Q30). The corresponding
minima for the positive and negative parity curves are in general different (they only
coincide in octupole deformed nuclei) leading to two intrinsic states associated to the
two possible parities. In this way, it is possible to compute the parity splitting ∆E for
all nuclei and the corresponding B(E3) strengths. In addition, the absolute minimum
of the two curves very often lies at an excitation energy lower than the one of the HFB
minimum being the energy gain the octupole correlation energy. This procedure has
been carried out with the D1S, D1N and D1M variants of the Gogny force in Refs
[29, 37] for a large set of even-even nuclei spanning a wide subset of the nuclide chart.
In Fig 14 an example of the RVAP procedure taken from [29] is shown for an octupole
soft nucleus 158Gd and for a well deformed one 224Ra. Both parity projected energies
are plotted as a function of the β3 deformation parameter, along with the HFB energy.
In the octupole soft case we observe two well differentiated minima, one for positive
parity the other for negative parity, at different excitation energies. On the other hand,
for the nucleus 224 Ra the three minima (HFB, positive parity and negative parity) are
located at the same β3 value and have the same energy. Therefore, the parity splitting
between positive and negative parity states is essentially zero.
Another useful application of parity projection is to show some of the difficulties
associated to symmetry restoration in the presence of density dependent forces like
Gogny: in Ref [208] it was shown that the use of the symmetry restored density in the
density dependent term of the Gogny interaction results in catastrophic consequences.
The only consistent density dependent prescription in the restoration of spatial
symmetries seems to be the ”mixed density” (see above, Sec 5.1.5). This result can
be straightforwardly extended to any of the flavors of the Skyrme EDF.
Parity projection has also been applied with intrinsic HFB cranking states to
describe the stabilization of octupole deformation with increasing angular momentum
and the corresponding emergence of ”alternating parity rotational bands” [109, 110].
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5.3. Particle number projection (PNP)
As it was mentioned above, pairing correlations are allowed to be present in the mean-
field approximation through the Bogoliubov transformation. This implies that the
HFB wave functions are not (in general) eigenstates of the proton and neutron number
operators. Such a symmetry breaking mechanism is very useful to explore some relevant
terms of the nuclear interaction with relatively simple many-body wave functions.
However, it is obvious that the physical nuclear states of a specific nucleus must have
a definite number of protons and neutrons, i.e., they have to be eigenstates of those
operators. Additionally, in cases where the single-particle level density around the Fermi
level is small, the HFB approach itself is unable to capture pairing correlations at all and
the method collapses into a pure HF state. These and other drawbacks can be corrected
by restoring the particle-number symmetry of the nuclear system. The restoration
relies on projection techniques that produce many-body states as linear combinations
of mean-field wave-functions with the coefficients dictated by the symmetry group U(1)
(see discussion in Sec 5.1.1). Hence, the particle-number projected (PNP) wave functions
are defined as [84]:
|NZ〉 = PˆN PˆZ |Φ〉 (91)
where |Φ〉 is a HFB state and PˆN(Z) is the projection operator onto a good number of
neutrons (protons):
PˆN =
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
eiϕ(Nˆ−N)dϕ (92)
Once the PNP wave functions are defined, the projection itself can be performed before
or after the variational procedure [84]. In both cases the variational space is made
of HFB (intrinsic) states and the difference comes from the energy functional that is
minimized.
In the projection after variation (PAV) approach the HFB energy is minimized first
and the resulting intrinsic wave function is projected afterwards:
δE
′HFB [|Φ〉]
∣∣∣
|Φ〉=|HFB〉
= 0⇒
⇒ |NZ〉PN−PAV = PˆN PˆZ |HFB〉 (93)
where E
′HFB [|Φ〉] is the energy density functional (EDF) computed within the HFB
approximation:
E
′HFB [|Φ〉] = 〈Hˆ〉+ εDD [|Φ〉]− λZ〈Zˆ〉 − λN〈Nˆ〉 (94)
Here |〉 ≡ |Φ〉, λZ(N) are the Lagrange multipliers to ensure the correct mean value of the
number of protons (neutrons) in the intrinsic wave function, and Hˆ and εDD [|Φ〉] are the
Hamiltonian piece and the explicit density-dependent part of the nuclear interaction,
respectively.
This method is computationally cheap since it only requires one PN projection at
the end of the process. However, the collapse of the pairing correlations in the HFB
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approach in weak pairing regimes remains unsolved using the PAV method. In these
situations the HFB states are pure HF wave functions that do not break the particle
number symmetry and PN-PAV does not have any effect.
The natural way to improve the PN-PAV method is the so-called variation after
projection (PN-VAP) technique where the projected energy instead of the HFB energy
is minimized.
δEPNP [|Φ〉]∣∣|Φ〉=|PN−VAP〉 = 0⇒
⇒ |NZ〉PN−VAP = PˆN PˆZ |PN− VAP〉 (95)
In this case EPNP [|Φ〉] is the EDF that includes the particle number restoration:
EPNP [|Φ〉] = 〈HˆPˆ
N PˆZ〉
〈PˆN PˆZ〉 + ε
DD,PNP [|Φ〉] (96)
It is important to notice that the EDF coming from the explicit density-dependent part
of the interaction, εDD,PNP [|Φ〉], requires a more detailed explanation that will be given
below (see also Secs 5.1.4 and 5.1.5).
The amount of pairing correlations included by using this method is larger than the
PN-PAV and, moreover, the collapse of the pairing correlations is avoided. The problem
is the higher computational cost of the PN-VAP method since the symmetry restoration
is performed in every step of the resolution of the variational equations. Nevertheless,
this is not a serious limitation of the method with the present computing capabilities.
Both PN-PAV and PN-VAP approaches are exact projections onto good number
of protons and neutrons. However, the first implementations of the PNP with Gogny
interactions were made in the self-consistent second-order Kamlah (SCK2) [105] and
Lipkin-Nogami (LN) [209, 210] approximations, being the latter an approximation itself
to the former [211, 97, 108, 212] (see Sec 5.6 below). One of the first applications of
these approximate methods was the study of deformed and super-deformed bands at
high spin in rare earth nuclei and in Hg isotopes around A = 190 [211, 97, 108, 212].
In Fig. 15 we show an example of the performance of HFB, LN and SCK2 approaches
in cranking calculations of the structure of the nucleus 190Hg. Pairing energies (protons
and neutrons) and transition energies for the super-deformed yrast band are plotted as a
function of the cranking angular momentum in the top and bottom panels, respectively.
We observe that, in this particular case, proton pairing correlations are zero in the HFB
approximation while this drawback is corrected with the LN and SCK2 methods. In
these cases, pairing correlations decrease with increasing the angular momentum due to
the Coriolis anti-pairing effect. More interestingly, the increase of pairing correlations
with LN and SCK2 approaches lowers the moment of inertia of the band and the
transition energies are larger (and closer to the experimental results) than the HFB
ones. Lipkin-Nogami method (instead of plain HFB) is still routinely used with Skyrme
and RMF energy density functionals to find the intrinsic mean-field-like wave functions.
This is mainly due to the problems that arise when the particle number symmetry
restoration is implemented in EDFs that deal differently with the HF and pairing parts
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Figure 15. (a) Pairing energies (protons and neutrons) and (b) transition energies as
a function of the cranking angular momentum, J , calculated with HFB, LN and SCK2
methods for 190Hg with the Gogny D1S interaction. Experimental energies are also
plotted in panel (b). Figure adapted from Refs. [108, 212].
of functional [92, 213, 207, 202] (see Sec 5.1.4 for a discussion of this issue). A closer
approach to PN-VAP energies can be obtained by projecting LN intrinsic mean-field
states onto good number of particles exactly. This is the so-called projected Lipkin-
Nogami approach (PLN). This method, compared to the full PN-VAP, is only able to
approximate the minima of the PN projected energy surfaces defined along the direction
of ∆N2 [214].
Nevertheless, Kamlah and Lipkin-Nogami methods with Gogny EDFs were quickly
improved with the full implementation of the exact particle number projection both
within the PN-PAV and PN-VAP approximations [92]. In Fig. 16 the energy difference
between the ground-state energy provided by the PN-VAP method and HFB, PN-PAV,
LN and PLN methods in the Sn isotopic chain is shown. We observe that the lowest
ground-state energies are obtained with the PN-VAP method, i.e., the energy difference
is always positive. Since PN-VAP, PN-PAV, HFB, and PLN are variational methods,
the PN-VAP approach is the best one in that respect. In addition, the largest energy
differences are obtained in the doubly-magic isotopes 100,132Sn. In those nuclei, not
only the proton but also the neutron pairing correlations collapse in the HFB approach
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Figure 16. Difference between the ground state energies obtained with the PN-VAP
method and HFB, LN, PN-PAV and PLN approaches in the Sn isotopic chain. Gogny
D1S interaction is used. Figure adapted from Ref. [215].
and, subsequently, in the PN-PAV one. LN and PLN are able to attain some pairing
correlations in the whole isotopic chain, but these shell effects are still present.
Another way of studying the performance of these approaches with the Gogny force
is represented in Fig. 17. Here, several potential energy surfaces of 54Cr as a function
of the quadrupole deformation are plotted (Fig. 17(a)), depending on the variational
many-body method used to obtain the total energy of the nucleus. As previously,
the best approach is given by the PN-VAP method and the PLN approach, although
gives a similar qualitative result, is still above the PN-VAP result in the whole range
of quadrupole deformations. Moreover, if we analyze the pairing energies, both for
protons and neutrons, in connection with the corresponding single-particle-energies, we
observe again that the largest amount of pairing correlations is obtained with the PN-
VAP approach. The HFB and PN-PAV solutions show spurious super-fluid normal-fluid
phase transitions for deformations for which the level density is small. This is not the
case for the PLN method but this approximation is unable to capture enough pairing
correlations in regions with small and large level density around the Fermi level.
Despite the PN-VAP method is widely used in current EDF calculations, there
is still one problem left when beyond-mean-field methods with density-dependent
interactions are implemented, i.e., the definition of the spatial density that enters in
the interaction. The density-dependent term in the Gogny interaction is ∝ ρ1/3(~R)
(where ~R is the position of the center-of-mass of the two nucleon system) and in the
HFB approximation the spatial density is defined unambiguously as ρ(~r) = 〈Φ|ρˆ(~r)|Φ〉.
However, it is not obvious how to extend the definition of this density in the case of
particle number projection, or, more generally, in the generator coordinate method
where matrix elements of operators between different HFB states on the left (bra)
and right (ket) are used. Hence, two prescriptions have been used mainly in PNP
implementations with Gogny interactions (see Sec 5.1.5 for a discussion), namely, the
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Figure 17. (a) Energy (normalized to the minimum of the HFB solution) as a function
of the axial quadrupole deformation in 54Cr calculated with HFB, PN-PAV, PNL and
PN-VAP approximations. (b)-(c) Single-particle-energies and (d)-(b) pairing energies
as a function of the axial quadrupole deformation for protons (left panel) and neutrons
(right panel), respectively. Gogny D1S interaction is used. Dash thick lines in (b) and
(c) represent the Fermi level. Figure adapted from Ref. [216].
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mixed density, (ρ(~r, ϕ)), and the PN-projected density, (ρN(~r)):
ρ(~r, ϕ) =
〈Φ|ρˆ(~r)eiϕNˆ |Φ〉
〈Φ|eiϕNˆ |Φ〉 (97)
ρN(~r) =
〈Φ|ρˆ(~r)PˆN |Φ〉
〈Φ|PˆN |Φ〉 (98)
In both cases rearrangement terms appear in the variational equations (exact and
approximate as LN and/or SCK2) that have to be properly taken into account [108, 92].
Additionally, when the mixed prescription is used to compute the PNP energy obtained
from the density-dependent term of the Gogny force (proportional to a non-integer
power of the density), such a term is not well defined [213, 207, 202]. Nevertheless,
the PN-projected density prescription has been used in practically all of the PNP
calculations performed so far with the Gogny interaction. This prescription is free
from these problems although it has a more phenomenological character than the mixed
prescription.
Let us mention two other important implementations of exact particle-number
restorations with Gogny EDFs. The first one is the study of the impact of the
PNP on nuclear halos, skins and drip-lines including the continuum [217, 218]. These
calculations were performed using a spherical Woods-Saxon basis and a restricted PN-
VAP (R-PN-VAP) method as an approximation to the full PN-VAP one. Such a R-
PN-VAP procedure consisted in: a) finding a set of HFB wave functions, {|Φ(x)〉}, that
minimize the HFB energy whose pairing field matrix, ∆(x) = x∆, is multiplied by a
pairing enhancement factor, x. Obviously, the HFB solution will be directly given by
x = 1; b) computing the PNP energy surface along the pairing enhancement factor,
〈Φ(x)|HˆPˆN PˆZ |Φ(x)〉; and, c) selecting the minimum of the PNP energy surface as
the total energy. It is shown in Refs. [217, 218] that the two-neutron drip line is
extended by two neutrons in a half a dozen cases with respect to the drip line predicted
with continuum HFB calculations. These cases correspond to closed-shell nuclei where,
contrary to the HFB method, R-PN-VAP can still get pairing correlations and, therefore,
a lower total energy that produces a positive two-neutron separation energy.
On the other hand, pairing fluctuations have been also included in the study
of nuclear structure properties with Gogny EDFs [219, 220]. In this case, axial
symmetric PN-VAP calculations have been performed along the quadrupole deformation
and particle-number fluctuation (∆N2) degrees of freedom on an equal footing. The
inclusion of the latter degree of freedom allows, among other aspects, the study of
pairing vibrations because states with the same spatial deformation but with different
pairing gaps (”pairing deformations”) can be mixed. This mixing can generate states
that ”vibrate” around an average pairing gap. Since these calculations serve as the
starting point of more involved beyond-mean-field techniques (including not only particle
number, but also angular momentum restoration, and configuration mixing) we will
discuss this implementation in a subsequent Section (see Sec. 6.3).
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5.4. Angular Momentum Projection (AMP)
Similarly to the particle-number symmetry breaking mechanism, the HFB wave
functions can also break the rotational symmetry of the system by definition. This
procedure enlarges the HFB variational space and allows the inclusion of correlations
related to spatial multipole deformations of the Hamiltonian. However, the mean-field
many-body wave functions (in general) are not eigenstates of the total nor the third
component of the angular momentum operators, (Jˆ2, Jˆz), but a linear combination of
them:
|φ〉 =
∑
α,JM
aα,JM |αJM〉 (99)
where |αJM〉 are eigenstates of (Jˆ2, Jˆz) and α refers to other quantum numbers of
the system. This drawback can be corrected through symmetry restoration techniques
(angular momentum projection, AMP) in a similar way as the particle-number
symmetry discussed in Sec. 5.3. In this case, the projection methods are more involved
since the symmetry group associated to rotations is more complex. Due to the large
computational cost of the AMP, this kind of symmetry restoration has been only carried
out in a PAV approach with the most sophisticated EDFs (Skyrme, Gogny, RMF). Thus,
we can build an eigenstate of the angular momentum operators, (Jˆ2, Jˆz), applying a
projection operator to a symmetry-breaking many-body state, |φ〉 [84]:
|JMσ〉 =
J∑
K=−J
gJσK |JMK〉 =
J∑
K=−J
gJσK Pˆ
J
MK |φ〉 (100)
where J , M and K are the total angular momentum and the projection of ~J on the
laboratory and intrinsic z-axes, respectively; Pˆ JMK is the angular momentum projector
operator written in terms of an integral over the Euler angles (Ω = (α, β, γ)) [84].
Pˆ JMK =
2J + 1
16pi2
∫ 4pi
0
dα
∫ pi
0
dβ sin β
∫ 2pi
0
dγDJ∗MK(Ω)Rˆ(Ω) (101)
with DJMK(Ω) are the Wigner matrices and Rˆ(Ω) = e−iαJˆze−iβJˆye−iγJˆz is the rotation
operator defined with the Euler angles‖. The interval of integration over the angle α
can be reduced to [0, 2pi] for even-even nuclei, multiplying Eq. 101 by a factor 2.
Furthermore, the coefficients gJσK , with σ = 1, 2, 3, ... labeling the different states
for a given value of the angular momentum, are obtained by minimizing the angular
momentum projected energy within the K-space of dimension (2J + 1)× (2J + 1) [84].
This is equivalent to solve a Hill-Wheeler-Griffin (HWG) equation (see Sec. 6.3) defined
in such a space:
J∑
K′=−J
(HJKK′ − EJσN JKK′) gJσK′ = 0 (102)
‖ From now on, units of ~ = 1 are used.
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The projected norm and Hamiltonian overlaps are defined as:
N JKK′ = 〈φ|Pˆ JKM Pˆ JMK′|φ〉 = 〈φ|Pˆ JKK′ |φ〉
HJKK′ = 〈φ|Pˆ JKMHˆPˆ JMK′ |φ〉 = 〈φ|HˆPˆ JKK′ |φ〉 (103)
These equations are trivially obtained from the commutation properties, [Iˆ, Rˆ(Ω)] =
0, [Hˆ, Rˆ(Ω)] = 0, and the property of the angular momentum projector Pˆ JKM Pˆ
J
MK′ =
Pˆ JKK′ . However, the last expression in Eq. 103 must be taken with care when we
deal with density-dependent interactions since the density-dependent term is not, in
general, rotational invariant. As discussed thoroughly in Ref. [221], the mixed -density
prescription fulfills two basic requirements to provide a meaningful AMP energy, i.e.,
this term should produce: a) a scalar quantity (it should not carry angular momentum);
and, b) a real (non-complex) quantity. The mixed-density prescription is defined in the
AMP case as:
ρΩ(~r) =
〈φ|ρˆ(~r)Rˆ(Ω)|φ〉
〈φ|Rˆ(Ω)|φ〉 (104)
Again, as discussed in Secs. 5.1.5 and 5.3, this term could be ill-defined whenever a
non-integer power of the density is used to evaluate the energy (e.g., 1/3 as in Gogny
EDFs) [204, 213, 207, 202]. However, the suitability of this prescription has been
only tested numerically (see Ref. [220]) and a more detailed work along the lines of
Refs. [207, 204] but in the AMP context should be performed in the future. From now
on, all the results that refer to angular momentum projected energies will be obtained
by using the mixed-density prescription given by Eq. 104.
The calculation of the overlaps (Eq. 103) requires a three dimensional integration
over the Euler angles:
N JKK′ =
2J + 1
16pi2
∫
DJ∗KK′(Ω)〈φ|Rˆ(Ω)|φ〉dΩ
HJKK′ =
2J + 1
16pi2
∫
DJ∗KK′(Ω)〈φ|HˆRˆ(Ω)|φ〉dΩ (105)
with dJKM(β) the reduced Wigner matrices. Such a calculation can be largely simplified
if the intrinsic many-body states, |φ〉, are axially-symmetric, i.e., Jˆz|φ〉 = K|φ〉. For
the even-even case, we can choose the z-axis along the symmetry axis, having K = 0.
Therefore, Eq. 105 is reduced to the evaluation of only one integral:
N J00 =
2J + 1
2
∫ pi
0
dJ∗00 (β)〈φ|e−iβJˆy |φ〉 sin βdβ
HJ00 =
2J + 1
2
∫ pi
0
dJ∗00 (β)〈φ|Hˆe−iβJˆy |φ〉 sin βdβ (106)
Furthermore, the HWG equation (Eq. 102) is trivially solved because it just expresses
the single value obtained for the AMP energy in the axial case.
Most of the implementations of the AMP with Gogny interactions has
been considered as an intermediate step from constrained HFB or PN-VAP
towards configuration mixing (within the generator coordinate method) calculations.
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Figure 18. (a) Energy (normalized to the minimum of the J = 0 solution) as
a function of the axial quadrupole deformation in 54Cr calculated with HFB and
HFB+AMP with J = 0+, 2+, 4+ and 6+ methods with Gogny D1S. (b) AMP norm
overlap and expectation values of the number of (c) protons and (d) neutrons as a
function of the axial quadrupole deformation for J = 0+, 2+, 4+ and 6+.
Nevertheless, we present some relevant properties of the AMP itself and the main
differences/similarities between the calculations that have been published so far.
First developments of the AMP with Gogny interactions were applied to the study
of super-deformed bands and collectivity around N = 20 and N = 28 magic numbers
in light nuclei, as well as the description of shape coexistence in the neutron-deficient
lead region [222, 221, 223, 224]. These calculations assumed HFB many-body states
with axial, parity and time-reversal symmetry conservation. These intrinsic HFB states
were obtained from constrained-HFB calculations along the axial quadrupole degree of
freedom (q20), although some other directions -respecting axial, parity and time-reversal
symmetries- were also explored [225]. Particle number projection was not performed in
these calculations either. Therefore, the AMP energy surfaces were evaluated as:
EJ(q20) =
HJ00(q20)
N J00(q20)
−
∑
τ=p,n
λNτ (q20)
(
(Nτ )J00(q20)
N J00(q20)
−Nτ
)
(107)
where
(Nτ )J00(q20)
NJ00(q20)
is the AMP expectation value of the number of protons (τ = p) and
neutrons (τ = n), λNτ=p,n are the Lagrange multipliers obtained in the constrained-HFB
calculation and Nτ=p,n are the actual number of protons and neutrons of the nucleus
under study.
We show the main aspects of a HFB+AMP calculation in Fig. 18 along the axial
quadrupole moment, where the nucleus 54Cr is used as an example. In Fig. 18(a)
the potential energy surfaces (PES) are represented for the results obtained with the
constrained-HFB method and the subsequent AMP with J = 0+, 2+, 4+ and 6+. For
J = 0+ we observe an energy gain with respect to the HFB solution, except for the
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Figure 19. (a) Energy (normalized to the minimum of the J = 0 solution) as
a function of the axial quadrupole deformation in 32Mg calculated with HFB and
HFB+AMP with J = 0+ methods. Gogny D1S is used. Adapted from Ref. [124].
spherical point (q20 = 0). Therefore, we obtain a correlation energy due to the rotational
symmetry restoration of deformed nuclei. In addition, the two minima (one prolate
and one oblate) found in the HFB calculation are also obtained in the AMP-PES but
shifted to larger deformations. Thus, the PES without AMP are always modified by
the inclusion of the angular momentum projection. This modification can significantly
change the character of the nucleus under study in those cases where two minima,
one less deformed (or spherical) than the other, are obtained in PES without AMP. A
paradigmatic example of this effect is the nucleus 32Mg. Since this nucleus has N = 20
neutrons (magic number), the HFB-PES has its absolute minimum in the spherical
point and a shoulder related to the crossing of neutron f7/2 and d3/2 orbits appears
at q20 ≈ 0.8 b (see Fig. 19 and Ref. [124]). However, once the angular momentum
projection is performed, the absolute minimum corresponds now to a prolate deformed
state, in agreement with the structure inferred from experiments.
Coming back to the 54Cr example, we observe in Fig. 18(a) that the AMP-PES
with J 6= 0+ present discontinuities around q20 = 0. Their origin is the same as the zero
energy gain in the spherical point for J = 0+ and the absence of negative parity and
odd-J states. The projected norm overlap shown in Fig. 18(b) represents the probability
of finding a given eigenstate of the angular momentum in a intrinsic state. Using the
decomposition given in Eq. 99, we see that such a probability is:
P (JM) =
∑
α
|〈αJM |φ〉|2 =
∑
α
|aα,JM |2 = N J00 (108)
Since the underlying HFB states are axial and parity symmetric, only positive parity
and even-J angular momentum projected states can be obtained. In other words, the
coefficients of the linear combination given in Eq. 99 for negative parity and odd-J , i.e.,
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their projected norm overlaps, are strictly zero in this case. In addition, the spherical
intrinsic state, |φ(q20 = 0)〉, is already an eigenstate of the angular momentum operators
with J = 0. Therefore, the projected norm overlap for J = 0 is one, and zero for other
values of J (see Fig. 18(b)). This is the reason why there is not an energy gain in this
special point by projecting onto J = 0 and the appearance of the gap in the J 6= 0 PES
around this deformation.
Finally, on the right panel of Fig. 18 we plot the projected expectation values
of the number of protons and neutrons. Here we observe a non-negligible deviation
from the nominal values for 54Cr. In fact, the deformations for which the number of
protons/neutrons is correct correspond to regions where the HFB method presents a
phase transition to HF solutions (without pairing). From this plot it is already obvious
that if we want to perform more reliable beyond-mean-field calculations, the PNP must
be also carried out.
This simultaneous particle number and angular momentum projection (PNAMP)
was first implemented with Gogny EDFs in Ref. [216] as part of a more general beyond-
mean-field method to study the potential N = 32 and N = 34 shell closures in neutron
rich calcium, titanium and chromium isotopes. One of the main advantages introduced
here was that the PNAMP was performed onto intrinsic HFB-like wave functions that
are obtained from constrained PN-VAP instead of plain constrained-HFB calculations.
This fact improved the pairing properties of the method. Therefore, the intrinsic many-
body states in Eq. 100 have the form of Eq. 91. As in the previous case, in the first
applications of the PNAMP with Gogny interactions, axial, parity and time-reversal
symmetries were conserved to reduce the computational burden. Nevertheless, these
restrictions have been overcome in the most recent developments as we discuss below.
A major improvement of PNAMP calculations with Gogny EDFs was the
implementation of the triaxial angular momentum projection for even-even nuclei in
Ref. [226]. Again, parity and time-reversal symmetries were not broken, or, more
specifically, DT2h symmetry was conserved [227, 228, 229]. Therefore, the (β2, γ) plane
¶ can be reduced to values of γ ∈ [0◦, 60◦]. Many details such as the convergence
of the triaxial AMP with respect to the number of Euler angles used to discretize
the three-dimensional integral (Eq. 101) or the best choice of the mesh in the (β2, γ)
plane are discussed thoroughly in Ref. [226]. The inclusion of triaxiality opened several
possibilities, for example: the study of shape evolution, mixing and/or coexistence in
a more appropriate way; the study of γ-bands and J+-odd states; a better description
of J 6= 0 excited states through K-mixing, etc.. These applications will be reviewed in
Sec. 6.3.
Let us show in three examples how the inclusion of the triaxial degree of freedom
could change the interpretation of the potential energy surfaces obtained with an axial
calculation. In Fig. 20(a)-(c) PN-VAP and PNAMP (J = 0) results for the nucleus
24Mg are plotted. We observe that, in the axial case (Fig. 20(a)), both the PN-VAP
¶ We use indistinctly β and β2 to refer to the quadrupole deformation parameter
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and J = 0 PES have two well-defined minima, one prolate (the absolute one) and one
oblate. These minima are shifted to slightly larger values in the AMP case. If we
now explore additionally the triaxial degree of freedom we see that there is only one
minimum, i.e., the prolate one in the PN-VAP case (Fig. 20(b)) that is displaced towards
larger and more triaxial deformations when AMP is performed (Fig. 20(c)). Therefore,
the axial oblate minimum is actually a saddle point in the (β2, γ) plane. The situation
is even worse in nuclei where a well-defined triaxial minimum is found in the triaxial-
PES as in the isotope 126Xe Fig. 20(d)-(f). Two minima (oblate and prolate) very close
in energy are obtained in the axial PN-VAP and J = 0 PES. This result could be
interpreted as a possible signature of shape coexistence and/or shape mixing. However,
if we study the triaxial PES, we see that these minima correspond to the saddle points
produced by the absolute (and single) triaxial minimum. Finally, in Fig. 20(g)-(i) we
show an example (74Kr) of a more plausible case of shape coexistence. Here, actual axial
oblate and prolate minima are obtained in the PN-VAP axial and triaxial calculations.
However, the J = 0 surfaces show again differences between the axial and triaxial results
exploring the triaxial degree of freedom. Hence, the barrier between prolate and oblate
configurations is much smaller through pure triaxial configurations and the absolute
minimum is located at a more prolate deformation in the triaxial case than in the axial
calculation, that corresponds to an oblate shape.
Apart from the inclusion of triaxial shapes, the octupole degree of freedom has
been recently explored in PNAMP calculations with Gogny EDFs [230, 231]. These
states break the parity symmetry. Therefore, a simultaneous parity, particle number
and angular momentum projection (PPNAMP) is also carried out. The intrinsic many-
body states in Eq. 100 are thus parity and particle number projected HFB-like wave
functions, |φ〉 = PˆN PˆZPˆ pi|ψ〉 (Pˆ pi is the parity projection operator [84]). This method is
used to study regions of the nuclear chart where the octupole correlations are expected
to play an important role. In addition, both positive and negative parity states can be
computed within this approach.
The possible appearance of tetrahedral shapes in the region of Zr isotopes has
been examined analyzing PPNAMP potential energy surfaces along axial and non-axial
deformations [230]. In this case, a full triaxial angular momentum projection is also
included. On the other hand, PPNAMP potential energy surfaces have been studied
in the Ba region as the intermediate step of configuration mixing calculations [231].
Here, only axial-symmetric HFB wave functions have been considered. We show in
Fig. 21 an example of the performance of the PPNAMP method in the nucleus 144Ba.
First of all, the PES along the (β2, β3) plane are symmetric by exchanging β3 → −β3
due to the parity conservation of the nuclear interaction. This isotope is found to be
both quadrupole and octupole deformed already within the mean-field approximation.
The main effects of the simultaneous PPNAM projection are: a) the widening of the
potential wells around the absolute minima; b) the connection between prolate and
oblate configurations through the octupole degree of freedom direction for J = 0+; and,
c) an energy gain of ∼ 4.5 MeV of correlation energy (difference between the HFB
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Figure 20. Left panel: PN-VAP and PNAMP (J = 0) potential energy surfaces
(normalized to the absolute minimum of the J = 0 PES) calculated with axially
symmetric intrinsic wave functions. Middle panel and right panels: PN-VAP and
PNAMP (J = 0) potential energy surfaces (normalized to their minima) in the triaxial
(β2, γ) plane, respectively. Calculations are performed with Gogny D1S EDF for (a)-(c)
24Mg, (d)-(f) 126Xe and (g)-(i) 74Kr isotopes.
and J = 0+ absolute minima). Additionally, projection to odd-angular momenta and
negative parity is not possible for the intrinsic states with β3 = 0 since the projected
norm overlaps for those parity- and axially-symmetric wave functions are zero.
The last implementation of simultaneous particle number and angular momentum
projections with Gogny EDFs has been carried out onto intrinsic wave functions that
break the time-reversal symmetry. These developments have been applied to study both
even-even nuclei -with intrinsically rotating wave functions (cranking) [232, 32, 233, 234,
235, 3]- and odd-even nuclei -with blocking [236, 237]. As a consequence of the time-
reversal symmetry breaking, the equivalence of the six sextants in the (β2, γ) plane is lost
(DT2h symmetry is broken [227, 228, 229]). In cranking calculations, where the intrinsic
wave functions are constrained to have, for example, 〈Jˆx〉 =
√
Jc(Jc + 1), it is usual
to keep the simplex as a self-consistent symmetry (Πˆe−ipiJˆx|〉 = |〉, with Πˆ the parity
operator). Therefore, the (β2, γ) plane is divided now in two equivalent sextants that are
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Figure 21. Potential energy surfaces in the (β2, β3) plane for (a) HFB, (b) PPNAMP-
J = 0+ and (c) PPNAMP-J = 1− approximations computed for 144Ba with the Gogny
D1S parametrization. PES are normalized to the energy of the minimum of (a) HFB
and (b)-(c) PPNAMP-J = 0+ surfaces. Contour lines are separated by 0.5 MeV
(dashed lines) and 2.0 MeV (continuous lines) respectively. Adapted from Ref. [231].
symmetric with respect to the γ = (120◦, 300◦) direction (because the cranking direction
is chosen to be the x-axis). This property can be used to perform consistency checks of
the PNAMP with cranking wave functions as it is shown in Ref. [232]. In Fig. 22(a)-(b)
we show energy surfaces in the whole (β2, γ) computed for the
32Mg isotope with the PN-
VAP method with cranking. Two different values of the cranking angular momentum,
Jc = 0 and 4, are chosen to discuss the effect of time-reversal symmetry breaking in
this kind of calculations. Furthermore, these intrinsic states are also angular momentum
projected and the corresponding PES for (Jc = 0, J = 0) and (Jc = 4, J = 4) are plotted
in Fig. 22(c)-(d). We observe (left panel) that, as anticipated, the six sextants of PES
computed with Jc = 0 are equivalent. This is not the case for the PES calculated with
Jc = 4 (right panel). Since the cranking method produces intrinsically rotating deformed
states about the x-axis, thus, the energies are not independent on the orientation of
the coordinate system. Therefore, a better description of the nucleus is obtained by
exploring three sextants of the (β2, γ) plane. This has been already implemented with
Gogny EDFs to study isomeric states in 44S [32] and 42Si [3] since, due to the intrinsic
rotations, single-particle excitations associated to alignments can be obtained within
the PNAMP plus cranking approach.
As mentioned above, PNAMP energy surfaces have been also calculated with
blocking (one-quasiparticle) PN-VAP states [236, 237]. These works constitute the
first implementations of PNAMP for odd-nuclei with Gogny EDF. In particular, bulk
properties and electromagnetic moments were computed for the magnesium isotopic
chain, obtaining a good agreement with the experimental data. Figure 23 shows the
PNAMP-PES corresponding to the angular momentum that provides the ground state
energy for each isotope. Obviously, this value corresponds to J = 0+ for even systems
while for odd systems, several blocking configurations (only neutrons of both positive
and negative parity) were explored to find the predicted ground state.
Let us finish this section with two important comments. The first one is that the
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Figure 22. (a) Energy as a function of the quadrupole (β2, γ) deformation in
32Mg
calculated with (a)-(b) PN-VAP and (c)-(d) PNAMP methods. In (a) and (c) the
cranking angular momentum is Jc = 0 while in (b) and (d) it is Jc = 4. Gogny D1S is
used. Adapted from Ref. [232].
variation after angular momentum projection (AM-VAP) is far from being reached with
sophisticated EDFs as Gogny. However, the exploration of AM-PAV energy surfaces
defined along different degrees of freedom (quadrupole, octupole, cranking rotation, etc.)
can be considered as a meaningful approach to the full VAP. In fact, a restricted VAP
(RVAP) can be performed by choosing the minima of the AM-PAV energy surfaces. The
second comment concerns the prescription for the spatial density in PNAMP calculations
with Gogny EDFs. This was phenomenologically taken as a mixed version of projected
(in the particle number projection) and mixed (in the angular momentum projection)
prescriptions:
ρNZΩ (~r) =
〈φ|ρˆ(~r)Rˆ(Ω)PˆN PˆZ |φ〉
〈φ|Rˆ(Ω)PˆN PˆZ |φ〉 (109)
This prescription has been used in all of the applications of PNAMP approaches
presented above and also in the symmetry conserving configuration mixing (SCCM)
approaches that will be presented in Sec. 6.3.
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Figure 23. Particle number and angular momentum projected potential energy
surfaces (normalized to each minimum) as a function of (β2, γ) Mg isotopic chain
including both even-even and odd-even nuclei with the Gogny D1S interaction. The
angular momentum is chosen to be the one that gives the ground state for each isotope.
Figure taken from Ref. [237].
5.5. Linear momentum projection (Brink-Boecker force)
Although the Gogny force is not invariant under Galilei transformations owing to the
phenomenological density dependent term, the consequences of the restoration of Galilei
invariance on physical observables are important and therefore we have discussed them
with a simplified nuclear interaction that shares its central potential with the Gogny
force, the Brink-Boecker interaction [9].
The restoration of Galilei invariance is considered one of the most challenging
symmetry restorations within the nuclear many-body problem. The homogeneity of
space requires that the total linear momentum of the nucleus, considered as a closed
system of interacting, non-relativistic nucleons, is conserved. Therefore, the Hamiltonian
cannot depend on the center of mass (COM) coordinate of its constituents, but only on
relative coordinates and momenta. The dependence on the total linear momentum just
accounts for the free motion of the system as a whole and can always be transformed
away by considering the COM rest frame. In principle, the remaining (internal)
Schro¨dinger equation can be solved by writing the Hamiltonian in Jacobi coordinates.
However, since nucleons obey the Pauli principle and the Jacobi coordinates depend on
all the nucleon coordinates, an explicit anti-symmetrization of the wave function should
be carried out. Such an explicit anti-symmetrization, thought still feasible in few-body
systems, becomes impossible for systems with a large number of nucleons. In this
case, anti-symmetrization is then taken into account implicitly by considering (mean-
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field) product trial wave functions [84] that automatically incorporate Pauli’s principle.
Nevertheless, those product wave functions depend on 3A instead of the allowed 3A-3
coordinates and thus contain spurious contaminations due to the motion of the system
as a whole. As a result, Galilei invariance is broken. This fact was already recognized
[238] as one of the problems of the nuclear shell model. It also was shown [239] that
for pure harmonic oscillator configurations the problem can be treated by diagonalizing
the (oscillator) COM Hamiltonian and projecting out of the spectrum all states not
corresponding to the ground state of this operator. However, this requires the use of
complete n~ω spaces since only then COM and internal excitations decouple exactly.
A more general solution is obtained via symmetry restoration [196, 240, 200, 84],
i.e., by projecting the considered wave functions into the COM rest frame. Note, that
the projection techniques only ensure translational invariance and in order to recover
the full Galilei invariance, the projection into the COM rest frame should be carried out
before solving the corresponding mean-field (variational) equations [84], i.e., full Galilei
invariance can only be recovered if the projection into the COM rest frame is carried
out before the variation.
The COM projection method works in general model spaces as well as for general
wave functions. However, it also entails challenging technical difficulties. For example,
the associated projection operator links states in the model space to those in the core
because any change of the momentum of the valence nucleons should be accompanied by
a change in the momentum of the core to ensure zero total linear momentum. In other
words, unlike other nuclear symmetries, linear momentum is a true A-body correlation
and hence more difficult to afford than other symmetry restorations.
The previous difficulties might be the main reasons why the exact restoration of
Galilei invariance in the nuclear many-body problem has received much less attention in
comparison with other symmetries. Instead, approximations like subtracting the kinetic
energy of the COM from the original Hamiltonian which is in the definition of the Gogny
force or the Tassie-Barker [242] corrections to form factors are commonly employed.
However, previous Hartree-Fock calculations with projection onto the COM rest frame
in the case of 4He [243] as well as for form factors and charge densities in spherical nuclei
[244, 245] have shown, that a correct treatment of Galilei invariance leads to effects far
beyond the usually assumed 1/A dependence. Considerable effects have also been found
for scattering states in 4He [246] as well as for spectral functions, spectroscopic factors,
transition form factors and densities, energies of hole states, Coulomb sum rules and
response functions in Refs. [247, 248, 249, 250].
In order to obtain a Galilei invariant wave function, the following ansatz is used
|Φ ; 0〉 ≡ Cˆ(0)|Φ〉√
〈Φ|Cˆ(0)|Φ〉
(110)
as a trial variational state. The operator
Cˆ(0) ≡
∫
d3~a exp{i~a · Pˆ} (111)
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Figure 24. Total binding energy of 40Ca plotted as a function of the size of the
single particle basis. Three curves are shown in the plot: the open circles correspond
to a normal spherical Hartree-Fock calculation with the expectation value of Pˆ /2MA
subtracted after convergence is achieved, the full triangles correspond to a calculation
in which this COM correction is included in the variational procedure and the full
circles correspond to a spherical Hartree-Fock calculation with projection into the
COM rest frame before the variation. Taken from Ref. [241].
projects into the COM rest frame by superposing all shifted (by ~a) states exp{i~a · Pˆ}|Φ〉
with identical weights. The operator Pˆ in the exponent is the operator of the total
linear momentum. The state |Φ〉 represents a Slater determinant that is determined as
the one minimizing [251] the projected energy
Eproj =
〈Φ|HˆCˆ(0)|Φ〉
〈Φ|Cˆ(0)|Φ〉 (112)
As an example of the performance of the COM projection, we analyze the results of
spherical HF calculations with a Gogny-like interaction without the density-dependent
term. The effect of the symmetry restoration on the total energy of the nucleus 40Ca
is shown in Fig. 24. Here, the total energy as a function of the size of the single
particle basis is represented for three different calculations , namely: a) HF calculations
with the subtraction of the expectation value of the kinetic energy of the COM motion
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Figure 25. In the left panel of the figure the square of the charge form factor for
40Ca is displayed as a function of the 3-momentum transfer. Open inverted triangles
correspond to an oscillator occupation with no COM correction included, full triangles
give the oscillator result including the Tassie-Barker factor (projected oscillator), open
circles display the form factor obtained with the normal Hartree-Fock (including COM
correction in the Hamiltonian during the variation) taking into account the dynamic
correction Eq.(117) in the main text. Full circles display the result of the full VAP-
projected calculation. The right part of the figure shows the corresponding charge
densities. Taken from Ref. [241].
afterwards; b) HF calculations where the minimization of the energy is carried out with
a modified Hamiltonian given by Hˆ ′ = Hˆ − Pˆ 2
2MA
; and, c) projection onto the COM rest
frame before the variation. As can be seen from the figure, in the case of pure oscillator
occupations (i.e., the smaller basis) the three curves coincide, as expected, since these
are non spurious configurations. With increasing basis size, however, they display a
rather different major shell mixing. The two curves for the unprojected approaches,
i.e., solutions a) and b), run almost parallel with the latter providing a larger binding
energy than the former. Furthermore, the energy gain of the projected approach is the
largest among all of the methods and, as we observe in the figure, this contribution to
the total energy is not negligible even in a not-so-light system as 40Ca.
Other interesting observables that are sensitive to Galilei invariance restoration are
the charge form factors and the charge densities. The charge density in momentum
space [248, 253] is given by
ρˆn ≡
∑
τ=p,n
fτ (Q
2)
Nτ∑
i=1
exp{i~q · ~ri} (113)
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Figure 26. Proton-hole-spectroscopic factors for the various spherical hole-orbits in
4He, 12C, 16O, 28Si, 32 and 40Ca. Open symbols refer to the projected results using pure
harmonic oscillator occupations. For 32S and 40Ca the 0s1/2 denotes orthonormalized
states (with respect to the 1s1/2 orbit). Full symbols refer to results obtained with
projection into the COM rest frame before the variation. In this case 0s1/2 denotes
the lowest s1/2 solution, 1s1/2 the second lowest s1/2 solution and for the other orbits
0lj always the lowest solution is meant. Note, that in the usual approximation all the
numbers displayed in the figure should be 1 regardless of whether pure oscillator or
projected Slater determinants are used. Taken from Ref. [252]
where fτ (Q
2) are the nucleon charge form factors as functions of the (negative) square
of the four-momentum transfer Q2 [241]. In the case of a Slater determinant |Φ〉, the
charge form factor in this approximation reads
F nch(Q
2) = 〈Φ|ρˆn|Φ〉 (114)
and the corresponding charge density can be obtained via the Fourier transform of
Eq.(114). On the other hand, the translationally invariant charge density reads [248, 241]
ρˆinv ≡ ρˆn exp{−i~q · ~R}. (115)
and, using Eq.(115), the Galilei-invariant charge form factor takes the form
F prch (Q
2) =
〈Φ|ρˆinvCˆ(0)|Φ〉
〈Φ|Cˆ(0)|Φ〉 (116)
Obviously, the charge density corresponding to this form factor can be obtained through
its Fourier transform. On the other hand, if the Gaussian overlap approximation (GOA)
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[84] is applied to both the shift operator and the operator of Eq.(115), one obtains the
dynamically corrected charge form factor
F dych (Q
2) = F nch(Q
2) exp
{
3
8
~q 2
〈Φ|Pˆ 2|Φ〉
}
(117)
Note that when the Slater determinant corresponds to a non spurious state, then
the exponent in Eq.(117) takes the form exp{(~q b/2)2/A} which is the Tassie-Barker
correction [242, 241].
These quantities are represented in Fig. 25 again for 40Ca. In particular, Eq. 114
and Eq. 116 are evaluated with the spherical HF solution denoted by a) above (inverted
open and full triangles respectively). The latter result is nothing but a PAV approach.
Additionally, Eq. 117 is evaluated with the HF solution with the corrected Hamiltonian,
referred as b) above. Finally, Eq. 116 has been computed with the VAP (Eq. 112)
approximation. Charge form factors and their corresponding charge densities (Fourier
transformations) are given on the left and right side of Fig. 25 respectively. Here we
observe clearly the difference between pure mean-field and PAV approaches with the full
COM-VAP restoration. Interestingly, the dynamically corrected form factor provides a
very good approximation to the projection before the variation results, at least in the
present nucleus.
Finally, let us consider the spectroscopic factors. They play a key role in one-nucleon
transfer reactions where they are used to study nucleon-nucleon correlations. The
normal hole-spectral functions fnorhτσ(
~k ) are essentially given by the complex conjugate
of the Fourier transform of the corresponding single particle wave functions [252]. The
normal hole-spectroscopic factor is defined as
Snorh ≡
∑
σ
∫
d3~k |fnorhτσ(~k )|2 (118)
and satisfies the sum rule∑
h
Snorh = A (119)
In the usual picture, the hole-spectroscopic factors are one for all the occupied
states and zero for the unoccupied ones. However, such a picture is not Galilei-invariant
and therefore requires a reformulation [252] where Galilei-invariant hole states h have to
be considered in the projected hole-spectral functions fproj
h˜τσ
(~k ) and forms factors Sproj
h˜
The projected hole-spectroscopic factors satisfy a new sum rule∑
h˜
Sproj
h˜
= A −  (120)
where the ratio /A varies between 0.12 and 0.35 percent for the cases discussed in
Ref. [252]. Therefore, the violation of the sum rule Eq.(119) due to the correlations
induced by the projection operator on the uncorrelated Hartree-Fock system, is rather
small.
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The hole-spectroscopic factors for several N = Z nuclei are depicted in Fig. 26.
In the non-projected HF approximation they are all equal to one. Therefore, in the
figure only projected hole-spectroscopic factors, both for the oscillator occupations [247]
and the Hartree-Fock ground states are shown. Moreover, the proton and neutron
spectroscopic factors are identical in the oscillator approach and even quite similar in
the Hartree-Fock approach. Therefore, only results for protons are shown in the figure.
As can be seen from the figure the oscillator and Hartree-Fock results are quite similar
suggesting that the size of the single particle basis is not relevant in the Galilei-invariant
prescription at least as long as only uncorrelated system are considered.
A considerable depletion of the strengths of the hole-states with excitation energies
larger or equal to 1~ω and an enhancement of the strengths of the hole-orbits near the
Fermi energy is observed. The oscillator results fulfill the sum rule Eq.(119) exactly,
while for the HF determinants this is only approximately true Eq.(120). However, the
violation  of the sum rule is rather small.
The results presented in Fig. 26 suggest that the usual picture of an uncorrelated
system has to be modified considerably. In particular, those results indicate that the
interpretation of experiments in which deviations of the hole-spectroscopic factors from
one are usually regarded as fingerprints of nucleon–nucleon correlations, should be
taken with care. In a Galilei-invariant description, the spectroscopic factors even of
an uncorrelated system differ from one and only deviations from the COM-projected
results should be related to non-trivial nucleon-nucleon correlations.
The results discussed in this section illustrate that a correct treatment of Galilei
invariance is possible, via projection techniques, in the case of finite range forces and
large configuration spaces. They also suggest that, in the long run, the up to now almost
neglected restoration of Galilei invariance should be incorporated in more sophisticated
approaches like the shell model [254], the quantum Monte Carlo diagonalization method
[255] and in symmetry-projected (mean-field based) methods [256]. For a more detailed
account of these aspects, the reader is referred to Refs. [241, 252, 247, 248, 249, 250].
To the best of our knowledge, those COM-projected results still represent the only ones
of their kind available in the literature.
5.6. Approximate versus exact projection
Symmetry restoration requires the evaluation of multidimensional integrals where the
integrand is an overlap of operators that is expensive to compute (see Ref [235] for a
discussion on computational costs). As this has to be repeated for many overlaps in
the GCM case it is important to reduce the computational burden. An approach is
to benefit from the fact that often many of the intrinsic configurations are strongly
deformed, the overlaps are strongly peaked and therefore the integrands contribute to
the integral in a limited subset of the integration interval. In addition, the assumption
of an overlap with Gaussian form can be often made allowing for an analytic approach
to the problem. To illustrate the procedure the PNP case will be discussed in detail
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below.
The main assumption of the method is the approximate Gaussian form of the
rotated overlap
〈Φ|eiϕNˆ |Φ〉 = e−〈∆N2〉ϕ2 (121)
with the width 〈∆N2〉 large enough as to make the overlap strongly peaked around
ϕ = 0. The next assumption is that the overlap ratio of any relevant operator
〈Φ|HˆeiϕNˆ |Φ〉/〈Φ|eiϕNˆ |Φ〉 is a smooth function of ϕ and its expansion to second order
around ϕ = 0 is enough as to faithfully represent that quantity in the relevant subset
of the integration interval. Instead of expanding this quantity we follow the method
suggested by Kamlah [105] where the Hamiltonian kernel h(ϕ) = 〈Φ|HˆeiϕNˆ |Φ〉 (for the
sake of simplicity we omit the double projection onto protons and neutrons and we
assume for the moment density independent interactions provided by a Hamiltonian,
Hˆ) is expanded as:
h(ϕ) =
M∑
m=0
hmKˆ
mn(ϕ) (122)
where Kˆ = 1
i
∂
∂ϕ
− 〈Nˆ〉 is a representation of the particle number operator in the
space parametrized by the gauge angle ϕ and n(ϕ) = 〈Φ|eiϕNˆ |Φ〉 is the norm overlap
kernel. Eq. 122 is exact when M → ∞ but for situations with a relatively strong
symmetry breaking the expansion can be reduced to the lowest orders, typically M = 2.
The coefficients hm are thus found by solving a system of equations obtained by the
application of the operators Kˆ0, Kˆ1, ..., KˆM to Eq. 122 and taking the limit ϕ→ 0:
〈Hˆ(∆Nˆ)n〉 =
M∑
m=0
hm〈(∆Nˆ)n+m〉 (123)
where ∆Nˆ = Nˆ − 〈Nˆ〉.
The PNP energy is calculated as:
EPNP =
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
e−iϕNh(ϕ)dϕ
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
e−iϕNn(ϕ)dϕ
(124)
Substituting the Kamlah expansion (Eq. 122) in the previous expression we obtain the
PNP energy at order M :
EPNP(M) =
M∑
m=0
hm
(
N − 〈Nˆ〉
)m
(125)
If we keep only the terms up to M = 2, the PNP energy is written as:
EPNP(2) = h0 + h1
(
N − 〈Nˆ〉
)
+ h2
(
N − 〈Nˆ〉
)2
(126)
with
h0 = 〈Hˆ〉 − h2〈(∆Nˆ)2〉
h1 =
〈Hˆ∆Nˆ〉 − 〈(∆Nˆ)3〉
〈(∆Nˆ)2〉
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h2 =
〈∆Hˆ(∆Nˆ)2〉 − 〈Hˆ∆Nˆ〉〈(∆Nˆ)3〉/〈(∆Nˆ)2〉
〈(∆Nˆ)4〉 − 〈(∆Nˆ)2〉2 − 〈(∆Nˆ)3〉2/〈(∆Nˆ)2〉
(127)
Now the intrinsic HFB wave function are obtained by solving the variational equations
extracted from the minimization of the projected energy at order M = 2 in the
Kamlah expansion (Eq. 126). The full variation of such an energy functional gives the
self-consistent second-order Kamlah (SCK2) approach to the PN-VAP energy whose
equation is written as:
δ〈Hˆ〉 − h2δ〈(∆Nˆ)2〉 − 〈(∆Nˆ)2〉δh2 = 0, (128)
with the additional condition of having h1 = λ as a Lagrange multiplier that ensures
the constraint 〈Nˆ〉 = N . However, it is also usual to perform a further approach that
consists in ignoring the variation of the coefficient h2. This is the Lipkin-Nogami (LN)
approximation [209, 210] that produces the equation:
δ〈Hˆ〉 − h2δ〈(∆Nˆ)2〉 = 0, (129)
with the same constraint in 〈Nˆ〉 = N . Both the variational Kamlah as well as the
Lipkin-Nogami have been used to describe super-deformed high spin bands as discussed
in Sec 5.3.
The same ideas can be used, for instance, with angular momentum projection. In
this case, however, the non-abelian nature of the underlying symmetry group SU(2)
brings additional complications. A nice derivation is given in Ref [201] which is
complemented by the discussion on the approximate form of transition matrix elements
in [257] (see also [57] for a discussion of the rotational formula in the near spherical
limit ). The main conclusion is that if a strongly deformed intrinsic state is projected
onto good angular momentum (PAV) the approximate projected energy is given by
EJ = 〈Φ|Hˆ|Φ〉 − 〈∆
~J2〉
2JY +
~2J(J + 1)
2JY (130)
as discussed in Sec 5.1.2. The typical rotational band pattern with the J(J + 1)
dependence is obtained with the Yoccoz moment of inertia JY [196, 197]. Also, the
ground state rotational energy correction 〈∆
~J2〉
2JY is obtained: it represents the energy
gained by the ground state as a consequence of the quantum correlations associated
to the symmetry restoration. On the other hand, if the intrinsic state is varied as to
minimize the projected energy EJ the same approximate angular momentum projection
leads to the cranking model where the intrinsic states are determined by solving the
HFB equation with a constraint in 〈Jx〉 =
√
J(J + 1) in the spirit of the VAP method.
As the intrinsic state is now J dependent the projected energies follow a somehow
distorted rotational pattern that can take into account typical high spin effects like the
Coriolis anti-pairing effect or the angular momentum dependent intrinsic deformation
parameters, see Sec 3 for details and calculations with the Gogny force. As argued in
[223] and discussed in [258, 259] the projected angular momentum energy of the cranked
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states can be well represented by a formula similar to Eq 130 but replacing the Yoccoz
moment of inertia by the Thouless-Valatin one [107] in the J(J + 1) term.
The application of the large deformation approximation to the evaluation
of transition probabilities leads to the well known rotational formula connecting
those quantities with mean values of the associated multipole moments [201, 257].
Unfortunately, the assumption of large deformation made to derive the rotational
formula is often overlooked and the formula is improperly applied to spherical or near
spherical nuclei. In Refs [57, 260] a detailed comparison between transition probabilities
computed with projected wave functions or computed with the rotational formula for
near spherical nuclei is made. The conclusion is that the rotational formula can be
wrong by a factor that can be as large as J(J + 1) with J being the multipolarity of the
transition.
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6. Beyond the mean field: large amplitude collective motion
The mean field approximation is tailored to yield the ground state of the nucleus
although it is also possible to describe rotational bands in the cranking model or
single particle excitations in the form of multi-quasiparticle excitations. Collective
excitations can be handled with the QRPA if they are of small amplitude and for
the more general case approximations like the IBM mapping procedure is available
as shown in previous sections. However, for a general description of large amplitude
collective motion a more general theory is required: the generator coordinate method
(GCM). This framework has been widely used with Gogny interactions within an exact
implementation (see Sec. 6.3) or by assuming approximations to deduce collective
Pfaffians like the collective Schro¨dinger equation (CSE) (see Sec. 6.1) and the five-
dimensional collective Hamiltonian (5DCH) (see Sec. 6.2).
The first step in the application of the GCM is the selection of a collective
manifold of many-body states |Φ(q)〉 where the symbol q stands for a set of collective
coordinates of any kind (shape parameters, pairing correlations, etc). These states are
normally either HFB or symmetry-restored HFB states. Correlations are introduced by
considering general linear combinations of those ”generating states”
|Ψσ〉 =
∫
fσ(q)|Φ(q)〉dq (131)
As the |Φ(q)〉 are, in general, non-orthogonal states the fσ amplitudes cannot be
interpreted as probability distributions. In addition, in order to represent the most
general collective states, the collective amplitudes are not restricted to continuous
functions and in general they have to be treated as distributions. However, it is
customary to use a discrete version of the GCM where the continuous variables are
replaced by discrete ones, the collective amplitudes become plain numbers and the
integrals become sums (see Sec. 6.3).
The energy of each of the correlated states is simply given by the double integral
Eσ =
∫ ∫
fσ(q)
∗fσ(q′)H(q,q′)dqdq′∫ ∫
fσ(q)∗fσ(q′)N (q,q′)dqdq′ (132)
involving the norm and Hamiltonian overlaps N (q,q′) and H(q,q′) given by
N (q,q′) = 〈Φ(q)|Φ(q′)〉 (133)
and
H(q,q′) = 〈Φ(q)|Hˆ|Φ(q′)〉 (134)
To simplify the evaluation of H(q,q′) one introduces the ratio
h(q,q′) =
H(q,q′)
N (q,q′) (135)
that can be easily computed using the generalized Wick’s theorem (GWT) discussed in
Sec. 5.1.3 and in Appendix Appendix C. In the evaluation of the Hamiltonian kernel for
density dependent forces the same precautions regarding the definition of the density
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dependent term as the ones discussed in Sec. 5.1.4 have to be taken into account. Just
mention that the overlap density is the quantity to be used in the density dependent
part of the interaction.
The collective amplitudes fσ(q) are determined through the Ritz variational
principle that leads to the so-called Hill-Wheeler-Griffin (HWG) integral equation [261,
262, 84]: ∫
[H(q,q′)− EσN (q,q′)]fσ(q′)dq′ = 0 (136)
For discrete collective variables the above equation becomes a generalized eigenvalue
problem with a positive definite norm overlap matrix Nij. Hence, σ labels the different
energies and states that can be obtained from solving the HWG equation. The procedure
to reduce it to standard form is to introduce the square root of the norm (by means of
the Cholesky decomposition) N 1/2(q,q′) and the collective amplitude
Gσ(q) =
∫
N 1/2(q,q′)fσ(q′)dq′ (137)
to reduce the HWG equation to a standard eigenvalue problem∫
H˜(q,q′)Gσ(q′)dq′ = EσGσ(q) (138)
In practical applications, this reduction is performed through the definition of the
so-called natural basis. Thus, the basis of eigenvectors of the norm uΛ(q) and the
corresponding eigenvalues nΛ satisfying∫
N (q,q′)uΛ(q′)dq′ = nΛuΛ(q) (139)
are used to define a new set of many-body states
|Λ〉 =
∫
uΛ(q)√
nΛ
|Φ(q)〉dq (140)
These states are orthonormal by construction but only states with nΛ > 0 are well-
defined. In fact, the zeros of the eigenvalues of the norm overlap matrix reflect the
linear dependencies of the original set of states, |Φ(q)〉, and the condition nΛ > 0 is a
very effective way of removing such linear dependencies. Therefore, the GCM ansatz
can be written now as:
|Ψσ〉 =
∑
Λ
gσ(Λ)|Λ〉 (141)
and the HWG equation as:∑
Λ′
〈Λ|Hˆ|Λ′〉gσ(Λ′) = Eσgσ(Λ) (142)
The latter equation can be solved with standard diagonalization techniques and the
spectrum is directly given by Eσ. Furthermore, expectation values and transition
probabilities are computed as:
〈Ψσ1|Oˆ|Ψσ2〉 =
∫ ∫
f ∗σ1(q1)O(q1,q2)fσ2(q2)dq1dq2 (143)
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with O(q1,q2) the overlap of the operator Oˆ, which is not necessarily a scalar operator
(e.g., electromagnetic transitions, electroweak decays, etc.).
As it stands, the GCM method is rather simple to implement, apart from the
evaluation of the norm and Hamiltonian overlap. The only difficulty with the method is
the choice of collective variables. Obvious choices are shape deformation parameters like
the multipole moments Qλµ, pairing degrees of freedom (associated to particle number
fluctuations 〈∆N2〉 or even discrete sets of multi-quasiparticle excitations. However, it is
not easy beforehand to know which are the relevant degrees of freedom and unfortunately
the computational cost grows exponentially with the number of collective variables. In
addition, there is the issue of symmetry restoration: it can be treated as a subclass of
the GCM method where the manifold of HFB states is generated from a given one by
applying the symmetry operators. Fortunately, as the algebra of the symmetry operators
is composed of one body operators, the ”rotated” HFB states are again HFB states and
the whole machinery used to compute overlaps can be used verbatim. Therefore, the
GCM plus symmetry restoration, i.e., the so-called symmetry conserving configuration
mixing method (SCCM) is formally the same as the traditional GCM but adding the
parameters of the symmetry groups to the set of collective coordinates. The SCCM
method, its performance and several examples of applications are presented in Sec. 6.3.
Just mention that the pure GCM has been mostly used in the context of octupole
deformation, with global calculations for even-even nuclei of the 3− excitation energies,
B(E1) and B(E1) transition strengths using the three most popular parametrizations of
Gogny [29] and the axial octupole moment as generating coordinate. As the GCM with
the octupole moment also restores the parity symmetry this and other [37] associated
results will be discussed in Sec. 6.3.
Here we just mention that as angular momentum symmetry was not restored, a
systematic deviation of the predicted B(E3) as compared to the experimental data
was observed for near spherical nuclei. This was understood as a consequence of the
deficiencies of the rotational formula used to relate transition strengths and intrinsic
multipole moments that can only be fixed by considering angular momentum projected
wave functions [57, 260]. The coupling of the quadrupole and octupole degree of freedom
has also been considered in two dimensional GCM calculations in several regions of
the periodic table [47, 102, 263] (see Sec. 6.3). In an attempt to understand the
physics and emergence of alternating parity rotational bands, GCM calculations with
the octupole moment as generating coordinate with cranking wave functions was carried
out in Refs. [109, 110]. Finally, the GCM with zero and two quasiparticle configurations
has been applied in Ref. [264] to the description of non-adiabatic fission.
Another form of the GCM is just to consider linear combinations of multi particle-
hole excitations built from a given Slater determinant. This method is known in the
literature as Configuration Interaction method (see [265] for a discussion of the method
in Quantum Chemistry). The application of this method to the nuclear physics case
requires the consideration of the density dependent term present in the Gogny force with
its associated rearrangement terms. This was formulated in Refs. [266, 267]. One of the
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advantages of the method is that particle number is conserved while pairing correlations
are accounted for by the mixing of different mp-mh excitations. Applications of the
method to the spectroscopic description of nuclei and using the Gogny D1S force was
presented in [268, 269, 270]. The method has been further extended as to determine the
orbitals used to construct the underlying Slater determinant self-consistently [271, 272].
So far the method has been restricted to light nuclei.
The Gogny force has also been used in beyond mean field calculations using Slater
determinant built from triaxially deformed Gaussian wave packets (the deformed basis
Antisymmetrized Molecular Dynamics method). The parameters of the Gaussian wave
packet are optimized as to minimize the parity projected energy and subsequently
projected to good angular momentum. The laboratory frame wave functions are then
combined in a GCM like study with the deformation parameters β and γ used as
a generating coordinates. Using this framework, shape coexistence in 43S and the
connection with the loss of magicity at N=28 has been studied in [273]. Triaxial
superdeformed structures in 40Ca have been also considered in [274] as well as the
clustering properties of 20Ne in [275].
6.1. Approximate solutions: The collective Schro¨dinger equation and collective inertias.
There is an approximation to the GCM that avoids the evaluation of all the Hamiltonian
overlaps by assuming that the norm overlaps behaves approximately as a Gaussian
N (q,q′) = exp[−Γ(q,q′) · (q− q′)2] (144)
with a width Γ(q,q′) that is a smooth tensor function of the collective variables
with components Γij running over all the collective degrees of freedom. The width
tensor is often taken as a constant all over the range of the collective variables.
This approximation is supplemented by the assumption that the ratio h(q,q′) =
H(q,q′)/N (q,q′) of overlaps is again a smooth function of the collective coordinates
and therefore can be expanded around the mid point Q = 1
2
(q + q′) up to second order
with respect to non-locality (q − q′). Using this two approximations it is possible to
reduce the integral equation form of the HWG equation to a differential equation (see
[84] for detail) that is referred to as the Collective Schro¨dinger Equation (CSE). In order
to simplify the notation we will from now on describe the situation corresponding to a
single collective degree of freedom, that will be denoted as q.[
− ~
2
2
√
γ(q)
∂
∂q
√
γ(q)
1
M(q)
∂
∂q
+ V (q)− 0(q)
]
gσ(q) = σgσ(q) (145)
that determine the collective amplitudes gσ(q) as well as the collective energies σ. In the
above equation γ(q) stands for Γ(q, q) and the quantity M(q) in the collective kinetic
energy term is the collective mass defined in terms of derivatives of the Hamiltonian
overlap of Eq 135 as
M(q) =
−1
γ2(q)
[
∂2
∂q2
h(q, q′)− ∂
2
∂q′2
h(q, q′)
]
(146)
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The potential energy V (q) is nothing but the mean field energy for the members of
the collective manifold |Φ(q)〉 and 0(q) is the zero point energy correction (see [84]
for details). In order to compute mean values of observables it is also required to
approximate the ratios o(q, q′) = O(q, q′)/N (q, q′) with respect to the non-locality
parameter q − q′. For most of the observables it is enough to restrict to zero order
and approximate o(q, q′) by o(Q) resulting in the general expression for overlaps
〈Ψσ|Oˆ|Ψσ′〉 =
∫
dq
√
γ g∗σ(q)o(q)gσ′(q) (147)
When the method is applied to the β and γ quadrupole deformation parameters
and the Euler angle variables for rotations are added phenomenologically, one ends up
with the 5D Bohr Hamiltonian discussed in Sec 6.2. For other degrees of freedom, the
CSE has been used together with the Gogny force mostly to describe octupole properties
from the early studies of [98] to the most systematic ones of [48].
The collective kinetic energy of Eq 145 depends upon the so called GCM collective
inertia M(q) given by Eq 146. Collective inertias are also defined in the Adiabatic
Time dependent Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (ATDHFB) theory of collective motion. The
expression differ from the one of the GCM and it is not clear which one of the two
should be used in the CSE. The situation is similar to the differences between the
Yoccoz (Y) [196, 197] and the Thouless-Valatin (TV) [87, 107] moments of inertia (see
[84] and the next Section): the Y moment of inertia is the equivalent of the GCM inertia
(it is derived in a pure quantum-mechanic fashion) whereas the TV one corresponds to
the ATDHFB inertia. There are arguments that favor the TV versus the Y moment
of inertia: TV comes from a VAP approach to the problem where the intrinsic states
depend on the quantum numbers of the laboratory wave function whereas Y corresponds
to the PAV case where the intrinsic states is given and there is no feedback between the
laboratory frame quantities. In addition, in the case of translational invariance, where
the equivalent of the moment of inertia is the nuclear mass it is only the VAP theory the
one that provides the correct mass. These are strong arguments that favor the use of
TV like inertias in the CSE but so far there is no founded justification in this case. The
collective inertias are also used in fission in the determination of the spontaneous fission
half-lives using the Wenzel Kramers Brillouin (WKB) approach to the tunneling through
the fission barrier. The evaluation of both the collective inertias require the inversion
of the linear response matrix of the HFB theory which is a matrix whose dimension
is the number of two-quasiparticle excitations. As this is an enormous number for
the configuration spaces typically used with phenomenological effective interactions like
Gogny, approximations are used to reduce the computational cost. The most usual
approximation is the use of the diagonal matrix elements of the linear response matrix
in all the instances where this huge matrix appears. This is the so called perturbative
inertia approximation and also yields to the Inglis-Belyaev [276, 277] approximate form
of the TV moment of inertia [87, 107]. Attempts to improve this approximation relay
on the numerical evaluation of the collective momentum operator plus the diagonal
approximation for the linear response matrix: this is the ”non-perturbative” approach
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to the collective inertias.
6.2. The five-dimensional collective Hamiltonian Equation
The most widely used beyond-mean-field approximation with Gogny interactions based
on an approximation to the GCM method is the five-dimensional collective Hamiltonian
(5DCH) [195, 278, 2]. This method has been implemented in a similar fashion and with
the same applicability as explained below with Skyrme [279] and RMF [280] density
functionals. As mentioned in the previous section, a collective Hamiltonian can be
extracted from the more general HWG equation if a Hamiltonian overlap approximation
is assumed for the norm overlaps and the Hamiltonian overlaps behave smoothly with
the collective coordinates. In the 5DCH, the collective coordinates are the quadrupole
deformations q = (β, γ) (see Eq. 52) and the collective Bohr Hamiltonian is given by [2]:
Hcoll = −~
2
2
∑
m,n=0,2
D−
1
2
∂
∂am
D
1
2B−1mn
∂
∂an
+
~2
2
3∑
k=1
Jˆ2k
Jk+V(q)−ZPE(q) (148)
The first two terms of this Hamiltonian describe the kinetic energy associated to
quadrupole vibrations (with Bmn being the collective quadrupole vibrational inertia)
and rotations (with Jk being the moments of inertia), respectively. The potential
energy is given by V(q) = 〈Φ(β, γ)|Hˆ|Φ(β, γ)〉, where |Φ(β, γ)〉 are obtained by
solving constrained-HFB calculations with Gogny interactions. The zero-point energy
correction, ZPE(q), takes into account the fluctuations in the quadrupole coordinates.
Furthermore, the parameters a0 = β cos γ and a2 = β sin γ are convenient redefinitions
of the quadrupole deformations and Jˆk is the k-component of the angular momentum
operator. Finally, the metric is given by
D = (B00B22 −B202)
∏
k
Jk (149)
In Eq. 148, there are three rotational inertia and three quadrupole mass parameters.
They are all computed from the local properties of mean-field solutions at the (β,γ)-
grid [27]. Hence, the vibrational inertia are computed as [2]:
Bµν(q) =
~2
2
[M−1,µν(q)]−1M−3,µν(q) [M−1,µν(q)]−1 (150)
where the moments are obtained by (cranking formula) [281, 282, 283, 27]:
M−n,µν(q) =
∑
ij
|〈Φ(q)|βjβiQˆ2µ|Φ(q)〉〈Φ(q)|βjβiQˆ2ν |Φ(q)〉|
(Ei + Ej)n
(151)
Here, β†i and Ei is the quasiparticle creator operator and the quasiparticle energy,
respectively.
Concerning the moments of inertia along the three axis (k = x, y, z), two choices
have been proposed, namely, the Inglis-Belyaev and cranking formulae:
J IBk (q) = ~2
∑
ij
|〈Φ(q)|βjβiJˆk|Φ(q)〉|2
Ei + Ej
(152)
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J Ik (q) =
〈ΦIωk(q)|Jˆk|ΦIωk(q)〉
ωk
(153)
The latter is computed with HFB wave functions obtained with the cranking method
(see Eq. 53 in Sec. 3) and takes into account rearrangement to rotations for each value
of the cranking angular momentum, 〈ΦIωz |Jˆz|ΦIωz〉 =
√
I(I + 1). Moreover, in the limit
ωk → 0, this moment of inertia is equivalent to the Thouless-Valatin inertia. In practice,
one takes a small value (for example, ω = 0.002 MeV) to approximate the limit [28].
The zero-point quantum energy corrections, ZPE(q) are associated with the
rotational and vibrational motions, i.e., ZPE(q) = ZPErot(q) + ZPEvib(q) and
both are computed as a combination of the moments given in Eq. 151 [27]. In
practical implementations the ZPE corrections only contain the part arising from the
kinetic energy operator while the part arising from the potential is neglected. This
approximation is valid in typical situations with shallow minima in the corresponding
potential energy surfaces. However, such a piece might become significant close
to magic numbers where the curvature of the potential energy surface tends to be
higher [27, 28]. Moreover, for nuclei near the magic ones, the correlation energy
Ecorr = EHFB,min − E5DCH may even come out negative, which is unphysical. In
particular, the rotational ZPE correction provided by the standard GOA is known to
lead to difficulties for configurations close to the spherical ones as, in such a case, it does
not scan the rotational degrees of freedom properly. A more realistic approximation for
those configurations, though still far from quantitative when compared to the exact
restoration of the rotational symmetry, is offered by the Topologically Invariant GOA
(TopGOA) [284, 285, 286].
The eigenstates |JM〉 and energies E(J) are obtained by solving the equation
Hcoll|JM〉 = E(J)|JM〉 (154)
where the orthonormal |JM〉 states are expanded as
|JM〉 =
∑
K
gJK(β, γ)|JMK〉 (155)
Here, |JMK〉 represents a linear combination of Wigner functions [27]. The probability
of a given K value in the wave function reads
PK =
∫
da0da2|gJK(β, γ)|2 (156)
The 5DCH formalism has already been applied to describe low-lying energy spectra
and shed light on a wide variety of nuclear phenomena, in particular, in the study
of rotational bands, shell closures, and shape evolution, shape mixing and shape
coexistence [287, 288, 289, 27, 290, 291, 292, 293, 294, 295, 169, 296, 297, 298, 299,
163, 300, 301, 2, 59, 302, 303, 304]. In addition, the 5DCH model has been used in
the fitting protocol of the parametrization D1M of the Gogny interaction [42], as it was
mentioned in Sec. 2. A thorough discussion of the performance of the method with
several examples of its applications is found in the review of Pe´ru and Martini and we
refer the reader to Ref. [2] for further details.
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6.3. SCCM methods and applications with Gogny EDF
The most advanced method currently used to solve the nuclear many-problem with
Gogny EDF is based on the combination of the GCM method with symmetry-restored
HFB-like wave functions, both discussed in previous Sections. These are the so-called
symmetry conserving configuration mixing (SCCM) approximations and are rooted in
the variational principle. Similar implementations as those described below have been
carried out with the other two most popular energy density functionals, namely, Skyrme
(see Refs. [305, 306] and references therein) and RMF (see Refs. [307, 308, 309, 310, 311]
and references therein). A vast amount of applications of the SCCM method with these
EDF has been published in the last twenty years. We will only report here in more
detail the implementations performed with Gogny interactions since they are aim of the
present review. We refer the reader to explore the references given above.
The nuclear states are defined in the SCCM method through the realization of the
GCM ansatz as:
|ΨJpiσ 〉 =
∑
q
fJpiσ (q)|ΦJpi(q)〉 (157)
where σ = 1, 2, ... labels the different quantum states for a given angular momentum
and parity, Jpi, and |ΦJpi(q)〉 are the projected intrinsic states
|ΦJpi(q)〉 = Pˆ J Pˆ piPˆN PˆZ |q〉 (158)
Here, Pˆ J is a shortening of the angular momentum projector and Pˆ pi, PˆN and
PˆZ are again the projectors onto good parity, neutron number and proton number
respectively. Furthermore, the intrinsic states, |q〉, are obtained by solving HFB or PN-
VAP equations, imposing the constraints on the corresponding collective coordinates
q = {qi, i = 1, . . . , Nc}. Since in practical applications the number of projected
intrinsic states entering Eq. 157 is finite, we have discretized the collective variables
and substituted the integrals by sums in the general GCM expressions.
As mentioned above, the coefficients of the linear combination given in Eq. 157 are
found by solving the HWG equations, now one for each value of the angular momentum
and parity ∑
q′
(HJpi(q,q′)− EJpiσ N Jpi(q,q′)) fJpiσ (q′) = 0 (159)
with the norm N Jpi(q,q′) = 〈ΦJpi(q)|ΦJpi(q′)〉 and Hamiltonian HJpi(q,q′) =
〈ΦJpi(q)|Hˆ|ΦJpi(q′)〉 overlaps. These are the generalization of Eqs. 106 to the non-
diagonal case.
To solve the HWG generalized eigenvalue problem, the natural basis approach is
usually adopted. Thus, the norm overlap matrix is diagonalized first:∑
q′
N Jpi(q,q′)uJpiΛ (q′) = nJpiΛ uJpiΛ (q) (160)
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Then, we use the eigenvalues and eigenvectors (nJpiΛ and u
Jpi
Λ (q)) to define the states of
the natural basis as:
|ΛJpi〉 =
∑
q
uJpiΛ (q)√
nJpiΛ
|ΦJpi(q)〉 (161)
To ensure that the linear dependencies of the original set of states have been removed
only the eigenvalues nJpiΛ 6= 0 are chosen. In numerical applications, such a condition is
substituted by nJpiΛ > ε, being ε a threshold value. Therefore, we can express the nuclear
states in this basis as:
|ΨJpiσ 〉 =
∑
Λ
gJpiσ (Λ)|ΛJpi〉 (162)
and the HWG equations (Eq. 159) as:∑
Λ′
〈ΛJpi|Hˆ|Λ′Jpi〉gJpiσ (Λ′) = EJpiσ gJpiσ (Λ) (163)
The solution of the latter equations give us the spectrum, EJpiσ , and the coefficients
fJpiσ (q) that can be used to compute expectation values and/or transition probabilities
and moments, choosing the proper operator Oˆ:
〈ΨJ1pi1σ1 |Oˆ|ΨJ2pi2σ2 〉 =∑
q1,q2
(
fJ1pi1σ1 (q1)
)∗OJ1pi1,J2pi2(q1,q2) (fJ2pi2σ2 (q2)) (164)
with OJ1pi1,J2pi2(q1,q2) = 〈ΦJ1pi1(q1)|Oˆ|ΦJ2pi2(q2)〉.
Finally, the weights of the different collective coordinate in a given GCM wave
function [84]
GJpiσ (q) ≡
∑
Λ
gJpiσ (Λ)u
Jpi
Λ (q)
=
∑
q′
〈ΦJpi(q)|ΦJpi(q ′)〉1/2fJpiσ (q ′) (165)
are very useful quantities to analyze the character of the GCM states. The square of
these quantities are the so-called collective wave functions.
As it is mentioned in previous sections, a prescription is required for the evaluation
of Hamiltonian overlaps coming from the density-dependent term of the Gogny EDF.
In every application shown in this section, the particle number projected spatial density
(in those cases where PNP is performed) combined with the mixed prescription for the
angular momentum projection, parity (if performed) and GCM parts is used. This is a
generalization to non-diagonal kernels of Eq. 109.
It is important to note that the amount of correlations that the SCCM method can
include in the nuclear states depends on three interrelated factors: a) the relevance and
the number of the degrees of freedom explored by the GCM ansatz, q; b) the method
used to build the set of intrinsic wave functions (e.g., HFB or a more sophisticated
version as PN-VAP); and, c) the number of broken and subsequently restored symmetries
of the system. In addition, the quality of the approach is different depending on the
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Table 1. Different implementations of SCCM calculations with Gogny EDFs. The
acronyms refer to: Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (HFB), particle number variation after
projection (PN-VAP), parity (P), simplex (S), time-reversal (TR), axial (Ax), angular
momentum projection (AMP), particle number and angular momentum projection
(PNAMP) and parity, particle number and angular momentum projection (PPNAMP).
Additionally, q20, q22, q30 and ∆N
2 are quadrupole, octupole and particle number
fluctuations respectively.
Intrinsic w.f. q Self-consistent symm. Symm. restoration Ref.
HFB q20 P, S, TR, Ax AMP [222]
PN-VAP q20 P, S, TR, Ax PNAMP [216]
PN-VAP q20, ∆N
2 P, S, TR, Ax PNAMP [219]
PN-VAP q20, q22 P, S, TR PNAMP [226]
HFB q30 S, TR, Ax P [29]
HFB q20, q30 S, TR, Ax P [47]
PN-VAP q20, q22, Jc or ω P, S PNAMP [232]
HFB q20,q30 TR, S, Ax PPNAMP [231]
specific nuclear state and also varies nucleus by nucleus. For example, the ground state
of a well-deformed axial symmetric even-even nucleus can be accurately described by
mixing PNAMP states with different values of the the axial quadrupole deformation.
However, a more elaborated approximation would be required to describe, for instance,
the first negative parity state of such a nucleus.
We summarize in Table 1 the different implementations of the GCM with Gogny
EDF depending on: the collective coordinates explored; the underlying method used to
find the HFB-like intrinsic wave functions that are subsequently projected and mixed;
the self-consistent symmetries imposed to such HFB-like intrinsic wave functions; and,
finally, the symmetry restorations that are performed. In addition, we give the references
where those calculations were reported for the first time with Gogny EDF.
Before reviewing the many applications of the SCCM method performed until now,
we briefly discuss some technical aspects, in particular, the convergence of the results.
Such a convergence is a manifold problem. On the one hand, we have to assume first
the amount of degrees of freedom (collective coordinates) explored, the self-consistent
symmetries imposed in the intrinsic wave functions, and, consequently, the kind of
symmetry restorations that must be carried out. Once the problem is defined in these
terms, SCCM calculations for the low-lying states of the nucleus should have to converge
with respect to:
• The size of the intervals in which the collective coordinates are defined and the
number of intrinsic states included in such intervals. These intervals are chosen in
such a way that the energy difference between the boundaries and the minimum of
the multidimensional energy surface is around 20 MeV. Furthermore, the collective
wave functions should decay to zero in the boundaries. The number of points
within these intervals should be sufficiently large to include all minima and relevant
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points in the surface. However, including too many points increases significantly the
computational time and, in most of the cases, only introduces linear dependencies
that must be subsequently removed out of the natural basis.
• The number of integration points chosen to perform the corresponding symmetry
restorations (e.g., gauge and/or Euler angles). The suitability of this number is set
to reproduce (up to ∼ 10−4) the nominal expectation values, using projected wave
functions, of the operators related to the symmetries (number of protons/neutrons
(Nˆ , Zˆ), fluctuations of the number of protons/neutrons ( ˆ∆N2, ˆ∆Z2), angular
momentum operators (Jˆ2, Jˆz), etc.). These expectation values are also checked
after performing the GCM calculations using the full SCCM states.
• The number of major harmonic oscillator shells included in the working basis. This
is a critical point because the computational time of the SCCM methods grows
roughly exponentially with the number of oscillator shells (see, e.g., Table 1 of
Ref. [235]). Therefore, these aspects are not studied in detail except for axial
calculations [226, 46]. In Fig. 27 we show the results for SCCM calculations
for different sizes of the spherical harmonic oscillator working basis. This
implementation includes both particle number and angular momentum restoration
of PN-VAP parity and axially symmetric intrinsic wave functions for 120Cd. Only
one generating coordinate, namely, the axial quadrupole degree of freedom is taken
into account. In Fig. 27(a) the absolute energies for the yrast states, J+1 , are plotted.
These energies decrease whenever the number of states in the working basis is
increased, but this energy gain is getting smaller and a convergence pattern can be
easily identified. How to extrapolate these results to infinity is still under debate
in the Gogny EDF context [312]. Nevertheless, energy differences like particle
separation energies, correlation energies, etc., converge much faster with respect to
the size of the working basis [46], as we can see in Fig. 27(b) with the excitation
energies of the yrast states.
• The removal of the linear dependencies of the original set of wave functions, i.e., the
size of the natural basis. As mentioned above, the HWG equation is transformed
into a regular eigenvalue problem by defining a set of orthonormal states given
by Eq. 161. The number of states in this set depends on the choice of the
smallest eigenvalue of the norm overlap matrix used in Eq. 161. If this number
is sufficiently large, the solution of the HWG should not vary. This is the so-called
plateau condition and its appearance is a signature of the convergence of the GCM
method [205]. Therefore, we can solve the HWG equations for different sizes of the
natural basis and represent the results as a function of the size. This is represented
in Fig. 28(a) where the same SCCM calculation with 17 major harmonic oscillator
shells of Fig. 27 is analyzed. In this example, the GCM is performed with 15 states
in the original basis along the axial quadrupole deformation. We observe that the
plateau condition is nicely obtained for the yrast states. This procedure is normally
complemented by examining the shape of the collective wave functions obtained for
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Figure 27. (a) Absolute and (b) excitation energies of the yrast band of 120Cd
calculated with a SCCM method -that includes PN-VAP+PNAMP wave functions
along the axial quadrupole degree of freedom (β2), using Gogny D1S- as a function of
the number of major spherical harmonic oscillator shells included in the working basis.
different sizes of the natural basis. In Fig. 28(b) we plot the J+ = 0+1 wave functions
for several dimensions of the natural basis (4, 6, 8, 10, 12). Again, we observe that
the collective wave functions are almost constant, proving a good convergence of
the SCCM calculation in this respect.
We now review the multiple applications of the SCCM methods with Gogny EDFs
that have been reported in recent years. Most of these studies have been focused
on the calculation of bulk properties (masses, radii, etc.), excitation energies and
electromagnetic properties (transition probabilities and moments) at low excitation
energy. These quantities can be directly compared to experimental data and/or can give
actual predictions for not-yet-measured nuclei. Moreover, apart from these observables,
potential energy surfaces, Nilsson-like levels, occupation numbers and/or collective wave
functions can be computed. These non-observable quantities provide a meaningful
interpretation of the data in terms of the underlying shell structure, shapes, etc.. Most of
these applications have their equivalent versions with Skyrme and RMF energy density
functionals. In most of the cases, the three EDF provide similar results and global
trends. As mentioned several times throughout the paper, we will restrict ourselves to
review only the results obtained with Gogny interactions.
6.3.1. Global and local studies of BMF correlation energies SCCM methods are based
on the variational principle. The increase of complexity of the many-body states from
purely mean-field (HFB-like) wave functions to symmetry restored and configuration
mixing states is a way of getting closer and closer to the exact solution of the many-
body problem. Therefore, including BMF correlations is essential to give a reliable
theoretical description of the system. These correlations depend on the breaking and
restoration of the symmetries of mean-field states, and the amount and relevance of
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Figure 28. (a) Absolute energies of the yrast band of 120Cd calculated with a SCCM
method -that includes PN-VAP+PNAMP wave functions along the axial quadrupole
degree of freedom (β2), using Gogny D1S- as a function of the number states in the
natural basis. (b) Collective wave function of the ground state, 0+1 , computed for
different sizes of the natural basis (4, 6, 8, 10, 12). Curves are shifted for a better
visualization.
the collective coordinates explored with the GCM method. Primarily, SCCM methods
are designed to provide the best approach to the ground state energy. In fact, ground
state correlations energies have been globally studied in Gogny EDFs with two kind
of axial SCCM calculations, namely, parity projection plus GCM along the octupole
degree of freedom [29, 37], and particle number and angular momentum projection
plus GCM along the quadrupole degree of freedom [46]. In the latter case, the
ground state correlation energies provided by the different BMF approaches used in
a SCCM calculation are depicted for the nucleus 108Pd in Fig. 29 as an example. This
calculation has been extended to a wide range of even-even nuclei and D1S and D1M
parametrizations as in Fig. 30 [46]. Here, we notice first the similar BMF correlation
energies obtained with the two parametrizations. Moreover, we identify the order of
magnitude of the different BMF correlation energies and the shell effects. These shell
effects are rather prominent in PNAMP and GCM approximations. Hence, the energy
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Figure 29. Potential energy surfaces as a function of the axial quadrupole
deformation calculated with HFB (green dotted line), PN-VAP (red dashed line), and
PNAMP (thin black continuous line) approximations for 108Pd with the Gogny D1S
parametrization. The square, triangle, and diamond represent the minima of each
surface. The blue dot corresponds to the full SCCM energy and the blue line represent
the ground state collective wave function normalize to 1. The arrows point out the
energy gain between the different BMF approaches.
gain is larger in mid-shell nuclei and negligible near magic nuclei when the rotational
symmetry is restored (PNAMP), and the opposite happens when the quadrupole shape
mixing is performed (GCM). Total BMF ground state correlation energies range from
4-8 MeV, having ∼ 6 MeV in most of the cases for this kind of SCCM calculation.
Similarly, BMF ground state correlation energies obtained by parity breaking, and
parity projection plus octupole shape mixing are shown in Fig. 31 for Gogny D1M,
although D1S and D1N parametrizations give almost the same results [37]. These energy
gains are all defined with respect to the parity symmetric HFB ground state. In panel
(a) only a few nuclei in the Ra, Ba and Zr regions show a non-zero correlation energy
that never exceeds 1.2 MeV. These are the regions where a larger energy gain is also
obtained when parity projection and octupole shape mixing is performed (panel (b)).
The GCM correlation energy can be as large as 2.5 MeV. In the rest of the nuclei
studied, the correlation energy is smaller, typically of the order of 1 MeV. Even though
the computational cost compared to more traditional fits is much larger, BMF ground
state correlation energies computed with SCCM methods should be taken into account
in the future as it is clearly shown in Fig. 32 [46]. Here, the difference between the
experimental and theoretical values for total energies are plotted both for mean-field
(HFB) and the SCCM calculations with the Gogny D1M EDF. This parametrization
already takes into account quadrupole shape mixings within the 5DCH in the fitting
protocol. Therefore, the mean-field results are under-bound except for very few closed-
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Figure 30. Gain in total energy as a function of the number of neutrons obtained by
including BMF effects depicted in Fig. 29. Dashed vertical lines represent the neutron
magic numbers 20, 28, 50, 82, and 126. Left and right columns correspond to Gogny
D1S and D1M parametrizations, respectively. Figure taken from Ref. [46]
shell nuclei (Fig. 32(a)). This effect is partially corrected with the inclusion of BMF
ground state correlation energies (Fig. 32(b)). However, these corrections tend to
overestimate (in average) the total energies. In addition, shell effects are very noticeable
around the magic numbers in the mean-field approach and this drawback is not totally
washed out with these SCCM calculations.
Apart from the effect on total energies, axial SCCM calculations are well suited
to study globally the performance of the method to reproduce other spectroscopic
observables like 2+ (Fig. 33) or octupole excitation energies (Fig. 34). The overall trends
of the experimental excitation energies are well reproduced with this kind of calculations
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to a non-zero value of the octupole correlation energy in all the nuclei considered and as large
as 1.5 MeV, as shown in panel (b). The parity RVAP produces the largest correlation energy
increase in octupole soft nuclei whereas the increase is essentially zero in those nuclei which
are octupole deformed at the HFB level. The RVAP correlation energy shows some amount
of shell effects as its value tend to be small close to magic proton and neutron numbers.
Finally, the GCM correlation energy includes in its definition the symmetry breaking HFB
correlation energy, the parity RVAP one as well as the correlation energy gained by the
fluctuating octupole degree of freedom. This correlation energy is largest in those regions
showing octupole deformation at the HFB level as observed in panel (c) of figure 1. The
GCM correlation energy can be as large as 2.5MeV. In the regions in between the correlation
energy is not as large and is typically of the order of 1 MeV changing smoothly as a function
of proton and neutron number and showing no indication of strong shell effects. At this point
it can be concluded that ground state octupole correlation energies are not going to impact in a
Figure 1. Color scale representation of the octupole correlation energy gain as
compared to HFB results preserving reflection symmetry. In panel (a) the HFB
correlation energy gained by breaking reflection symmetry. In panel (b) the parity
RVAP correlation energy. In panel (c) the octupole GCM correlation energy.
Horizontal and vertical dotted lines correspond to magic proton and neutron numbers.
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Figure 31. Octupole correlation energy gain as compared to HFB results preserving
reflection symmetry. (a) the HFB correlation energy gained by breaking reflection
symmetry; and, (b) the parity projection plus octupole GCM correlation energy.
Horizontal and vertical dotted lines correspond to magic proton and neutron numbers.
Figure adapted from Ref. [37].
although there are local discrepancies, and most importantly, the theoretical energies
are too high in ge eral. Th rigin of this stretchi g f the xcitati n ene gies could b
mainly the lack of BFM correlations in the excited states. SCCM methods using axial
and time-reversal symmetry conserving (TRSC) intrinsic wave functions to build the
GCM basis explore variatio ally better groun states than excited states. Theref re,
ground states calculated in this manner are closer (better converged from the variational
point of view) to their exact values than the excited states that are still too above their
exact values. These differences provoke the stretching of the theoretical spectra and the
poor quantitative agreement with the experimental data shown in Figs. 33 and 34.
Several improvements can be proposed to correct this drawback and have more
predictive calculations at a quantitative level, for example, the inclusion of multi-
quasiparticle intrinsic states. However, within the SCCM framework, where the
symmetry restorations and configuration mixings are performed on top of quasiparticle
vacua, the solution is to explore more coll ctive degrees of freedom, in particular, triaxial
deformations and intrinsically ro ating states (cranking). In fact, excited states a
particularly sensitive to the addition of cranking states [232, 235, 234, 315]. This
procedure has also the convenient property of leaving unaltered the ground state. These
effects are analyzed in Fig. 35. Here, the results of three different SCCM calculations
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Figure 32. Difference between the experimental total energies (taken from
Ref. [313]) and (a) HFB; and, (b) GCM total energies calculated with an axial
SCCM method (including PNAMP and axial quadrupole shape mixing) with the D1M
parametrization. Lines connect isotopic chains starting from Z = 10. Black, red, blue,
magenta, and green lines represent isotopic chains with Z = x0, x2, x4, x6, and x8,
where x = 1,2,..., etc. Dashed vertical lines mark the neutron magic numbers 20, 28,
50, 82, and 126. Figure adapted from Ref. [46].
with increasing complexity in the magnesium isotopic chain are shown. The simplest
case corresponds to an axial SCCM method that includes PNAMP and axial quadrupole
shape mixing, the intermediate case includes additionally static triaxial shapes, and
cranking states (time-reversal symmetry breaking) are added to the previous ones in
the most involved calculation. Therefore, the collective coordinates are the quadrupole
deformation parameters, (β2, γ), and the cranking intrinsic angular momentum, Jc (see
Fig. 22 for an example of states included in 32Mg). Obviously, the cranking angular
momentum is Jc = 0 in the two first approaches, and the angle is only γ = 0
◦, 180◦ in
the axial case. Fig. 35(a) shows the energy gain in the ground state by including static
triaxial shapes to the ones used in the axial calculation. Since the method is based on
the variational principle, this gain is always positive. Depending on the nucleus, the
energy difference can be as large (small) as 1.4 MeV (0.1 MeV). More interestingly,
the ground state correlations obtained by including the cranking states is very small
(< 0.1 MeV) revealing that the ground state energy is almost insensitive to this degree
of freedom. However, we observe in Fig. 35(b) that this is not the case for excited
states. Here, a similar qualitative behavior along the isotopic chain is obtained for the
three calculations and also for the experimental data. However, the axial results are
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Figure 33. 2+1 excitation energies for (a) experimental data (taken from Ref. [314]);
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FIG. 10. Octupole excitation energies as a function of mass
number A. Circles: experiment; triangles: theory.
excitations are in the Ra isotopes, where the theoretical HFB
wave functions have static octupole deformations. The theory
reproduces the low energies to several hundred keV on an
absolute energy scale, but does not do well on the logarithmic
energy scale shown in the figure.
We also make some quantitative assessment of the perfor-
mance of the theory, which should be useful in the future for
comparing with other theories. We use the same performance
measures as was used to assess theories of quadrupole
excitations [11,12], namely to compare ratios of theoretical
to experimental quantities on a logarithmic scale. In terms of
RE = log[E(th)/E(exp)] we determine the average value
¯RE = ⟨RE⟩ (9)
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FIG. 11. Octupole excitation energies, comparing the theory with
experiment. Filled circles are excitations with measured B(E3)
strengths; open circles are other identified octupole transitions [25].
TABLE III. Performance of the HW theory for excitation energies
compared to the experimental data tabulated in Ref. [25]. The
performance measures rE and σE are given in Eqs. (9) and (10)
of the text. The performance of MAP is shown as well on lines 2–4
for subsets of nuclei selected by deformation criteria.
Selection Number HW MAP
¯Re σe ¯Re σe
all 284 0.45 0.40
β3 = 0 277 0.55 0.23 0.59 0.22
β3 = 0, def. 59 0.62 0.32 0.75 0.26
β3 = 0, sph. 196 0.52 0.19 0.53 0.17
and the dispersion about the average,
σE = ⟨(RE − ¯RE)2⟩1/2. (10)
The results are shown in Table III. The first line shows the
comparison taking the full HW treatment on the theoretical
side and the full data set on the experimental side. One
sees that the predicted energy is systematically too high,
by a factor of e0.45 ≈ 1.6. This is similar to the situation
with the quadrupole excitations. There the understanding is
that the wave function is missing components that would be
included in collective theories using Thouless-Valatin inertial
parameters. There may be other reasons for the systematic
overprediction here that we will come back to in Sec. V.
The dispersion in the values is σE ≈ 0.4, corresponding to
errors in the ratio of theory to experiment of −30% to
+50%. This is larger than the global dispersion found for
the GCM-based theories of quadrupole excitations. However,
we saw in Fig. 11 that there are differences in the nuclear
structure that are responsible for the variable performance of
the theory. Most importantly, the nuclei with calculated static
octupole deformations should be treated separately. Taking out
these nuclei, the dispersion decreases dramatically, as shown
on the second line of the table. A further distinction can be
made between well-deformed and other nuclei, spherical and
soft, respect to ordinary quadrupole deformations. A good
theoretical indicator for deformed nuclei is the ratio of 4+ to
2+ excitation energies, calledR42. The values are available for
the Gogny D1S interaction from the global study [12], and we
use them to set the conditionR42 > 2.9 to define the set of well-
deformed nuclei. The results are shown in the third and fourth
rows of the table. One sees that the dispersion becomes even
narrower for the nuclei in the nondeformed set. Thus, we can
claim that the HFB/GCM/HW methodology is quite successful
for nondeformed nuclei, when allowing for the overall scale
factor. On the other hand, the deformed set is significantly
poorer, with the average predicted energies higher and a larger
dispersion. A possible cause of this poorer performance could
be the misidentification of transitions in deformed nuclei. We
have assumed here that all transitions are associated with the
axially symmetric octupole operator (K = 0). As discussed in
the next section, it is clear that some of the measured energies
are for transitions with K ̸= 0 (see also the 158Gd example).
Since all the K values in spherical nuclei are degenerate, this
would explain the better overall agreement there.
054302-7
Figure 34. Octupole excitation energies as a function of mass number A calculated
with an axial SCCM method (including parity projection and axi l octupole shape
mixing) with the D1S parametrization. Circl s: experiment; triangles: theory. Figure
taken from Ref. [29].
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Figure 35. (a) Energy differences between the SCCM ground state energies in the
magnesium isotopic chain computed with: axial and triaxial Jc = 0 shapes (red
squares); triaxial Jc = 0 and triaxial-plus-cranking Jc = 0, 2 states (blue diamonds).
(b) Experimental and SCCM excitation energies for the first 2+ and 4+ states in the
magnesium isotopic chain. Data points are taken from Refs. [316, 317, 318, 319, 320,
321, 322]. Theoretical values are obtained with the D1S parametrization. Figure
adapted from Ref. [235].
systematically above the triaxial values and the latter above the triaxial-plus-cranking.
The stretching of the spectrum found in the axial and triaxial approximations is due to a
privileged variational exploration of the ground state when the time-reversal symmetry
is conserved. Then, the small compression of the energies in the triaxial approach is
explained mainly by the possibility of K-mixing for states with J 6= 0. The larger
compression of the spectrum given by the triaxial-plus-cranking method is due to a
better variational exploration of the excited states since the ground state energies remain
practically the same as the ones obtained with the triaxial approach (see Fig. 35(a)).
Finally, the quantitative agreement with the experimental data reached with the most
sophisticated SCCM method is excellent in this particular example.
This method cannot be used to improve the description of 0+ excited states within
the SCCM framework. For these cases, simultaneous quadrupole shape and pairing
fluctuations mixing can be performed. This SCCM method has been implemented
in Refs. [219, 220] with axial symmetric intrinsic wave functions and the quadrupole
deformation (β2) and the particle number fluctuations (∆N
2) as collective coordinates.
This degree of freedom introduces mean-field states with different values of the pairing
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FIG. 12. (Color online) Spectra of 32Mg in the PN-VAP+
PNAMP approach (left) and the HFB+ AMP approach (right).
an inversion of the 0+3 and 0
+
4 levels with the respective 2
+
3 and
2+4 levels that does not show up in 52–54Ca. In principle, one
would expect an increase in collectivity with growing neutron
number. Looking at the spectra we find that this not the case,
the nucleus 52Ca does not appears as a smooth interpolation of
50Ca and 54Ca; as a matter of fact, the low-lying states of 52Ca
are higher in energy than in 50–54Ca. We observe, in particular,
that the 2+1 state of the nucleus 52Ca is higher in energy than
in its neighbors; this fact has been interpreted as a subshell
closure at N = 32. The discussions going on [43–45] about
the hypothetical shell closures at N = 32 and N = 34 have
been settled by a recent measurement of the excitation energy
of the 2+1 level in 54Ca [46]. Our prediction for this state taking
the pairing degree of freedom into account is in agreement
with the experimental finding; see also Ref. [45].
We conclude this section by stressing the impact of the
pairing of the nuclear spectra and the relevance of the PNP to
avoid unwanted mixing.
VII. COLLECTIVE WAVE FUNCTIONS
In this section we discuss the collective w.f.’s [see Eq. (6)]
solution of the HW equations in 1D, g(q), and 2D, g(q, δ), and
in the three basic approaches only for the nucleus 52Ti.
In Fig. 14 we present the HW w.f.’s of the 52Ti nucleus in
the 1D case in the three basic approaches. The corresponding
potential energy curves have been plotted in Fig. 4. In the
left top panel of Fig. 4 the PN-VAP+ PNAMP potential
energy curve displays two quasi-coexistent minima, the lowest
one prolate and the other one oblate; consequently, the w.f.’s
[see Fig. 14(a)] of the 0+1 and 0+2 states display a two-hump
structure with maxima (or maximum and minimum) at these
values, the 0+2 with a node as one would expect for a β
vibration. The 0+3 state, however, peaks at large deformations
in the prolate and the oblate potential shoulders and it has
a two-node structure. In the HFB+ PNAMP approach, the
potential energy curve (see Fig. 4) presents also two minima,
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FIG. 13. (Color online) Spectra of 50Ca, 52Ca, and 54Ca in the PN-VAP+ PNAMP approach.
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Figure 36. Spectra of 50Ca, 52Ca, and 54Ca computed with two SCCM
approximations, namely, including axial quadrupole shape mixing (1D) and adding
particle number fluctuations (2D). Gogny In both cases . Figure taken from Ref. [220].
gap. The comparison between the results obtained only with quadrupole shape mixing
(one-dimensional GCM calculations, 1D) and those obtained with adding (∆N2) (2D
calculations) reveal that the latter method produces in general a more compressed
spectrum than the former. In Fig. 36 1D and 2D calculations for 50−54Ca isotopes are
shown as an example. Again, this effect is produced by a better variational exploration
of the excited states. Particularly, the 0+ excitation energies can be pushed down
improving their comparison with the experimental data as it is plotted in Fig. 37.
Nevertheless, this compression is not large enough to reproduce the experimental values.
This is an indication that some of the low-lying 0+ excited states correspond to explicit
quasiparticle excitations rather than having a collective character. However, these states
are out of the present SCCM methods with Gogny EDFs.
6.3.2. Shape evolution/mixing/coexistence Most of SCCM methods considers the
lowest multipole (quadrupole and, to a lesser extent, octupole) intrinsic deformations as
the basic collective coordinates. Therefore, this is the perfect framework to study, within
a microscopic theory, the nuclear shape and its related phenomena (shape evolution in
isotopic/isotonic chains, shape mixing and shape coexistence in a single nucleus). A
complete analysis of the shape of a nucleus usually starts with the evaluation of mean-
field (HFB) and/or particle number projected potential energy surfaces (PES) defined
along the deformations of the system. The structure of the PES, i.e., the number
of minima, their location, depth and width, already provides an overall view of the
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FIG. 21. (Color online) Excitation energies for the 0+2 states and
E0 strength ρ2(E0, 0+2 → 0+1 ) for the Mg isotopes (top panels), the
Si isotopes (middle panels) and S isotopes (bottom panels). The
experimental values are taken from [47,48,50,51].
Finally, in the bottom panels of Fig. 21 we display the
results for the sulfur isotopes. Concerning the energy of
the 0+2 states we find that as with the Si isotopes, the 1D
predictions describe very poorly the data. The consideration
of the pairing fluctuations again reduce considerably these
values as to reproduce very good the experimental values. The
same can be said for the monopole strength; the 2D predictions
reduce by a factor of two the 1D calculations in such a way
that the data are better reproduced.
TABLE III. Nuclear charge radii for the ground state of the mag-
nesium isotopes. The experimental values are taken from Ref. [52].
⟨r2⟩1/2ch fm2 1D 2D Exp
24Mg 3.095 3.098 3.057
26Mg 3.065 3.068 3.034
28Mg 3.078 3.082 3.070
30Mg 3.106 3.110 3.111
32Mg 3.158 3.159 3.186
34Mg 3.210 3.213
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FIG. 22. (Color online)E2 transition probabilities for the Mg and
Ca. Experimental data are taken from Refs. [47,50,53,54].
C. Quadrupole E2(0+1 −→ 2+1 ) transition probabilities
In Fig. 22 the reduced transition probabilities
B(E2, 0+1 −→ 2+1 ), for some of the nuclei earlier discussed,
are displayed (in the left panel for the magnesium and in the
right one for the calcium isotopes). The theoretical predictions
in the 1D approach for the Mg chain reproduce qualitatively
well the experimental behavior despite the fact they are a
somewhat larger. The inclusion of the pairing fluctuations, in
general, makes the 2D predictions a bit smaller and therefore
closer to the experimental data. For the calcium isotopes
we find larger contributions of the pairing fluctuations;
they amount to a reduction of 30% of its 1D values. In the
case of the nucleus 52Ti in the 1D calculations one obtains a
B(E2, 0+1 −→ 2+1 ) of 643.3 e2 fm4; in the 2D calculations one
obtains a B(E2, 0+1 −→ 2+1 ) of 601.2 e2 fm4, compared with
the experimental value of 567 (51) e2 fm4. The behavior goes
in the same lines as before: tThe pairing fluctuations reduce
the, otherwise, too large values, bringing the predictions
closer to the experimental values.
XI. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have performed a thorough research of
the pairing degree of freedom in BMFTs. The quality of
the interaction, namely the finite-range density-dependent
Gogny forces, guarantees the proper treatment of the pairing
correlations.
We have shown that the consideration at the same footing of
the pairing degree of freedom and the quadrupole deformation
at the different stages of the calculations provides a consider-
able improvement of the description of many observables of
atomic nuclei.
We have underlined the importance of the conservation of
symmetries; in particular, we have shown the superiority of
the variation after projection for the particle-number case as
compared with the plain HFB approach and the projection
after variation one. This supremacy manifests itself at the
different levels, from the simplest to the most sophisticated
ones, in particular, in the solution of the HW equation
with the quadrupole and the pairing degrees of freedom as
generator coordinates. We have found, in particular, that the
absence of PNP leads to a larger linear dependence, implying
thereby smaller variational spaces and an unnatural strength
concentration. As a consequence the spectra became more
compressed than the particle-number projected counterparts.
064311-18
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Figure 37. Excitation energies f the 0+2 states in (a) Mg, (b) Si, and (c) S isotope .
Theoretical values are calculated as in Fig. 36 and experimental data are taken from
Ref. [320]. Figure taken from Ref. [220].
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character of the nucleus in question. Moreover, the shape of the PES can be related to
an underlying shell structure given by self-consistent Nilsson-like orbits. For example,
the minima appear at deformations where the Fermi level crosses a gap in these single
particle energies. However, SCCM methods go beyond these mean-field analyses and
the theoretical predictions for excitation energies and electromagnetic properties can be
directly compared to experimental data. Moreover, the most probable intrinsic shapes
can be also obtained for each individual state within the nucleus by computing the
collective wave functions.
To illustrate the steps described above, we analyze the nucleus 80Zr following
Ref. [323]. In Fig. 38(a) the PES calculated with the PN-VAP method along the triaxial
(β2, γ) plane is plotted. Here, we observe several minima (spherical, axial prolate, axial
oblate, triaxial) that could indicate the appearance of shape coexistence and/or shape
mixing in this isotope. The origin of these minima in terms of the underlying shell
structure is shown in Fig. 38(b) where the single-particle energies (s.p.e.) computed for
this nucleus are plotted along the axial quadrupole deformation. Hence, the Fermi level
crosses some gaps in these s.p.e. at the position of the minima obtained in the PES.
These gaps are formed by the pf and g9/2 spherical shells (around the spherical point
β2 = 0) and by the evolution of these orbits whenever the quadrupole deformation is
increased.
The final results after performing the particle number and angular momentum
projection, and the quadrupole shape mixing (axial and non-axial), are shown in Fig. 39.
Several bands are found in the theoretical spectrum. The character of these bands can
be primarily characterized by their level spacing and electromagnetic properties (B(E2)
and spectroscopic quadrupole moments). For example, the ground state, first excited
and second excited bands are rotational bands with side bands with a γ-band character
associated to them. Experimentally, only some ground state band levels have been
measured and they also indicate a rotational behavior.
As mentioned above, SCCM methods provide a very useful theoretical tool to
identify the character of each state, namely, the collective wave functions (c.w.f.’s).
These are represented in the right panel of Fig. 39 only for the band-head states
since the rest of the states belonging to the same band show similar c.w.f.’s as their
corresponding band-heads. We observe that the most relevant shapes in the ground
state band are located at an axial prolate deformation, the second and third bands are
triaxial deformed, and the 0+4 and 0
+
5 are spherical and slightly axial oblate deformed
respectively. Hence, these states are related to the minima found in the PN-VAP PES
and the reordering of the energy is mainly due to the correlations obtained by the angular
momentum restoration of the system. Moreover, the c.w.f.’s do not show mixing between
these minima and, therefore, this nucleus is an example of shape coexistence but not of
shape mixing.
Shapes of both individual nuclei and systematics along isotopic chains have been
thoroughly studied with SCCM methods with Gogny EDFs. First applications were
done without particle number projection and assuming only the axial quadrupole
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Figure 39. Left panel: Experimental and theoretical (with Gogny D1S) spectra for
80Zr. B(E2) values are given in e2b2. Right panel: Collective wave functions for the
band heads of the bands. Figure taken from Ref. [323].
deformation as the collective coordinate. Nevertheless, a good quantitative agreement
was found in the description of normal deformed and superdeformed bands in 32S [222],
the shape evolution in N = 20 and N = 28 isotones and magnesium isotopes [221, 286,
223, 124], and the shape coexistence in neutron deficient lead isotopes [224]. In these
works, intrinsic HFB instead of PN-VAP states were used. As mentioned above, the use
of PN-VAP and simultaneous particle number and angular momentum restoration with
Gogny EDFs was then implemented in Ref. [216], assuming again axial symmetry. The
shape evolution of cadmium isotopes in the whole N = 50−82 shell was well reproduced
with these calculations, including the anomalous behavior of the 2+ excited state in
the nucleus 128Cd [324]. Moreover, the transition from spherical (U(5) symmetry) to
axial prolate (SU(3) symmetry) shapes in neodymium and samarium isotopes, and its
interpretation as a quantum phase transition (with X(5) as the critical symmetry), was
also analyzed with axial SCCM calculations [325].
A breakthrough in the range of applicability of SCCM methods with Gogny
interactions to study nuclear shapes was the inclusion of the quadrupole triaxial
deformation as a collective coordinate [226]. At the same time, the access to high
performance computing facilities has allowed the calculations of systematics along
isotopic/isotonic chains within this formalism. A paradigmatic example is the study
of the structure of krypton isotopes from neutron deficient to neutron rich nuclei [326].
Potential energy surfaces computed with Gogny D1S interaction in the (β2, γ) plane
reveal a rather involved shape evolution as it is shown in Fig. 40. The semi-magic
nucleus 86Kr is spherical -as expected- and their closest neighbors are slightly prolate
deformed (82−84,88−90Kr). Adding more neutrons above N = 50 results in the appearance
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of an oblate minimum (94−96Kr) and a potential shape coexistence (oblate-prolate) in
98Kr. Clear candidates for shape coexistence are also obtained in the neutron deficient
part where several nuclei show two distinct minima in their PES (72−78Kr).
The shape evolution obtained after applying the full SCCM method can be seen
in Fig. 41 where the ground state collective wave functions are represented. A clear
transition from oblate to triaxial-prolate states is observed from 70−72Kr to 76−78Kr with
the nucleus 74Kr being the transitional isotope. In this case, the ground state c.w.f.
is an example of shape mixing along the γ degree of freedom. Around the spherical
N = 50 isotope, nuclei are less deformed as it could inferred from the PES (82−84Kr
and 88−90Kr). Then, the deformation increases again towards oblate deformed nuclei
(94−98Kr).
Apart from this analysis, the results obtained with the SCCM can be compared
to the experimental data as it is plotted in Fig. 42. The agreement is rather good
except for the region around N = 50 where explicit quasiparticle excitations will play a
relevant role to account for these excited states. Furthermore, the improvement achieved
by the inclusion of the triaxial degree of freedom with respect to purely axial SCCM
calculations is also represented in Fig. 42.
Hence, this kind of SCCM calculations with Gogny EDFs including particle number
and angular momentum projection and triaxial quadrupole shape mixing have been
extensively used recently in collaboration with experimental groups. For example, the
role of triaxiality in the shape evolution, shape mixing and/or shape coexistence has
been studied in 42Ca [327, 328], neutron rich Zn [329], Ge [330, 331], Se [332], Kr [303],
Mo [333], Os [334] and Pt [335] isotopes, comparing the most recent experimental data
with theoretical predictions provided not only by Gogny SCCM methods but also by
large scale shell model calculations, 5DCH approaches, and/or other SCCM methods
with Skyrme functionals.
On the other hand, SCCM calculations including particle number, parity and
angular momentum projection and both axial quadrupole and octupole shape mixing
have been also applied to study the interplay between quadrupole and octupole degrees
of freedom, in particular, in neutron rich barium isotopes [231, 100, 336]. The mean-field
PES and the ground state collective wave functions in the (β2, β3) plane are represented
for 142−150Ba nuclei in Fig. 43. Here, we see the increase of quadrupole deformation
whenever the number of neutrons departs from N = 82. More interestingly, we observe
the appearance of a non-negligible octupole deformation in this region that remains
even after carrying out the shape mixing. The comparison between the theoretical
predictions and the experimental data is shown in Fig. 43 both for positive and negative
parity states. The qualitative agreement with the experiment is rather good although the
transition between less quadrupole deformed (142Ba) to well-deformed states (144−150Ba)
is sharper in the theoretical results.
6.3.3. Shell closures SCCM methods are also suited to analyze the appear-
ance/degradation of magic numbers in exotic nuclei. This property is intimately linked
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Figure 40. Potential energy surfaces in the triaxial plane calculated with PN-VAP
method and the Gogny D1S interaction for Kr isotopes. Figure adapted from Ref. [326].
to the previous section since closed-shell (open-shell) nuclei are spherical (deformed).
From the experimental point of view, large values of the excitation energies, E(2+1 ),
and small values of the reduced transition probabilities, B(E2), indicate the presence
of shell closures in even-even nuclei. The opposite is considered as fingerprints of a col-
lective behavior typical from open-shell systems. SCCM methods have access to show
the most relevant intrinsic shapes to build a given nuclear state (i.e., the collective wave
function), and, on the other hand, the excitation energies and electromagnetic proper-
ties computed in the laboratory system. The latter can be directly compared to the
experimental data.
First applications to the study of shell closures within this framework were also
the ones referred above with angular momentum projection and axial quadrupole
deformation mixing but without particle number projection [221, 286, 223, 124]. These
calculations showed that N = 20 and N = 28 are not good magic numbers in 32Mg,
and 44S, 42Si and 40Mg, respectively, since small excitation energies, large B(E2) values
and deformed ground state c.w.f.’s were predicted. These results were in qualitative
agreement with the available experimental data.
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Figure 41. Collective wave functions for the ground states calculated with the SCCM
method and the Gogny D1S interaction for Kr isotopes. Figure adapted from Ref. [326].
The potential new shell closures at N = 32 and N = 34 in neutron rich calcium
isotopes were studied with axial SCCM including particle number projection [216].
Again, a qualitative agreement with the experimental data was obtained for the E(2+1 )
and reduced transition probabilities in the Ca, Ti and Cr chains around this number of
neutrons. These calculations forecast, apart from the well-known N = 28 shell closure
at 48Ca, a N = 32 robust shell closure in 52Ca and a decrease of the E(2+1 ) excitation
energy in N = 34 (see Fig. 45). The latter prediction in the nucleus 54Ca was confirmed
experimentally later on [337]. Furthermore, Fig. 45 shows again the compression of
the theoretical spectrum whenever triaxial and cranking states are included within the
SCCM method (see also Fig. 35). In the most sophisticated case, the theoretical results
are in a good quantitative agreement with the experimental values and anticipate a
N = 40 (spherical harmonic oscillator) shell closure in 60Ca. In fact, the degradation of
spherical harmonic oscillator shell closures has been also analyzed with SCCM methods
with the Gogny interaction, e.g., in Zirconium isotopes (Z = 40) [323, 304] and in
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neutron rich N = 40 isotones (66Fe, 64Cr and, to a lesser extent, 62Ti) [338].
Very recently, SCCM calculations including three sextants in the (β2, γ) plane and
states with different cranking frequency have been performed to study the structure
of 44S [32] and 42Si [3]. In both cases deformed configurations have been found in the
ground state, proving the degradation of N = 28 magic number in these neutron rich
nuclei. In addition, the inclusion of cranking states in the three sextants allows, on
the one hand, an outstanding agreement with the experimental data, and, on the other
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without cranking states (magenta circles). Gogny D1S is used.
hand, the description of isomeric states related to aligned states produced by rotations
near the cranking axis [32, 3]. This is represented in Fig. 46 as an example. In the
top panel, the theoretical spectrum shows a ground state band and a first excited band
with ∆J = 2 and built on top of 0+1 and 0
+
2 states respectively. Additionally, three
∆J = 1 bands are obtained on top of 2+3 , 2
+
4 and 4
+
2 states. The band-head of the
latter is very close in energy to the 4+1 state but it has a very different character. This
result is in a very good agreement with the most recent experimental data plotted in
red. In the bottom panel of Fig. 46 the collective wave functions of the relevant states
are shown to give a more detailed physical insight. Here, the ground state is found to
be deformed and have a significant shape mixing along the triaxial degree of freedom.
In addition, the 2+1 and 0
+
2 states are axial prolate deformed. On the whole, this is a
fingerprint of the degradation of N = 28 shell closure in this nucleus. A similar result
was already obtained with Gogny SCCM triaxial calculations without cranking [339].
However, those time-reversal symmetry conserving calculations could not reproduce the
low-lying 4+2 state almost degenerated with the 4
+
1 state since it corresponds to a less
collective state peaked at a deformation close to the intrinsic (cranking) rotation axis.
Thus, this state is considered as an aligned state with K = 4 that is only obtained
thanks to the inclusion of the cranking degree of freedom.
6.3.4. Lepton number violating processes Symmetry conserving configuration mixing
methods with Gogny EDFs can be also used to evaluate nuclear matrix elements of
lepton number violating processes such as neutrinoless double beta decay (0νββ) [340,
341, 342, 343, 344]. This decay is the most promising process to disentangle the
Majorana nature of the neutrino, its effective mass and the mass hierarchy [345, 346].
Here, an even-even nucleus decays into its even-even neighbor with two protons
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FIG. 2: Spectrum of 44S, showing the B(E2) transition prob-
abilities in e2fm4. The thick arrows represent the E0 tran-
sition with its corresponding value for ⇢2. The experimental
data [16, 17] are shown as thick dashed lines. Only experi-
mental states with safe spin assignment are included.
recover the symmetries, see for example Ref. [6]. In this
case one can calculate the PN-AM projected energy in
each point of the ( ,  ) plane and plot potential energy
surfaces (PESs) for di↵erent h¯! values. In Fig. 1 we have
represented these energies for h¯! = 0.0 and 0.75 MeV
and for I = 0, 2 and 4 h¯. For h¯! = 0.0 MeV (Fig. 1(a)-
(b)) we observe the mentioned symmetry, i.e., the three
sextants are equivalent and can be obtained by reflexions
around the axis   = 0  and   = 60 . For I = 0 h¯ we find
a nucleus with   ⇡ 0.30 and very soft in  , with a slight
minimum at   ⇡ 30 . For I = 2 h¯ the lowest contours
shifted towards the prolate and oblate shapes and some-
what larger   values, and for I = 4 h¯, not shown here,
the energy minimum close to the oblate shapes weakens
about 1 MeV as compared with the prolate one. The
e↵ect of the angular frequency on the PESs can be seen
in Fig. 1(d)-(f). We first observe that now the three sex-
tants are not equivalent anymore. For I = 0 h¯ the PES
looks similar to the case h¯! = 0 MeV with the excep-
tion of the wedge around   = 90 . For I = 2 h¯ there
are two minima at   ⇡ ±10  and at   ⇡ ±45  and the
wedge is still present. For I = 4h¯ and larger I-values the
wedge disappears. The reason for this behavior is sim-
ple: For the ( ,  ) values inside the wedge, the HFB w.f.
presents a neutron two-quasiparticle state with aligned
AM, h |Jˆx| i ⇡ 4h¯, making it costly to project to AM
values smaller than 4h¯. However, this is not the case
for I = 4h¯, Fig. 1(f), and we find three almost degener-
ated minima, two around   ⇡ ±10  and   = 0.35 and a
third one around   = 90  and   = 0.26. The minima at
  ⇡ 90  and   ⇡  45  will play an important role in the
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Collective w.f.s in the ( ,  ) plane for
the indicated states. The contour levels are separated by 0.01.
The contour labelled 0 sets the scale origin, the maximum is
indicated by a black dot.
interpretation of the collective w.f.s.
The solution of Eq. 2 provides the energy levels and the
w.f.s. The transition probabilities [6, 32] and the shapes
of the w.f.s allow to order the energy levels into bands
as shown in Fig. 2. The lowest levels provide the ground
band, a band based on the 0+2 level, two pseudo- -bands
based on the 2+3 and 2
+
4 states, a band based on the 4
+
2
level and a last one based on the 6+2 state. For the phys-
ical interpretation of these bands we show in Fig. 3 the
collective w.f.s, see Eq. 3, of representative states. The
minima of Fig. 1 represent the relevant configurations
and play a relevant role in the shape of the collective
w.f.s. The high-I members of a band with a w.f. look-
ing similar to the band head are not plotted. The 0+1
state presents a very extended w.f. with contributions
from many configurations and a maximum in the area
0      60  and 0.15     0.3. It resembles the PES
of Fig. 1(a)-(b). The higher AM members of the band
become prolate as can be seen in the w.f. of the 2+1 state.
The 0+2 state, band head of the first excited band, is soft
in the   direction and peaks at a prolate shape. The
higher AM members of the band, however, are oblate, see
for example the 2+2 state in Fig. 3. The second excited
band, based on the 2+3 state presents a triaxial-oblate
shape with the maximum at   = 0.32 and   =  45 . The
third, fourth and fifth excited bands, with the 4+2 , 2
+
4 and
6+2 states as band heads, have maxima at   ⇡ 0.28 0.36
and   ⇡ 90    100 , cf. the minimum at this point of
Fig. 1(f). Since the w.f.s of these three states look rather
similar we only display the one of the 4+2 state. The w.f.
of the 4+2 state strongly peaks at the maximum indicating
a less collective character. If we analyze the composition
of the HFB w.f. at the maximum we find that it corre-
sponds to an aligned state with contributions from the
⌫f7/2 and ⌫p3/2 orbitals. The band starting at this level
has been assigned in Ref. [24] as a K = 4 band. In the
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FIG. 2: Spectrum of 44S, showing the B(E2) transition prob-
abilities in e2fm4. The thick arrows represent the E0 tran-
sition with its corresponding value for ⇢2. The experimental
data [14, 15] are shown as thick dashed lines. Only experi-
mental states with safe spin assignment are included.
(b)) we observe the mentioned symmetry, i.e., the three
sextants are equivalent and can be obtained by reflexions
around the axis   = 0  and   = 60 . For I = 0 h¯ we find
a nucleus with   ⇡ 0.30 and very soft in  , with a slight
minimum at   ⇡ 30 . For I = 2 h¯ the lowest contours
shifted towards the prolate and oblate shapes and some-
what larger   values, and for I = 4 h¯, not shown here,
the energy minimum close to the oblate shapes weakens
about 1 MeV as compared with the prolate one. The
e↵ect of the angular frequency on the PESs can be seen
in Fig. 1(d)-(f). We first observe that now the three sex-
tants are not equivalent anymore. For I = 0 h¯ the PES
looks similar to the case h¯! = 0 MeV with the excep-
tion of the wedge around   = 90 . For I = 2 h¯ there
are two minima at   ⇡ ±10  and at   ⇡ ±45  and the
wedge is still present. For I = 4h¯ and larger I-values the
wedge disappears. The reason for this behavior is sim-
ple: For the ( ,  ) values inside the wedge, the HFB w.f.
presents a neutron two-quasiparticle state with aligned
AM, h |Jˆx| i ⇡ 4h¯, making it costly to project to AM
values smaller than 4h¯. However, this is not the case
for I = 4h¯, Fig. 1(f), and we find three almost degener-
ated minima, two around   ⇡ ±10  and   = 0.35 and a
third one around   = 90  and   = 0.26. The minima at
  ⇡ 90  and   ⇡  45  will play an important role in the
interpretation of the collective w.f.s.
The solution of Eq. 2 provides the energy levels and
the w.f.s. The transition probabilities [4, 30] and the
shapes of the w.f.s allow to order the energy levels into
bands as shown in Fig. 2. The lowest levels provide the
ground band, a band based on the 0+2 level, two pseudo-
 -bands based on the 2+3 and 2
+
4 states, a band based
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Collective w.f.s in the ( ,  ) plane for
the indicated states. The contour levels are separated by 0.01.
The contour labelled 0 sets the scale origin, the maximum is
indicated by a black dot.
on the 4+2 level and a last one based on the 6
+
2 state.
For th physical interpretatio of these bands we show
in Fig. 3 the collective w.f.s, see Eq. 3, of representative
states. The minima of Fig. 1 represent the relevant con-
figurations and play a relevant role in the shape of the
collective w.f.s. The high-I members of a band with a
w.f. looking similar to the band head are not plotted.
The 0+1 state presents a very extended w.f. with contri-
butions from ma y configurations and a maxi um in the
area 0      60  and 0.15     0.3. It r sembles the
PES of Fig. 1(a)-(b). The higher AM members of the
band become prolate as can be seen in the w.f. of the
2+1 state. The 0
+
2 state, band head of the first excited
band, is soft in the   direction and peaks at a prolate
shape. The higher AM members of the band, however,
are oblate, see for example the 2+2 state in Fig. 3. The
second excited band, based on the 2+3 state presents a
triaxial-oblate shape with the maximum at   = 0.32 and
  =  45 . The third, fourth and fifth excited bands,
with the 4+2 , 2
+
4 and 6
+
2 states as band heads, have max-
ima at   ⇡ 0.28   0.36 and   ⇡ 90    100 , cf. the
minimum at this point of Fig. 1(f). Since the w.f.s of
these three states look rather similar we only display the
one of the 4+2 state. The w.f. of the 4
+
2 state strongly
peaks at the maximum indicating a less collective char-
acter. If we analyze the composition of the HFB w.f. at
the maximum we find that it corresponds to an aligned
state with contributions from the ⌫f7/2 and ⌫p3/2 or-
bitals. The band starting at this level has been assigned
in Ref. [22] as a K = 4 band. In the present calcula-
tions, with explicit breaking of the time reversal symme-
try, the K quantum number looses relevance. However,
in some cases, through the cranking mechanism, one has
alignment along the x axis which can be used instead
to characterize bands. If we express the w.f. in the basis
|IKXi, with KX the projection of the angular momen-
Figure 46. Top panel: Excitation energies, B(E2) (in e2fm4) and ρ2(E0) for 44S
calculated with a SCCM ethod with Gogny D1S that includ s static nd cr king
intrinsic states in the (β2, γ) plane. Experimental data are shown as thick dashed lines.
Bottom panel: Collective wave functions for the selected states shown in the legend.
Figure adapted from Ref. [32].
(neutrons) more (less). This process is energetically possible and is not hindered by
single-beta decay in on y very few cases across th nucl ar chart. 2νββ decays, here
two neutrinos are also emitted in the process, have been already observed with very
long half-lives ( 1019−21 y ars), but the neutrinoles channel, the relevant one to study
those properties of t e neu rinos, has not been experimentally detec ed yet. In the most
plausible scenario in w ich a light Majora a neutrino is exchanged in the 0νββ decay,
the inverse of the half-life is [345]:[
T 0ν1/2(0
+
i → 0+f )
]−1
= G0ν |M0ν |2
(〈mββ〉
me
)2
(166)
where G0ν is a kinematic phase space factor, me is the electron mass and 〈mββ〉
is the effective Majorana neutrino mass. The nuclear physics part of this process
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is encoded in the so-called nuclear matrix element (NME), M0ν . Several nuclear
structure methods have been used so far to calculate these NMEs (see Ref. [346]
and references therein), namely, large scale shell model (SM), quasiparticle random
phase approximation (QRPA), interacting boson model (IBM), projected Hartree-Fock-
Bogoliubov (PHFB) and energy density functional methods (EDF).
In most of the cases, these NMEs are computed as the matrix elements between
the 0+ ground states of the mother and granddaughter nuclei connected by the
corresponding transition operator. This is the so-called closure approximation since
it by-passes the virtual transitions to the intermediate states in the odd-odd nucleus.
Therefore, SCCM methods with Gogny EDF, including particle number and angular
momentum restoration, and axial quadrupole shape mixing, can be used to compute
the ground states of the two neighboring nuclei involved in the process, and then, the
corresponding transition matrix elements, as it is regularly done in electromagnetic
decays.
The transition operator of this electroweak process is obtained assuming
additionally a non-relativistic approach. Thus, the NMEs is given by the sum of Fermi
(F), Gamow-Teller (GT) and tensor (T) terms [345], although the latter are normally
neglected in Gogny EDF applications:
M0ν = −
(
gV
gA
)2
M0νF +M
0ν
GT (167)
with gV = 1 and gA = 1.25 being the vector and axial coupling constants, and:
M0νF/GT = 〈0+f |Mˆ0νF/GT |0+i 〉 (168)
with:
Mˆ0νF =
(
gA
gV
)2∑
i<j
VˆF (rij)τˆ
(i)
− τˆ
(j)
− , (169)
Mˆ0νGT =
∑
i<j
VˆGT (rij)(σˆ
(i) · σˆ(j))τˆ (i)− τˆ (j)− (170)
In these expressions, τˆ− is the isospin ladder operator that changes neutrons into protons
and σˆ are the Pauli matrices acting on the spin part of the wave functions. The so-
called neutrino potentials VˆF/GT depend on the relative distance between two nucleons
(see Refs. [345, 346] and references therein for more details).
NMEs within the SCCM framework are computed in the following manner. Initial
(i) and final (f) states correspond to the ground states given by Eq. 157 with (J =
0, σ = 1), or, in their respective natural basis (Eq. 162):
|0+i/f〉 = |Ψ0+1,i/f〉 =
∑
Λi/f
g0+1,i/f (Λi/f )|Λ0+i/f〉 (171)
Then, each component of the NME is calculated using an expression similar to
Eq. 164. Using the natural basis that corresponds to each nucleus, the NME is evaluated
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as [340]:
M0νF/GT =
∑
ΛfΛi
∑
qfqi
(g0+1 (Λf ))
∗
u0+Λf (qf )√
n0+Λf
∗ M¯0νF/GT (qf ,qi)
u0+Λi (qi)√
n0+Λi
 g0+1 (Λi)(172)
Here, the quantity M¯0νF/GT (qf ,qi) = 〈Φ0+f (qf )|Mˆ0νF/GT |Φ0+i (qi)〉, where |Φ0+i/f (qi/f )〉 are
projected states defined in Eq. 158, gives the dependence of the NMEs with the collective
coordinates of the mother and daughter whenever is properly normalized:
M0νF/GT (qf ,qi) =
M¯0νF/GT (qf ,qi)√
〈Φ0+i (qi)|Φ0+i (qi)〉〈Φ0+f (qf )|Φ0+f (qf )〉
(173)
Therefore, the value of the NME can be understood as the convolution of the collective
wave functions of initial and final states with the intensity of the NMEs as a function
of the collective coordinates given in the previous expression.
SCCM methods with Gogny EDFs are very well suited to study nuclear structure
effects in the 0νββ NMEs. All of these calculations assume particle number and angular
momentum restoration, and axial quadrupole shape mixing [226, 341, 342, 347, 344]. In
Ref. [343] the fluctuations in the number of particles are also added as a collective
coordinate. Thus, the role of deformation, pairing correlations and shell effects
in the NMEs have been studied both in the actual candidates to detect 0νββ
decays [226, 341, 343] as well as in virtual decays in isotopic chains [342, 344]. The
latter studies are important to identify the origin of the discrepancies found in the
NMEs computed with different many-body methods, in particular, between SCCM and
SM calculations.
In general, SCCM calculations have shown that the strength of the NMEs is very
much reduced when the deformations of the initial and final states are different. In
fact, the decay is more probable between states with intrinsic spherical shapes. This
is illustrated in Fig. 47 where the strength of the Fermi and GT parts in the decay
of the nucleus 116Cd are plotted as a function of the axial quadrupole deformation of
the mother (116Cd) and of the granddaughter (116Sn) (Eq. 173). The largest values
correspond to the diagonal part of the figure, and, more specifically, to the area around
the spherical shape. However, the final value of the NME considers the regions of these
plots explored by the ground state collective wave functions of the initial and final nuclei.
These are plotted on the top and on the left of Fig. 47 and the shaded areas correspond
to the product of the two collective wave functions.
The other degree of freedom playing a major role in the 0νββ NMEs is the nuclear
pairing. In Fig. 48 the pairing energies of the initial and final states as a function of the
quadrupole deformation are represented as well as the diagonal part of the NMEs for the
decay of 116Cd. Here, a clear correlation between these quantities are observed and the
largest values of the NMEs are obtained at deformations where larger pairing energies
are found. This effect was explicitly shown in Ref. [343], i.e., the increase of the NMEs
with increasing the pairing content (proton-proton and neutron-neutron pairing) of the
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Figure 47. Contour plots: Strength of the Fermi and Gamow-Teller parts of 0νββ
nuclear matrix elements as a function of the axial quadrupole deformation of the initial
116Cd and final 116Sn nuclei. Ground state collective wave functions for 116Cd (top)
and 116Sn (left) nuclei. The shaded area shows the product of the two collective wave
functions. Gogny D1S is used.
initial and final states. However, the actual values of the NMEs could be reduced by
including two degrees of freedom that destroy like-particle pairing correlations, namely,
higher seniority components (see, e.g., Ref. [344]) and proton-neutron pairing (see, e.g.,
Ref. [348]). This kind of states have not been included so far in SCCM Gogny EDF
calculations.
Finally, the same formalism can be applied to the evaluation of NMEs of resonant
neutrinoless double electron capture (0νee) [349]. In this case, the SCCM calculations of
the NMEs in the possible few candidates to detect this lepton number violating process
predict much longer half-lives (of the order of 1031 years) than the 0νββ ones [350, 351].
6.3.5. Occupation numbers Nuclear shell model (SM) and EDF methods are the
most widely used frameworks to describe microscopically the nuclear structure. Thus,
searching for connections between these formalisms are very useful due to their
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Figure 48. (a) Diagonal part of the 0νββ nuclear matrix elements, and, (b) pairing
energies for 116Cd and 116Sn nuclei, as a function of the axial quadrupole deformation.
Gogny D1S is used.
complementarity. SM works in the laboratory frame, diagonalizing effective nuclear
interactions defined in valence spaces -normally assuming a core- and using Slater
determinants -built upon a spherical mean-field- as the basis of the many-body Hilbert
space [352]. On the other hand, EDF methods are defined in an intrinsic frame,
i.e., tend to break most of the symmetries of the interaction at the mean-field level.
Furthermore, these are no-core calculations and the number of major harmonic oscillator
shells included is larger than in SM approaches. These aspects make SM and EDF states
difficult to connect. Nevertheless, single-particle energies in the deformed basis with
Nilsson-like plots are routinely found in EDF calculations to understand qualitatively
the orbits that play a role for a given nucleus. In some cases, relevant deformed mean-
field states have been studied in terms of the particle-hole structure in a spherical
basis [353, 95].
A more quantitative way of analyzing the underlying shell structure of individual
nuclear states within the SCCM framework has been recently proposed in Ref. [338]. It
is based on computing the number of particles contained in each self-consistent spherical
mean-field orbit when the states are defined with the SCCM ansatz (Eq. 157). These
occupation numbers are not observables [354, 355] and are model dependent. However,
they can provide a qualitative comparison of the internal structure of the SCCM states
with SM states. On the other hand, they can also serve as a guidance for defining
SM valence spaces because they reveal the importance of each spherical orbit in the
description of, for example, rotational bands.
To calculate the occupation numbers of spherical orbits one needs to define
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Figure 49. (a)-(b) Single-particle energies and (c)-(d) occupation numbers of spherical
orbits as a function of the axial quadrupole deformation for protons and neutrons
calculated for 64Cr with the Gogny D1S interaction. Figure adapted from Ref. [338]
first those single-particle levels. One reasonable choice is the canonical basis of the
spherically-symmetric self-consistent mean-field solution of the nucleus under study.
Thus, the operator associated to the number of particles occupying a given spherical
orbit, α, defined by the quantum numbers (nαlαjα) is:
nˆα =
∑
mjα
a†nαlαjαmjαanαlαjαmjα (174)
These creation and annihilation single-particle operators (a†α, aα) are obtained from the
diagonalization of the density-matrix, ρsphab [84]:
ρsphab = 〈φsph|c†bca|φsph〉 (175)
where |φsph〉 is the spherical quasiparticle vacuum and (c†a, ca) are creation and
annihilation single-particle operators that correspond to the arbitrary working basis used
to define the HFB transformation [84]. As it is done in previous sections, the occupation
numbers are now calculated as the expectation values of the operator defined in Eq. 174
between SCCM states, i.e., substituting Oˆ = nˆα in Eq. 164. Moreover, the dependence
of the occupation numbers along the collective coordinates can be computed as:
nJσpiα (q) =
〈ΦJσpi(q)|nˆα|ΦJσpi(q)〉
〈ΦJσpi(q)|ΦJσpi(q)〉 (176)
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angular momentum, J = 0, projection (continuous) approaches. With the thick-dashed
line, the ground state collective wave-function is shown. Gogny D1S is used. Figure
adapted from Ref. [338].
Thus, in the particular case where the collective coordinate is q = β2, Eq. 176 allows
a quantitative evaluation of the number of particles occupying the different orbits along
the quadrupole moment, improving the qualitative description that is usually given with
the analysis of Nilsson-like plots. This is shown in Fig. 49 for the nucleus 64Cr (Z = 24,
N = 40) taken as an example of the performance of the method. In the left panel,
the HFB single-particle energies and the Fermi level are represented for protons and
neutrons. We observe that, around the spherical point, protons (neutrons) are expected
to occupy up to the f7/2 (pf -shell) orbits. Once the quadrupole deformation increases,
some neutron levels coming from the g9/2 and the pf -shell orbits cross the Fermi level,
as well as one proton level coming from the sd-shell. The quantitative counterpart
of this analysis is shown in the right panel. Here, we observe that the neutron g9/2
orbit is clearly being filled in and the f5/2 orbit is being emptied when the deformation
departures from the spherical point.
The final values for the occupation numbers are given by the evaluation of Eq. 164
that includes the effect of the shape mixing. In Fig. 50 the particle number variation after
projection (PN-VAP), the particle number and angular momentum (J = 0) projection
potential energy surfaces, and the ground state collective wave function are plotted. We
see that, even though the N = 40 spherical harmonic oscillator shell closure produces
an absolute minimum in the PN-VAP PES, the angular momentum restoration and
shape mixing produce that the deformed prolate configuration becomes the ground state.
The occupation numbers computed in the ground state are represented in Fig. 51. To
better visualize the relevant orbits needed to describe this deformed state, the difference
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Figure 51. Difference between the occupation numbers of spherical orbits for the
ground state of 64Cr calculated with the SCCM method and the occupation numbers
of those orbits in the spherical HFB configuration. Figure adapted from Ref. [338].
between the occupation numbers provided by the SCCM method and the occupancies
given by the HFB solution at the spherical point are plotted. Thus:
∆nJ ;σα = 〈ΦJ ;σ|nˆα|ΦJ ;σ〉 − 〈φsph|nˆα|φsph〉 (177)
Positive (negative) values of ∆nJ ;σα mean particles (holes) in a given level α with respect
to the filling in the spherical HFB configuration.
We observe that orbits below 1f7/2 are almost fully occupied and orbits above
the neutron sdg (proton 1g9/2) orbits have small (although non-negligible) occupancies.
The neutron pf (1g9/2 and 2d5/2) orbits are depopulated (populated). Most of the
depopulation of the neutron pf shell comes from the 1f5/2 and 2p1/2 levels and, to a
lesser extent, the 2p3/2 and 1f7/2 orbits. It is also interesting to see that 3s1/2, 2d3/2
and 2g7/2 are not very much populated in the ground state. Furthermore, the 1f7/2
orbit does not contain anymore the four valence protons as in the spherical case but it
accommodates roughly one proton less, while the 2p3/2 and 2f5/2 starts to be slightly
occupied. This analysis is in a rather good agreement with SM results and points out
to the role of the g9/2 neutron orbit in the onset of deformation in neutron rich N = 40
isotopes (see Ref. [338] and references therein).
In summary, this method is a perfect tool to interpret the results of SCCM methods
not only in terms of collective variables (with the collective wave functions) but also to
study the underlying shell structure. Additionally, it allows a closer comparison with
SM results, and, indirectly, with nucleon transfer/removal reaction experiments as it
has been done in the case of 76Ge and 76Se [356].
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7. Summary and future prospects
The success of the Gogny force in describing many different facets of nuclear structure
along the years is a clear indication that it still represents a rock solid alternative for a
microscopic description of the physics of the atomic nucleus in all regions of the nuclide
chart with special emphasis on the interpretation of experimental findings.
For the years to come, one might think of several improvements to be made to the
Gogny force. Some of them are minor, like including a finite range spin–orbit term or
increasing the number of Gaussians. Some others require more work, like finding an
operator based finite range replacement to the density dependent term, exploring the
time-odd sector of the interaction or finding observables to fit a tensor term. The fitting
protocol can also be improved as to take into account observables sensitive to proton-
neutron pairing. Also, inclusion of beyond mean field effects in the fitting protocol should
be a priority in the years to come. The exchange of ideas with the ab initio community
could also seed some light on new forms of effective energy density functionals. Work in
many of these considerations is already underway and hopefully we will witness some
advances soon.
Concerning the improvement of the quantum mechanic many body methods to be
used along with the Gogny force there are again minor developments that mostly involve
the writing of new computer codes breaking all possible symmetries. In this category we
could think of a triaxial QRPA code with the ability to compute also collective inertias
exactly. New developments expanding beyond the use of a HO basis will be helpful
to handle exotic shapes like to ones found in fission, the ones required to describe
super-heavy elements or the accuracy needed for nuclear astrophysics. Also a proper
handling of the continuum would be highly welcome to describe near drip-line physics
and reactions from a more fundamental perspective.
Among the major improvements, a sound implementation of configuration
interaction methods based on deformed intrinsic states which are subsequently projected
to have the proper quantum numbers would be the main development. It will allow to
treat consistently the physics of all kind of nuclei irrespective of their mass number
and the collective character of the excitation under study. The challenge in this case is
how to implement those methods for density dependent effective interactions. This will
allow, among many other applications, to deal with odd mass systems at the same level
of sophistication and applicability as the even-even case. Another major breakthrough
would be the use of the Gogny force to analyze the time evolution of nuclear reactions
using time dependent formalisms like TDHFB or TDGCM.
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Appendix A. Matrix elements of the Gogny force in the harmonic oscillator
basis: basic ideas
The evaluation of matrix elements in mean field calculations with phenomenological
effective interactions is of great relevance given the huge amount of them required,
specially for heavy nuclei calculations. Therefore, it is highly desirable to find procedures
to compute them in the quickest and most accurate possible way. In general, the matrix
elements of two body operators are given as double three dimensional integrals (sixfold
integrals) and different strategies have been used to reduce the complexity of their
evaluation. A popular one in nuclear structure is to use contact interactions (as in
the generic Skyrme case) to carry out analytically three of the integrals in order to
reduce the sixfold integrals to threefold ones. Another strategy is to use interactions
that factorize as products of the integration variables. This is the approach taken with
the Gogny force, where the finite range central potential is given in terms of a Gaussian
form factor
e−(~r1−~r2)
2/µ2 =
3∏
i=1
e−(xi 1−xi 2)
2/µ2
By using basis states with the same factorization property it is possible to reduce the
sixfold integration to the product of twofold integrals reducing thereby the amount of
integrals to compute. The choice of a Gaussian form factor is advantageous for two
additional reasons: First, it is intimately connected with the harmonic oscillator basis,
as the Hermite polynomials are orthogonal with respect to a Gaussian weight and their
generating functions are also Gaussians. As a consequence, the evaluation of the matrix
elements in this basis can be carried out analytically. Second, it is possible to expand
many smooth functions as a linear combination of tempered Gaussians (i.e. Gaussians
with different widths) as it is common practice with the Coulomb and Yukawa potentials
[357, 26] expanding enormously the range of applicability of the method.
An additional advantage of the harmonic oscillator basis is that, due to a nice
property, it is possible to reduce the number of matrix elements to be computed in one
dimension from O(N2) to O(N) where N is the number of HO states [10, 11, 358].
For all the reasons above, calculations with the Gogny force are carried out in a
harmonic oscillator basis. Depending on the underlying self-consistent symmetries of the
calculation, spherical, axially symmetric or triaxial harmonic oscillator basis are used.
The three representations are connected by means of unitary transformations [10, 359]
and it is straightforward to go from one to another. In the following, we will illustrate
the calculation of the matrix elements of a Gaussian form factor in the triaxial case,
that is, assuming that the HO wave functions are factorized as the product of three
one-dimensional HO states along each spatial direction x, y and z
ϕα(~r) = ϕax(x)ϕay(y)ϕaz(z) (A.1)
The other two cases corresponding to spherical [11] (r, θ and ϕ as spatial coordinates
)and axial [85] (r⊥, ϕ and z) symmetries will not be considered here. The derivation
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presented here follows that of Ref [26] but taking into account the caveats discussed in
[86] concerning the accuracy in the numerical evaluation of alternating sums.
The goal is to compute the matrix element of the two-body Gaussian interaction
of the central part
IBBabcd =
∫
d~r1d~r2ϕ
∗
a(~r1)ϕ
∗
b(~r2)e
− (~r1−~r2)2
µ2 ϕc(~r1)ϕd(~r2) (A.2)
where ϕα(~r) factorizes as ϕax(x)ϕay(y)ϕaz(z). The one-dimensional harmonic oscillator
wave functions are given by the traditional expression in terms of the Hermite
polynomials
ϕn(x; b) =
1√√
pi2nn!b
e−
x2
2b2Hn(x/b) (A.3)
The generic matrix element of the Gaussian is then written as the product of three 1-D
matrix elements
IBBabcd =
3∏
i=1
I
(i)
aibicidi
(A.4)
where I
(i)
aibicidi
is the two-dimensional integral
I
(i)
aibicidi
=
∫
dx1dx2ϕai(x1)ϕbi(x2)e
− (x1−x2)2
µ2 ϕci(x1)ϕdi(x2) (A.5)
The strategy to compute this integral is to use the following property of the harmonic
oscillator wave functions [10, 11, 358]
ϕna(x)ϕnc(x) =
1
b1/2pi1/4
∑
nµ
τ(nancnµ)e
− x2
2b2ϕnµ(x) (A.6)
where the sum on nµ contains a finite number of terms (|na − nc| ≤ nµ ≤ na + nc) and
the geometric coefficient τ(nancnµ) is given by
τ(na, nb, nµ) =
(na!nb!nµ!)
1/2
(s− nµ)!(s− na)!(s− nb)!∆na+nb,nµ (A.7)
with s = 1
2
(na + nb + nµ) and
∆n,m =
1
2
(
1 + (−)n+m) (A.8)
Preservation of the parity symmetry (expressed by the ∆ symbol) guarantees that in all
the non-zero coefficients the combinations in the denominator are integers and therefore
the factorial makes sense. The result can be easily understood by noticing that, apart
from the Gaussian factors, the 1D HO oscillator wave functions are polynomials and the
product of two polynomials of degrees n1 and n2 can unambiguously be expressed as a
linear combination of polynomials of degree n1 +n2 at most. Using the above result the
previous integral is expressed as
I
(i)
abcd =
1
b
√
pi
∑
nµnν
τ(nancnµ)J(nbndnµ) (A.9)
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where
J(nb, nd, nµ) =
1
b1/2pi1/4
∫
dx1ϕnµ(x1)e
− x
2
1
2b2
∫
dx2e
− (x1−x2)2
µ2 ϕnb(x2)ϕnd(x2)(A.10)
To compute this set of coefficients there are essentially two alternatives: (a) to perform
a transformation to the center of mass (x1 +x2)/2 and relative coordinate x1−x2 using
Moshinsky coefficients or (b) to use the Parseval theorem of Fourier transforms to write
the integral in momentum space as∫
dkF ∗nµ(k)G˜nbnd(k) (A.11)
where Fnµ(k) is the Fourier transform of ϕnµ(x1)e
− x
2
1
2b2 and G˜nb,nd(k) is the Fourier
transform of a convolution. Using these ideas we arrive to the final expression
J(nb, nd, nµ) =
√
2pi√
b
√
pi
∫
dkF ∗nµ(k)E(k)Gnbnd(k) (A.12)
where the corresponding quantities in momentum space are given by
Fnµ(k) = F
(
ϕnµ(x1)e
− x
2
1
2b2
)
=
b√√
pi2nµnµ!b
(−i)nµ√
2
(kb)nµ e−(kb)
2/4 (A.13)
for the Fourier transform of the 1-D HO wave function times a Gaussian,
E(k) = F
(
e−x
2/µ2
)
=
µ√
2
e−(kµ)
2/4 (A.14)
for the Fourier transform of a Gaussian, and
Gnbnd(k) = F (ϕnb(x)ϕnd(x)) =
nb!nd!(−i)nb+nd√
pi2nb+nd+1nb!nd!
e−(kb)
2/4 (A.15)
×
∑
p
(−2)p
p!(nb − p)!(nd − p)!(kb)
nb+nd−2p
for the Fourier transform of the product of two 1-D harmonic oscillator wave functions.
The momentum integral is straightforward and it imposes the selection rule nµ+nb+nd =
even = 2s. The final result is [86]
J(nb, nd, nµ) =
µ
b
√
2pi
(−1)s+nµ
Gs+1/2
(
nb!nd!
nµ!
)1/2∑
p
Γ(s− p+ 1/2)
p!(nb − p)!(nd − p)! (−G)
p(A.16)
with the coefficient G = 1 + µ
2
2b2
. The quantity J(nb, nd, nµ) can be written using
hypergeometric series as
J(nb, nd, nµ) =
µ
b
√
2pi
(−1)s+nµ
Gs+1/2
(
1
nb!nd!nµ!
)1/2
Γ(s+ 1/2) (A.17)
× 2F1(−nb,−nd, 1/2− s;G)
The advantage of this result is the possibility to use the vast literature around hyper-
geometric functions to find efficient and accurate ways to evaluate the coefficients. In
the case µ = 0 it is even possible to find an explicit analytical expression for the above
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matrix element. In others, use of any of the 24 Gauss recursion relations is useful to
simplify or make more accurate the evaluation of the J coefficients.
The previous results can be used also to compute the matrix elements of a contact
interaction δ(~r1 − ~r2) given the relation between the delta function and a Gaussian of
zero range
δ(x1 − x2) = lim
µ→0
1√
pi
e−(x1−x2)
2/µ2
µ
(A.18)
It is also possible to use the above results to compute the matrix elements of
the Coulomb interaction by using its expansion as a linear combination of tempered
Gaussians [357, 26]
1
|r1 − r2| =
2√
pi
∫ ∞
0
dµ
µ2
e−|r1−r2|
2/µ2 . (A.19)
Using this expansion it is possible to express the matrix element of the Coulomb potential
ICabcd in terms of the integral of I
Gauss
abcd (µ) with respect to µ
ICabcd =
2√
pi
∫ ∞
0
dµ
µ2
IGaussabcd (µ) (A.20)
The only dependence on µ of IGauss is in the coefficients J of Eq. (A.16). The integral
on µ cannot be evaluated analytically, but an appropriate change of variables and the
use of the Gauss-Legendre numerical integration allows for an accurate evaluation of
the required integrals [26].
Using the same ideas of expanding in a linear combination of Gaussian functions
it is also possible to compute the matrix elements of the Yukawa potential in this way
[357, 360]
The evaluation of the matrix elements of the density dependent part of the
interaction or the Slater approximation to the Coulomb exchange potential have
necessarily to be carried out numerically. For this purpose, the Gauss-Hermite (or
the appropriate one in the axially symmetric or spherical case) method is very handy
at a moderate computational cost.
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Appendix B. Computer codes
To our knowledge, computer codes to carry out mean field and beyond mean field
calculations with the Gogny force have been developed by several different groups:
the Bruye`res Le Chaˆtel (BlC) group in France, the Madrid (Mad) group in Spain,
several groups in Japan (see [361, 233] for two different implementations) and finally the
collaborative effort around the HFBtho [362] and HFBodd [363] codes involving many
scientists from different institutions. Of all the codes mentioned, only the HFBtho and
HFBodd ones have been published [362, 363] in a journal or made publicly available.
Therefore, after briefly discussing the published codes, we will be focusing in this section
on the codes produced by the present authors which are available upon request to the
authors.
The HFBtho is a computer code primarily developed to implement Skyrme HFB
calculations in an axially symmetric transformed harmonic oscillator basis. The
peculiarity of the transformed HO it that it allows for more flexibility in describing
the asymptotic properties of the single particle wave functions. In the most recent
version [362], the Gogny force has been incorporated as an option, but in the more
traditional harmonic oscillator basis.
The HFBodd is a computer code that was born as an implementation of the HFB
equation with the zero range Skyrme interaction. The recent versions of the code
are flexible enough as to break all possible symmetries including simplex, reflection
symmetry and time reversal. More recent versions also allow the calculation of
Hamiltonian overlaps and projected energies for a variety of broken symmetries. The
HFB amplitudes are expressed in a triaxial HO basis. In the last iteration of the code
[363], the Gogny force has been incorporated as an option into the code.
The two codes above are written in fortran90 and include lots of computational
tricks to improve performance like OpenMP or MPI for production in a parallel
environment. However, in a single computer their performance is far from satisfactory
in contrast with the computer codes developed by the present authors.
Along the years the authors have developed several computer codes in FORTRAN
77 to implement HFB and beyond calculations with the Gogny force. Let us first mention
the family of codes preserving axial symmetry (but breaking reflection symmetry if
required):
• HFBax is a HFB solver implementing all different terms of the Gogny force,
including Coulomb exchange and Coulomb antipairing. It is based on an expansion
on an axially symmetric harmonic oscillator basis with a single center. Thanks to
it implementation of the evaluation of matrix elements using hypergeometric series
(see Appendix Appendix A) it can go quite far in basis size without encountering
any numerical instability (see [86]). It can even handle fission [23, 364] or even
cluster emission [25] up to the scission point and beyond (two well separated
fragments) without any problem. The method of choice to solve the HFB equation
is a second order gradient method [29] that reduces substantially the iteration count.
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A procedure for an unattended minimization of the oscillator length parameters is
also available.
• Atb is similar to HFBax but with the pecularity that time reversal invariance can be
broken. This opens up the possibility to solve the HFB equations with full blocking
and the self-consistent treatment of odd-A nuclei [81, 80] or even the study of high-
K isomers [82] in super-heavy nuclei. One of the key elements of this code is the
implementation of an orthogonality constraint to prevent the iterative solution of
the HFB equation to always converge to the lowest lying solution for a given K
quantum numbers.
• HFBaxT represents the extension to finite temperature [31, 119, 120] of the HFBax
code. It can also handle fission at finite temperature [120] as well as the calculation
of level densities in the finite temperature framework.
• PNPax computes the particle number projected energy of a HFB wave function
obtained with HFBax. It also allows for a search, in the spirit of the RVAP with
the particle number fluctuation as variational parameter, of the lowest energy PNP
solution.
• GCMax is a computer code to compute the Hamiltonian overlap between any two
general HFB wave functions obtained from HFBax. This computed code together
with an auxilliary program (HW) can be used to solve the Hill-Wheeler equation
of the GCM procedure for axially symmetric wave functions. Applications to GCM
calculations with the octupole degree of freedom as generating coordinate [29] or
the quadrupole and octupole degree of freedom [47, 102] are common applications
of this computer code.
A triaxial code breaking time reversal symmetry, but preserving simplex is also
available. It is dubbed HFBTri and it can handle both even and odd number parity
type of wave functions. Together with the possibility to break time reversal, the handling
of odd number parity states opens up the opportunity to deal with odd mass nuclei using
the HFB blocking procedure. The constraint in orthogonality is fully implemented as
well as several other constraints on two body operators like 〈∆N2〉 or 〈∆J2z 〉. The
method of choice to solve the HFB equation is a second order gradient method [29] that
reduces substantially the iteration count. It shares with the HFBax the same protocols
to compute the matrix elements and therefore rather large basis sizes up to 20 shells
can be used.
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Appendix C. Overlaps of operators between HFB states: the Generalized
Wick Theorem
In the implementation of symmetry restoration and/or configuration mixing the
evaluation of overlaps of operators between arbitrary HFB states is required. This
is so because the symmetry operators are exponentials of one body operators (which are
part of the Lie algebra generating the HFB states) and therefore its action on arbitrary
HFB states leads again to HFB states.
The evaluation of the overlaps is greatly simplified by using the Generalized Wick
Theorem (GWT). The theorem, derived in many different ways [365, 366, 367, 368],
states that generic overlaps of the form
〈Φ|Oˆ|Φ′〉
〈Φ|Φ′〉 (C.1)
can always be written as the sum of all possible two-quasiparticle contractions
〈Φ|βµβν |Φ′〉
〈Φ|Φ′〉 = Cµν (C.2)
〈Φ|βµβ†ν |Φ′〉
〈Φ|Φ′〉 = δµν (C.3)
〈Φ|β†µβ†ν |Φ′〉
〈Φ|Φ′〉 = 0 (C.4)
In the above expressions |Φ〉 and |Φ′〉 are arbitrary, non orthogonal, HFB wave functions
with amplitudes U , V and U ′, V ′ respectively and Oˆ is a general multi-body operator.
Typically, the operator Oˆ is a linear combination of products of creation and annihilation
quasiparticle operators belonging to a given HFB state. To simplify the results, we will
assume that those quasiparticle operators are the ones associated to |Φ〉. As an example,
considering Oˆ to be a one-body operator we obtain
〈Φ|Oˆ|Φ′〉
〈Φ|Φ′〉 = 〈Φ|Oˆ|Φ〉+
1
2
∑
munu
O20µµ
〈Φ|βµβnu|Φ′〉
〈Φ|Φ′〉 (C.5)
= 〈Φ|Oˆ|Φ〉+ 1
2
∑
munu
O20µµCµν
The only non-trivial contraction required in the previous overlap is given in terms
of the skew-symmetry matrix Cµν which is the product of two matrices
Cµν = A
−1B (C.6)
where A = U †U ′ + V †V ′ and B = U †V ′ + V †U ′. Using the GWT we can write, for
instance, the non-trivial matrix element entering the evaluation of the Hamiltonian
overlap as
〈Φ|βµβνβσβρ|Φ′〉
〈Φ|Φ′〉 = CµνCσρ − CµσCνρ + CµρCνσ. (C.7)
The overlap between the two HFB wave functions is given by the expression
〈Φ|Φ′〉 = ±
√
detA. (C.8)
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The presence of the square root implies an indeterminacy in the sign that requires further
consideration. The importance of the undetermined sign comes from the fact that the
overlap is part of the integrand of the integrals characteristic of the symmetry restoration
or configuration mixing methods. A wrong assignment of the sign can substantially
change the value of the integral. The sign problem has been addressed in the past using
different strategies
• Continuity: The wave function |Φ′〉 belongs to a dense set that includes |Φ〉. By
fixing the initial sign by 〈Φ|Φ〉 = 1, the one of 〈Φ|Φ′〉 for a |Φ′〉 close to |Φ〉 is fixed
by continuity. The method is complemented by the knowledge of the derivative of
the overlap with respect to some parameter α labeling the set of the |Φ′〉. However,
the method requires an adaptive mesh to work in arbitrary situations.
• Time reversal invariant systems: in those cases where there is Kramer’s degeneracy
the Bogoliubov amplitudes have a block structure that also renders the matrix A
as a block matrix with equal entries A¯ in the diagonal. As a consequence the detA
is given by a square detA = det2 A¯ and therefore 〈Φ|Φ′〉 = det A¯.
• Neergard and Wu¨st method: Factoring out the matrices U † and U ′ off the matrix
A we can express the overlap in terms of the determinant det(1 + Z†Z ′) where the
skew symmetric matrices are simply given by Z = V U−1. As shown in Ref. [369]
the matrix Z†Z ′ has doubly degenerate eigenvalues and again det(1 +Z†Z ′) can be
written as a square.
• Pfaffian method: Using techniques of fermion coherent states it is possible to
compute the overlap of two arbitrary HFB states without any ambiguity in the sign
[370]. The final results is expressed in terms of the Pfaffian of a skew-symmetric
matrix. The Pfaffian of a skew-symmetrix matrix is defined in a similar fashion
to the determinant of an arbitrary matrix and shares with the determinant many
properties. An interesting property of the Pfaffian is the one connecting the Pfaffian
with the square of a determinant. The numeric evaluation of the Pfaffian has a
computational cost very similar to the one of the determinant and therefore it
represents a very useful alternative to any of the methods mentioned above [371].
There are a couple of difficulties in the application of the GWT or overlap formulas
in practical implementations. One has to do with the common situation where the
occupancies v2k of the HFB wave functions involved are close to one. In this case some
of the expressions involving the inverse of the U amplitudes are not well defined. This
problem has been solved in the literature [205, 372, 373]. Also useful formulas to deal
with unoccupied (and therefore irrelevant) states have been given. The other difficulty
is connected with the situation where the overlap of the two HFB wave functions is zero
and therefore the contractions of the GWT as given in Eq (C.2) are ill defined (in fact,
divergent). This might be thought as an expectional situation but it is indeed common
in PNP or in other similar contexts involving cranking wave functions [92, 374]. The
consequences of this failure of the GWT have been discussed in many places [92, 202] in
the context of EDFs and is still an unresolved aspect of the theory that has to be further
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clarified. If the overlap 〈Φ|Oˆ|Φ′〉 is still required, a way to compute it is going to a sort
of canonical basis [375, 202] or use the Pfaffian technique as discussed in [368]. In the
latter reference, a way to compute efficiently overlaps of multiquasiparticle excitations
of the different HFB vacuums without the combinatorial explosion characteristic of the
GWT has been considered. It is again based on the Pfaffian ideas and could represent
a breakthrough in applications of the projected shell model of Hara and Sun [367].
Another practical aspect of the GWT has to do with the common situation when
the two HFB wave functions are expanded on different single particle basis not spanning
the same subspace of the whole Hilbert space. In this case, the formulas above have
to modified to take into account this peculiarity. The idea is to formally enlarge both
basis as to expand the same subspace but setting to zero the occupancy of the extended
orbitals [205, 376, 368].
In applications involving statistical ensembles, where traces with a density matrix
operator are used instead of mean values, it is still possible to used the ideas of the
GWT in those cases where a given operator is multiplied by the exponential of an one
body operator (a symmetry transformation or a Bogoliubov transformation operator).
The corresponding expression is similar to the one of the GWT (linear combination of
contractions) but the contractions are given by a different expression [377, 378].
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Appendix D. Abbreviations and acronyms
In the following table a list of abbreviations and acronyms used in the paper is given
5DCH 5D Collective Hamiltonian
AMP Angular momentum projection
AM-PAV Angular momentum PAV
AM-VAP Angular momentum VAP
BCS Bardeen Cooper Schrieffer
BHF Bruckner HF
CHFB Cranked Hartree Fock Bogoliubov
COM Center of Mass
CSE Collective Schro¨dinger equation
EDF Energy density functional
EFA Equal filling approximation
EOS Equation of state
FTHFB Finite temperature HFB
GCM Generator coordinate method
GOA Gaussian overlap approximation
HFB Hartree Fock Bogoliubov
HF Hartree Fock
HO Harmonic Oscillator
HWG Hill-Wheeler-Griffins
IBM Interacting boson model
LN Lipkin Nogami
PAV Projection After Variation
PES Potential energy surface
PLN Projected LN
PNAMP Particle number AMP
PN-PAV Particle number PAV
PNP Particle Number Projection
PN-VAP Particle number VAP
PPNAMP Parity PNAMP
QRPA Quasiparticle RPA
RMF Relativistic Mean Field
RPA Random Phase Approximation
R-PN-VAP Restricted PN-VAP
RVAP Restricted VAP
SCCM Symmetry conserving configuration mixing
SCK2 Self-consistent Kamlah 2
TRSC Time reversal symmetry conserving
TR Time reversal
VAP Variation After Projection
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The parametrizations of the Gogny force discussed in Sec. 2 are also listed here for
a compilation:
• Traditional D1 family: D1, D1’, D1S, D1N, D1M, D1P, DS280, D1M∗
• New D2 family: D2
• Including tensor term: D1ST, D1MT, D1ST2a, D1ST2b, D1MT2c, GT2
• Similar to Gogny: SEI
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